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November 5, 1994

Jaspal Walia, P.E.
New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation

270 Michigan Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14203-2999

Re: Work Plan for the Former GM-Saginaw Facility
Buffalo, New York
NYSDEC Site No. 915152

Dear Mr. Walia:

General Motors Corporation (GM) is pleased to present two copies of the final Work
Plan for the above-referenced site.

I will contact you to discuss the schedule of activities. Should you have any questions,
please feel free to contact me in this office.

Very truly yours,

CC:

Mark Napolitan
Project Manager

/jmv
Enclosures

J. Hazel - NYSDEC

M. Doster - NYSDEC

B. Kogut - Bond, Schoeneck & King
J. Braun - GM Legal
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

General Motors Corporation-Saginaw Division (GM-Saginaw) has prepared this

Work Plan as Exhibit B to a Consent Order for its former GM-Saginaw Facility on East

Delavan Avenue in Buffalo, New York. This site is listed as a New York State Department

of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) Class 3 Inactive Hazardous Waste Disposal Site,

Site No. 915152. This document along with three appendices will be used for completion

of the work related to the two hazardous wastes detected at the site: polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCBs) and lead in soill. The three appendices are as follows:

• Appendix A-1 - is the Quality Assurance Project Plan;

 Appendix A-2 - is the Health and Safety Plan; and

• Appendix A-3 - is the PCB and Lead Migration Calculation.

Attachment 1 to the Work Plan immediately follows the text, tables, and figures and

contains the standard operating procedures.

1.1 FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The former GM-Saginaw facility is located at 1001 East Delavan Avenue in Buffalo,

New York. The property and facility are currently owned and operated by American Axle

& Manufacturing, Inc. (AAM) which purchased the property and facility in March, 1994.

A location map is presented on Figure 1. The property is divided into two major areas by

a Conrail Railroad right-of-way CROW) (see Figure 2). The property west of the Railroad

ROW is comprised of the AAM main manufacturing facility, and consists of approximately

40 acres (+/-). The properly east of the tracks, comprising approximately 12 acres, consists

of a paved parking area termed Parking Lot No. 4, and the Waste Water Treatment Plant

(WWTP). Three (3) tanks are situated adjacent to the WWTP, two for the storage of

reclaimed oil, and a third for storage of sulfuric acid used in water treatment. The Site at

issue is on a one-acre area located on the east side of the Conrail Railroad ROW in Parking

Lot No. 4. Subsurface work completed on the west side of the Railroad indicates lead

Soil as used in this document includes native soil (e.g., silty clay and topsoil) and fill matrials (e.g., slag, and 'ash-like' fill)
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concentrations in the fill materials are less than 500 milligrams per kilogram (mg/kg).
Therefore, the Railroad ROW forms the western boundary of the study area. Additional
detail on this study is included in Section 1.3.

1.2 PROJECT BACKGROUND

This project was initiated in 1986 with the intent of satisfying the "Conditions for
Major Petroleum Facility License." A study was completed in October 1986 to provide a
preliminary characterization of the facility soils and groundwateri. In the spring of 1987,
an investigation was performed to assess the permeability of soils underlying the existing
above-ground reclaimed oil storage tank containment area adjacent to the WWTP. The
results of the investigation indicated that oil, spilled onto the ground in the tank
containment areas, had penetrated the underlying fill material. As a result, the filllayer and
groundwater in the vicinity of the tanks became contaminated with oil.

A hydrogeologic investigation was performed by Wehran in August, 1987 to assess

the extent of oil contamination. The investigation concluded that an oil plume was present
extending southwest from the tank storage area to the Conrail Railroad ROW. Based on
the results of this investigation, several recovery and treatment system options were
proposed to the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC).

Passive collection and on-site treatment of the oil-contaminated groundwater was selected

as the original remediation program for the site. Construction of the collection trench was

undertaken in the fall of 1988. The construction involved two arms of the trench along the

southern and western sides of the plume and the installation of a manhole which would act

as a sump and collection point for the oiFwater. The system has yet to be completed due

to results of sampling and analysis which indicated the presence of PCBs.

A test pit excavated near the western end of the collection trench exposed a clay tile

pipe (six-inch inside diameter) surrounded by gravel approximately four feet below ground
surface. Orientation of the pipe appeared to be northeast-southwest, placing it directly

within the limits of the previously established oil-contaminated area. The pipe contained

a significant amount of oil, and it appeared that the gravel bedding surrounding the pipe

Groundwater as used in this document refers to water perched in the fill materials. The water is perched on top of a low
permeability clay layer which separates the fill materials from the bedrock. The saturated portions of the fill layer are thin
typically less than five feet and could not produce sufficient water for household purposes. Therefore, this fill is not an
aquifer.
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had acted as a preferential pathway for the oil within the subsurface. Oil observed seeping

out of the pipe was subsequently sampled and tested for PCBs by both GM and the

NYSDEC. Analytical results from both sets of analyses indicated the presence of PCBs

between 2,678 and 8,420 ppm.

Following discovery of the pipe and the possibility that residue in the pipe could be

a source of PCBs, a series of staged investigations were performed to assess the lateral

extent and orientation of the buded pipe. In conjunction with the pipe investigation,

further sampling of the oil, fill, and groundwater was conducted. Six borings were

advanced and six two-inch inside diameter PVC temporary monitoring wells were installed,

three wells within and three wells beyond the oil-contaminated area. These investigations

were completed by Wehran in March, 1990.

Results of the investigation indicated the clay tile pipe extended within the oil-

contaminated area. Samples from test borings alongside the abandoned pipe and near the

aboveground storage tanks were composited. PCBs were detected in these samples.

The issue of lead resulted from an EP Toxicity test made on a sample of oil

contaminated "ash-like" fill from test pit TP-2 in 1987. The lead concentration was

measured to be 5.8 milligrams per liter (mg/1) in the sample leachate. As a result,

additional testing was completed in 1990 from test pit TP-2 (the test pit was re-excavated).

The EP Toxicity results did not indicate the presence of lead.

Due to the disparity in results, a third sampling effort was completed in April, 1993

to assess whether lead concentrations were above the EP Toxicity regulatory threshold of

5.0 mg/1. In the third sampling event, samples were collected from the oil contaminated

"ash-like" fill from around the test pit TP-2 location and tested for EP Toxicity and Toxicity

Characteristic Leaching Procedures (TCLP) lead. The results of this testing are documented

in Wehran's report titled "Soil Quality Evaluation of Former Test Pit TP-2", dated May 1993

and Wehran's follow up letter dated June 30, 1993 to Ed Feron of the NYSDEC Region 9

Office. To summarize, lead levels from EP Toxicity testing were an order of magnitude less

than the regulatory threshold. However, the TCLP results were very close to the regulatory

threshold (5 mg/1).

Further investigations were completed in 1993 to assess the extent of lead in the

area of the site. This study concluded with a December 1993 report. Analytical results of

the four different material types tested - slag, "ash-like" fill, "ash-like" fill with oil and
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topsoil indicated lead concentrations to be the highest in "ash-like" fill and "ash-like" fill

with oil samples. The maximum total lead concentrations in these two materials were

15,400 and 23,900 mg/kg, respectively. The TCLP lead results indicated lead concentrations

in excess of the 5.0 mg/1 regulatory threshold in 8 of the 12 samples tested. Review of plan

and cross-sectional views of the distribution of lead demonstrated that elevated lead levels

were highly variable both vertically and horizontally across the study area. The "ash-like"

fill results contained similar lead levels to the "ash-like" fill with oil suggesting the oil and

lead issues are unrelated. Furthermore, it was concluded that the lead contamination was

not limited to the immediate vicinity of the Oil Containment Area and that the oil did not

appear to be the primary contributor to lead. Rather, the results indicated a "random"

distribution of lead concentrations associated with the "ash-like" fill. At depth in the

original topsoil layer beneath the slag "ash-like" fill layer, the lead concentrations were

considerably lower, less than 100 mg/kg. To better define the horizontal extent of lead,

a historical review of the placement of the fill needs to be undertaken to see if a pattern

exists in order to logically place the borings.

Subsurface Explorations - West of Conrail Railroad ROW

Subsurface explorations and associated analytical testing were completed west of the

Conrail Railroad ROW. Figure 3 presents the location of borings and wells completed by

GM as part of the property transfer. This work was done in conjunction with the sale of

the property to AAM. Preliminary results of this work as they pertain to the lead study are

described below. [Note: All available lead test results are presented].

A review of the boring logs indicates the following:

• Typically about one foot of concrete was encountered at the borings;

although, at one location, 6.5 feet of concrete was encountered;

 Fill materials were encountered at all boring locations consisting of gravel,

sand, clay and silt admixed with brick, glass, and wood fragments. This fill

appears to be different than the fill materials (fill thickness (including

concrete) averaged approximately six feet and ranged from 1.5 to greater than

11.5 feet.) on the east side of the Railroad ROW (i.e., no coal or plastic);
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. Native silty clay was encountered at depths between 1.5 and 9.8 feet. At

certain boring locations, silly clay was not encountered.

A glacial till layer overlying bedrock was reported at three borings/well

locations. The glacial till is between 1.5 and 3.1 feet thick.

Bedrock was reportedly encountered at depths of 6.4 feet at well MW-1 to

17.1 feet at boring SB-109.

Results of lead testing for soil samples are presented below:

BORING NO.

BCS-101

SB-111

SB-111

MW-104

MW-104

MW-104

MW-104

SB-112

SB-112

SB-113

SB-113

BSS-101

BSS-101

DEPTH

(Feet)

0-6

2-4

4-6

4-6

4-6

(duplicate)

6-8

6-8

(duplicate)

0-2

2-4

0-2

2-4

0-2

0-2

(duplicate)

LEAD CONCENTRATION

(mg/kg)

28

33.1

27.7

28.8

25.9

12.2

12.7

83

74.1

35.2

335

285

259

Based on these data, the lead levels measured west of the Conrail Railroad ROW

were substantially less than the lead levels detected on the east side of the Railroad. Also,

the fill materials appeared different. Consequently, no work is proposed for the area west
of the Railroad.
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Summary of Analytical Testing

Selected results for the Site are summarized in Table 1-1. Results indicate that

volatile organics (USEPA Method 8240), semi-volatile organics (USEPA Method 8270) and

pesticides/herbicides (USEPA Method 8080) have not been detected with the exception of

1,2-dichlorobenzene which was measured at a concentration of 21 micrograms per liter in

a water sample from test pit TP-8 (USEPA Method 601).

Metals (inorganics) were detected; however, the eight RCRA metals were detected

at concentrations below the EP Toxicity hazardous waste threshold with the exception of

lead. Lead exceeded the threshold value for testing completed in 1987, and 1993, but soil

testing in 1988 and 1989 did not indicate lead levels above the EP Toxicity threshold value.

1.3 SITE HISTORY

To gain insight into the past use of the Site related to the "ash-like" fill, a

preliminary historical record search has been undertaken. Elements of this record search

involved the following:

• Aerial photographic analysis and interpretations;

• A title search of the property;

• Review of Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps;

 Interviews with site employees and other personnel such as former residents

of the neighborhood;

. Record information provided by the former GM-Saginaw facility;

• NYSDEC - Divions of Solid Waste, Hazardous Waste and Air;

• City of Buffalo Historical Society;

• City of Buffalo Department of Public Works Survey and Plan Department;

• Erie County and Buffalo Public Libraries;

• City of Buffalo Assessor's Office;

• Erie County Clerk's Office;

. Conrail Buffalo Office;

• Conrail Engineering Department in Albany, New York;

• City of Buffalo Sewer Authority;

• City of Buffalo Building Department;

1-6 20.6/94.Revised 11/94.04428.V



TABLE 1 -1

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION - SAGINAW DIVISION
SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL TESTING 1,2

REPORT DATE SAMPLE VYPE ANALYSES SAMPLE REMARKS
DESCRIPTION

Soil Sampling and Analytical Testing of the Tank September and
Soil/Fill PCBs, EP TOX Metals,

TP-1, TP-2Containment Area December, 1987 Ignitability, Zinc, TOX

Ignitability, Corr, Reac, VOCs not detected except
Soil/FillDellneation of Groundwater Contamination EP TOX, TOX, TP-3, TP-8 TP-10, TP-13 for 1,2 dichombenzene

Associated wit the Reclaimed Oil Tank December, 1987 VOCs via 601, 602, 603

Containment Area

Gasoline, Kerosene, and Only lubricating oilsGroundwater TP-8, TP-10, TP-13
Lubricating Oils indicated

PCB, VOC by 8010, No VOCs detected

EP TOX Metals, TP-19

Test P,t Grab Sample October, 1988 Soil/Fill Free Liquids, pH

EP TOX Metals, PCB, pH, THO,
VOC, Free Liquids

GM-1

Soil/Fill/Oil PCB Test Pit Soil/Oil

Soil Pile PCB Pile No 1

Additional Sampling of Oily Contaminated Soil as
March, 1989 Waste Oil from Pipe PCBRequested by NYSDEC DEC-15 NYSDEC Split Samples

from TP-C
Soil Pile PCB DEC-16

Oil Stained Soil PCB DEC-17

Oil/Water in Exc, Mat Split Samples form TP-CGrab Sampling During Excavation July, 1989 PCBs, Cyanide See sample typeunder pipe, Mat In pipe

Notes. 1 Data from samples collected after 1990 limited to PCBs, EPTOX Lead, TCLPLead, and Total Lead Results not depicted by this table
2 Refer to Wehran report 'Response to NYSDEC letter of June 29, 1989' dated October, 1989 for a summary of the above data and Wehran report 'Additional Investigations Associated with

Delmeation of Clay Tile Pipe; dated July, 1990

3 Abbreviations TOX-Total Organic Halides, THO-Total Halogenated Organics, SVOC-Semi-Volatile Organic Compound, VOC-Volattle Organic Compound, EPTOX-Extraction ProcedureToxicity
Test, Reac-Reactivity, Corr-Corrosivity, PCB-Polychlonnated Blphenyl

20 6/94 04428 V



TABLE 1-1 (Continued)
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION - SAGINAW DIVISION

SUMMARY OF ANALYTICAL TESTING 1,2

REPORT DATE SAMPLETYPE ANALYSES SAMPLE REMARKS
DESCRIPTION

Fill/Soil Chi and Grease and PCBs TB-1 to TB-6

Fuel Oil, Kerosene, Gasoline,
Lub Oil, Diesel Fuel, PCBs TB-1 to TB-6

Response to NYSDEC Letter of June 2,1989 October, 1989
TCL VOC by 8240, TCL VOCs and SVOCs notGroundwater

TCL SVOC by 8270, detected at quantification
Cyanide, TB-2, TB-4 limit

24 Total Metals,
Pesticides

23 Metals Total/Dissolved PCB, SVOCs and VOCs not
Groundwater Cyanide, SVOC by 8270, TP-F, TP-E, MW-1, TB-2 detected

Addmonal Investigations Associated with
July, 1990 Pesticides, VOC by 8240

Dellneation of Clay Tile Pipe
Soil/Fill

EP TOX Metals, PCBs
TP-E, TP-F, TP-2 TP-2 not analyzed for

(re-excavated) PCBs

Notes 1 Data from samples collected after 1990 limited to PCBs, EP TOX Lead, TCLP Lead, and Total Lead Results not depicted by this table
2 Refer to Wehran report 'Response to NYSDEC letter of June 29, 1989* dated October, 1989 for a summary of the above data and Wehran report 'Addmonal Investigations Associated with

Delineation of Clay Tile Pipe; dated July, 1990

3 Abbreviations TOX-Total Organic Halldes, THO-Total Halogenated Organics, SVOC-Semi-Volatile Organic Compound, VOC-VolatileOrganicCompound, EP TOX-Extraction ProcedureToxicity
Test, Reac-Reactivity, Corr-Corrosivity, PCB-Polychlorinated Biphenyl
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 Former General Motors-Saginaw Buffalo Facility (i.e., Amedcan Axle &
Manufacturing, Inc. (AAM);

 Former residents of the neighborhood and former GM-Saginaw employees;

• State University of New York (SUNY) at Buffalo;

• Cornell University; and

Erie County Soil and Water Conservation Service.

Results of the record search as of May, 1994 are provided below. Additional and

more detailed information will be provided following completion of the work task described

in Section 2.2, Task 1 of this Work Plan.

1. Aerial Photographs Review

The site developmental history was examined by reviewing a series of aerial

photographs, which were taken at specific time intervals during the period 1927-1990.

Table 1-2 summarizes the aerial photographs available for the site. Several of these

photographs have already been reviewed, while others will be analyzed once received.

Based on the review completed as of May 1994, the following summary is provided.

During the 1927-1990 period, various activities took place at the Site. For the

earliest available photograph, (1927), development on the west side of the tracks included

the GM Plant and support structures. Cornwall Avenue appeared to be a dirt road. The

parcel of land on the east side of the tracks was undeveloped except for the presence of

baseball diamonds. No other significant structures were noted. The former Scajaquada

Creek Channel had been filled in. The Creek had been relocated to the south during

1921-1922. Mounds of material appeared evident on the north side of the site adjacent to
East Delavan Street.

In the 1942 photograph, the plant area on the west side of the tracks appeared to

be relatively unchanged from the 1927 photograph. Comwall Street had been paved in the

interim. East of the tracks, the Site was relatively level and overgrown. Some dirt roads

traverse the site. No evidence of mounded material was noted as in the 1927 aerial

photograph.

In the 1951 photograph, no significant site changes were observed on the parcel

west of the tracks except for the development of some parldng areas. In the area east of

1-7 20.6/94.Revised 11/94.04428.V
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TABLE 1 -2

FORMER GENERAL MOTORS - SAGINAW BUFFALO FACILITY

SUMMARY OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS AVAILABLE

53*EmAL
3*8*TO DATE{jill

1942

1951

1958

1978

1985

1990

1958

1978

1989

1951

1966

1968

1927

1966

1978

.s30#REE

Clears @
Cornell

SUNY @
Buffalo

Buffalo

Department of
Public Works

Erie County Soil
and Water

Conservation

Service

«**LE

1:24,000
1:20,000

Detailed

1:48,000

1:48,000

1'=100'

Varies

SWAH*51E1**8

Internal Review

Only

Internal Review

Only

Blueprints
and/or

photostats

Internal Review

Only and/or
Copies

**BGOUCT

Photocopies

Photocopies

Blueprints
and/or
Photostats

Photocopies or
Slides

Aerial Photos
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the tracks, land disturbance was observed. This was apparently related to the presence of
a concrete mixing operation by Buffalo Gravel Corporation. A dirt road ran southerly from
East Delavan Street to the center portion of the site and the area of greatest' site
disturbance. A road bordering the southern portion of the site area had also been
developed. No signs of the former Creek bed were evident.

The 1958 photograph did not show any substantial changes relative to the 1951

aerial photograph. Buffalo Gravel operations were still evident in the area east of the
tracks. Between 1958 and 1966, the area east of the tracks was fully developed and paved.

The 1978 photograph was similar to the 1966 photograph except that the WWTP

was clearly evident on the parcel east of the plant. The WWTP was constructed in the late
1960's in the general area of the former gravel operations. Additional plant buildings were
evident on the parcel west of the tracks.

No significant changes were evident in the site area west and east of the tracks
based on review of the 1985 and 1990 photography.

2. Title Search

A search of the Erie County Deed Records was conducted to evaluate several

property lots comprising the former General Motors Corporation-Saginaw Division facility

located on East Delavan Avenue in the City of Buffalo (see Table 1-3). The

Section/Block/Lot (SBL) Parcels pertaining to the former GM-Saginaw property are SBL

101.24-1-1, 101.24-1-3, and 90.80-4-3. Also investigated were the adjacent parcels SBL
101.24-1-2, 101.24-1-4, 90.80-4-1, and 90.80-4-2 (see Figure 4).

The transfer of ownership of the properties was examined by first reviewing the Real

Property documents filed at the Erie County Department of Finance Office. These records

were rather incomplete, since most of them only showed an ownership back to the mid
1950s.

Once the Real Property information was obtained, a review of the respective deeds was

completed at the Erie County Clerk's Office. This provided a reference point from which to

start. During the review, many of the deeds indicated the party(s) from whom the property

had been conveyed and the deed associated with the conveyance. This provided the next

deed to review. This procedure worked well for most of the parcels, except for the ones of

interest. In each case for the former GM-Saginaw parcels, the transfer of property could be

1-8 20.6/94.Revised 11/94.04428,V
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TABLE 1 -3

GENERAL MOTORS - SAGINAW FACILITY

SUMMARY OF TITLE SEARCH INFORMATION

SBL 101.24-1-1

(Current Manufacturing Facility Location)

SBL 101.24-1-2

(Current Consolidated Rail Corporation)

SBL 101.24-1-3

(Currently Southern Section of Parking Lot #4)

This Property appears to have been sold in
subparcels.

**NVEVANCE}311{

Robert E. Woodruff & John A. Hadden

(Trustees)
to

General Motors Corporation

General Motors Corporation
to

Defense Plant Corporation

Defense Plant Corporation
to

General Motors Corporation

Isaac Taylor & Wife Anne
to

NY Lake Erie & Western RR Co.

William Taylor & Wife Elizabeth
to

The Suspension Bridge & Erie Junction
RR Co.

NY Lake Erie & Western RR Co./

The Suspension Bridge & Erie Junction
RR Co.

to

General Motors Corporation

General Motors Corporation
to

Erie Lackawanna RA Co.

Erie Lackawanna AR Co.

to

Consolidated Rail Corporation

Bardol Company, Inc.
to

Buffalo Gravel Corporation

Buffalo Gravel Corporation
to

General Motors Corporation

Bardol Company, Inc.
to

General Motors Corporation

Page 1 of 3

>«3*# ICEl*ON#*YANCES
851}§*Ng{ASSOCIATED DEED

December 18, 1941; Liber 3194,
pg. 539

May 1, 1942; Liber 3380, pg. 374

October 17,1945; Liber 3782;

pg. 548

November 15, 1881; Liber 401;

pg. 328

September 3,1870; Liber 250;
pg. 564

March 5,1942; Liber 3217;

Pg. 195

October 11, 1978; Liber 8706;

pg. 313

April 8, 1953; Liber 5301; pg. 87

May 21, 1965; Liber 7112; pg. 69

May 21, 1964; Liber 7000;
pg. 157

20.6/94.04428.V
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TABLE 1 -3

GENERAL MOTORS - SAGINAW FACILITY

SUMMARY OF TITLE SEARCH INFORMATION

3**ffeiN BLOCK LOT NO.
=M=*=3*E=*3=4%*D*B{{§*P

SBL 101.24-1-4

(Currently Niagara Mohawk Right of Way)

This Property appears to have been sold in
subparcels.

SBL 90.80-4-1

(Currently Consolidated Rail Corporation)

{CRN*YANCE

John Taylor, Trustee
to

Niagara Mohawk Corporation

Buffalo Gravel Corporation
to

Niagara Mohawk Corporation

Bardol Company, Inc.
to

Niagara Mohawk Corporation

Lorraine Morrison

to

Niagara Mohawk Corporation

Carl Klein

to

Delaware Lackawanna RR Co.

Delaware Lackawanna RR Co.

to

Niagara Mohawk Corporation

Delaware Lackawanna RR Co.

to

Roman Wiate

Roman Wiate

to

Niagara Mohawk Corporation

Henry Weber & Wife Anna
to

New York Lake Erie RR Co.

John Jacki & Wife Mary
to

The Suspension Bridge & Erie Junction
RR Co.

NY Lake Erie RR Co./

The Suspension Bridge & Erie Junction
RR Co.

to

Erie Lackawanna RR Co.

Erie Lackawanna RR Co.

to

Consolidated Rail Corporation

Page 2 of 3

.iAll,*11*11=AR¢Ef
**Ng *##OCIATED}DEED

February 5, 1953; Liber 5268;

pg. 379

April 8, 1953; Liber 5301; pg. 91

April 8,1953; Liber 5301; pg. 94

May 26, 1953; Liber 5331; pg. 97

November 22, 1881; Liber 426;

pg. 188

April 13, 1954; Liber 5528;
pg. 242

August 3, 1954; Liber 5605;
pg. 12

October 5,1954; Liber 5620;

pg. 506

November 15, 1881; Liber 401;

pg. 327

October 15, 1870; Liber 250;

pg. 623

October 17,1945; Liber 3782;

pg. 548

October 11, 1978; Liber 8706;

pg. 313
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TABLE 1 -3

GENERAL MOTORS - SAGINAW FACILITY

SUMMARY OF TITLE SEARCH INFORMATION

{**c®*eNEe€caK LOT NO.

SBL 90.80*2

(Currently Italian & French Wine Company)

SBL 90.80-4-3

(Currently Northern Section of Parking Lot #4)

5**NVEYANCE

Erie & Lackawanna Land Association

to

Henry Weber & Wife

Erie & Lackawanna Land Association

to

Philip Morhres & Wife

Henry Weber & Wife/Philip Morhres
to

Fred C. M. Lautz

Fred C. M. Lautz

to

Bardol Company, Inc.

Bardol Company, Inc.
to

Arbee Corporation

Bardol Company, Inc.
to

Buffalo Gravel Corporation

Buffalo Gravel Corporation
to

General Motors Corporation

Page 3 of 3

S#Afl*}}*CONVEYANCE
*ANDASSOCATED DEED

February 25, 1889/June 29, 1892
Liber 560/604

Page 164/518

March 31, 1913; Liber 1245;

Pg. 96

April 17, 1951; Liber 4903;

pg. 472

April 8, 1953; Liber 5301; pg. 87

May 21, 1965; Liber 7112; pg. 49
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traced to the mid 1940s and 1950s. For SBL 101.24-1-3 and SBL 90.80-4-3, ownership

could be traced to a company called The Bardol Corporation. For SBL 101.24-1-1,

ownership could not be traced beyond trustee ownership in 1941. The remaining adjacent

SBL parcels were traced back to the late 18005.

Based on a review of the adjacent SBL parcels, it was concluded that a majority of The

Bardol Corporation holdings were acquired during the early 19205. A review of the Grantee

Indexes for the years 1906 through 1930 was conducted and each property transaction that

involved either The Bardol Corporation or the owner, Frank V.E. Bardol was noted. There

were 18 transactions that occurred during the 24-year period. A review of the deeds

associated with each transaction was conducted in an effort to cross-reference each

transaction with one of the SBL parcels of interest. A majority of the transactions were not

associated with SBL parcels of interest.

An additional title search was completed by Monroe Title Insurance Corporation

against two parcels of land, A and B, approximately 4.12 acres and 0.285 acres, respectively

in the area of the Parking Lot No. 4. In 1922, a Frank and Katherine Bardol conveyed

Parcel A to the Bardol Company. The Bardol Company use of the site is unknown.

Subsequently, in 1947, the parcel was conveyed to Buffalo Gravel Corporation, Inc.

Parcel B was conveyed by the Bardol Company to Buffalo Gravel Corporation in May 1965.

During May 1965, Buffalo Gravel Corporation conveyed both Parcels A and B to General

Motors Corporation.

Based on the historical record review completed to date, insufficient information is

available to determine the origin and depositional history of the fill material. Further

insight will be obtained following a receipt and review of the Sanborn Maps, GM-Saginaw

Facility records, additional aerial photographs, title search information dating back to

periods pbor to 1934 and information obtained from interviews.

3. Historical Maps/Figures

A review of historical maps and figures was completed at the GM-Saginaw Facility.

A 1965 survey map of the pre-existing conditions showed the structures present on the site

prior to GM-Saginaw purchase. (Reference: "Extension to Parking Lot No. 4 Chevrolet

Motors Division, General Motors Corporation, Buffalo Plant" prepared by John G. Schwartz,

Registered Architect). Features from this figure have been placed onto Figure 5. Of note
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are the two drainage structures situated east of the conveyor belt, the foundation wall and

the clay tile pipeline. [Note: Clay tile pipeline located by Wehran, it is not shown on the

above-referenced 1965 survey map]. As can be seen, the orientation of the clay tile pipeline

appears to align the foundation wall with the northern most drainage structure. The

purpose of the "foundation wall" is unknown.

According to A. Glieco, a former GM-Saginaw employee now an AAM employee, the

"foundation wall" was approximately 20 feet x 20 feet, 1.5 feet aboveground and four to five

feet deep. Whenever seen by A. Glieco (in the 1955 to 1960 time period), the "foundation

wall" was filled with a "clear" blue water. The clay tile pipeline grades toward the

foundation wall at a two percent slope. Due to potential inaccuracies in the mappmg and

transpositioning of features from several maps, it is possible the clay tile pipeline actually

drained to the "foundation wall". Whether this in fact occurred, is unknown.

Data suggesting the clay tile pipeline does not exist beyond the area shown is

provided by test pits completed on the east side of the WWTP in 1990. Specifically, two test

pits were completed along the extrapolated alignment of the clay tile pipeline (TP-F and

TP-G, refer to July 1990 Wehran report titled "Additional Investigations Associated with

Delineation of Clay Tile Pipe"). This suggests that the clay tile pipeline and drainage

sructures were removed. However, the possibility exists that oil could be present in this

drainage structure. Subsurface explorations are planned to assess whether this drainage

structure exists (see Section 2.1, Subtask 2.2).

1.4 CONCEPTUAL SITE MODEL

Surface Conditions

Parking Lot No. 4 is paved with asphalt throughout. At the WWTP, there is some

unpaved areas near the clarifier tanks immediately north of the WWTP. Immediately west

of Parldng Lot No. 4 is the Conrail Railroad ROW which consists of an unpaved area. The

tracks and parking lot are separated by a drainage swale. Certain tracks are at grade and

the tracks farthest west are elevated on an embankment. East of the parldng lot are

unpaved areas sparsely to moderately vegetated except in the southeast corner. Industrial

buildings are located southwest of the parking lot. North of the parldng lot is paved

parking for the Italian and French Wine Company.
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Subsurface Conditions

Beneath the pavement is a sequence of various fill materials overlying native silty
clay deposits. As observed during test boring explorations, the thickness of the fill materials
range between approximately three and nine feet. The fill increases in thickness from the
south to north end of the area studied in the vicinity of the WWTP.

The fill materials consist essentially of three different material types. In general,

these materials may be described from ground surface to top of native clay as: 1) a sand and
gravel pavement subgrade; 2) a discontinuous layer of slag; and 3) a brown sand/silt/gravel

mixture with varying amounts of what appear to resemble glass, ash, coal, plaster, and
brick. For simplicity, the third layer or sand/silt/grave]/fill mixture, is herein referred to

as the "ash-fill" layer. At certain locations, the lower portions of the "ash-fill" layer are

saturated with oil and/or are discolored black. Since the lower portions of the "ash-like"

fill are saturated with oil, it would appear the oil migrated to these locations on top of the
groundwater in the fill materials.

Underlying the "ash-fill" layer, a natural silty clay deposit was encountered at depths

between three and nine feet below ground surface. Typically, the deposit consisted of a soft,

black organic clay and silt topsoil underlain by a stiff, red-brown silty clay. The topsoil
layer most likely represents the original ground surface prior to fill placement.

Groundwater

The flow of groundwater in the fill materials appears to be toward the southwest

based on five wells located across the entire AAM facility. The clay overburden within the

area studied has been found to be continuous. There is a low potential for vertical

migration of groundwater. The clay layer is anticipated to have a horizontal hydraulic
conductivity on the order of 10-7 cm/sec and vertical hydraulic conductivity on the order of
10-8 cm/sec or less. As such, the rate of vertical flow, if any, is expected to be low.
Bedrock lies beneath the overburden at expected depths of 10 to 20 feet with some
variation.

The transport rate of PCBs in groundwater is expected to be on the order of 1000

times slower than groundwater based on calculation of the retardation coefficient

(Appendix A-4). As such, it is unlikely that PCBs will travel any significant distance in the

fills or native soils. Furthermore, because of the extremely low travel rates of PCBs, PCBs
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would not be expected to reach the underlying bedrock. However, as a component of the
oil, PCBs will likely travel at the same rate as the oil layer on the groundwater surface.
Due to the expected viscosity of oil (i.e., more viscous than water), oils and PCBs will flow
through the existing formation more slowly than the water.

During the 1993 investigation, a total of 12 fill samples were analyzed for TCLP
lead. TCLP lead concentrations between 0.35 and 316 mg/1 were measured.

When viewed within the context of lead behavior in soil systems, and given the

presence of 5 to 10 feet of native silly clay soil beneath the fill, no adverse impact to the

bedrock groundwater is anticipated. Most researchers have recognized that lead is sparingly
soluble and occurs predominantly in a sorbed state or as part of insoluble inorganic or
organic compounds. Because of low solubility, movement of lead in soils has generally been
considered to be minimal. Lead and other metals are strongly retained in soils by ion
exchange and specific adsorption processes (Rai et al., 1986; Clement International
Corporation, 1993; Dragun 1988).

Understanding the behavior of lead once it leaches through the fill materials will

provide insight into its potential to degrade groundwater. In this regard, the capacity of the
underlying native soil materials to retain lead in the immobile state needs to be understood.

Chemical attenuation constants provide a mechanism to arrive at reasonable predictions of
the potential for lead to migrate in the groundwater system. Specifically, Langmuir
adsorption isotherms have been utilized to assess the maximum adsorption capacity of soils
with respect to lead and other metal constituents (Rai et al., 1986).

While no site-specific sorption studies have been conducted on the native soil

underlying the imported fill areas, reasonable predictions of sorptive capacity can,
nevertheless, be obtained from published data.

Appendix A-4 contains a table taken from Rai et al. (1986) summarizing adsorption

constants for lead in various media, including a variety of soil types with different clay and
organic matter contents, as well as pH and cation exchange capacity (CEC) values. Based
on a review of available information on native soils at the site, a Langmuir adsorption

maximum of 16.5 uM/g soil was chosen. This adsorption maximum corresponds to a native
b

soil containing approximately 24 percent clay, 0.76 percent organic carbon, a CEC of
12.2 meg/10Og and a pH of 7, which appears a reasonable estimation of clayey soil as

present on-site. Utilizing the sorption maximum of soil, the retentive capacity of the soils
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is more than sufficient to accommodate all of the potentially leachable lead from the fill
material (Appendix A-4).

While this analysis does not consider competitive effects resulting from the presence

of other metal and cationic constituents, the results nevertheless are considered to be a

reasonable estimate of lead retention in the soils at the site. Lead is known to have high

stability constraints with organic matter (Stevenson and Ardakani, 1972)3 and has been

shown to be preferentially sorbed over other metal constituents such as cadmium and zinc
(Petruzzelli et al, 1978; Kuo and Baker, 1980)4.

As groundwater migrates laterally, it could intercept utility pipelines and/or

beddings in the saturated zone. Utility pipelines and/or beddings are commonlypreferential

pathways for the migration of groundwater. A map has been prepared depicting the known

utility locations (see Figure 2). This map consists primarily of sewers. Based on this map,

the sewers with potential impact from PCBs/oils are located south and east of the existing

collection trench. Therefore, unless significant migration has occurred beyond the limits of

the oil/PCB plume, sewers are not expected to be impacted by PCBs/oils. For lead, it is

more difficult to assess which sewers may be impacted. However, it appears that the sewer

lines shown throughout Parking Lot No. 4 may extend into the "ash-like" fill areas and

therefore, could intercept groundwater. While these sewers may intercept groundwater, the

potential for lead to migrate in the groundwater of the fill zone is expected to be small.

4

3

Stevenson, F.J., and M.S. Ardakani (9172). Organic matter reactions involving micronutrients in soils p. 74-114.
In J.J. Mortvedt, P.M. Giordano, and W.L. Lindsay (ed) Micronutrients in agriculture Soil Sci Soc. of Am.,
Madison, WI.

Petrunelli, G.,G. Guidi and L. Lubrano (9178). Organic matter as an influencing factor on copper and cadmium
adsorption by soils (Water Air Soil Pollut 9:263-269.
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2.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH

GM-Saginaw is prepared to proceed with this project by separating the site into two
operable units. The first Operable Unit, OU-1, is for the PCBs. The second Operable Unit,
OU-2, is for the lead. These two issues have been separated based on the nature of the

sources. For the PCBs, the apparent source is the oil in the clay tile pipeline. The oil is
located in a localized area near the WWTP extending to the Conrail Railroad ROW. For the

lead, the apparent source is the "ash-like" fill materials found in the area studied inside
Parking Lot No. 4. While there is overlap between the two operable units (i. e., oil/PCB area
falls within the "ash-like" fill materials), the majority of the lead area falls outside the
bounds of the oil/PCB area. Below is a discussion of the work associated with the two

operable units.

2.1 OPERABLE UNIT 1 - PCBs

Operable Unit No. 1 consists of eight major tasks as described below. This includes:

clay tile pipeline removal; further investigation of PCB extent; development of a remedial
alternative for soil and groundwater; design of the remedial alternative; and
construction/implementation of the selected remedial alternatives.

Task 1 - Clay Tile Pipeline IRM

Based on the results of earlier investigations, the highest PCB concentrations

detected were measured in samples of oil from the clay tile pipeline. This clay tile pipe is

a source of PCB contamination at the site. Although the pipe both begins and ends within

the contaminated area, it is believed that the backfill around the pipe as well as the pipe

itself, may act or did act as a preferential pathway for contaminant migration. Therefore,
the pipe and surrounding soils/bedding shown to be visually impacted will be excavated and

removed. Additionally, if the drainage structures noted on Figure 5 and discussed in

Section 1.3, are found and contain PCBs and oil, then the IRM will be extended to this area

to remove the drainage structures and oil using a similar procedure to that described below.
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Subtask 1.1 - Preparation of Construction Drawings and Technical Specifications

Construction Drawings and Technical Specifications will be developed to address the

excavation and disposal of pipe and bedding materials. These drawings and specifications

will be forwarded to qualified PCB and hazardous waste contractors to obtain

comprehensive and comparable bids for the work. Drawings will be prepared showing the

areal and vertical extent of anticipated pipe, soil and oil removal; stockpile locations;

backfill design including pipe and bedding; and associated details such as manholes, clean

outs and tie-in to existing system. Among other aspects, the documents will include

requirements that the bidder provide sufficient information to demonstrate proven

experience in similar projects. Specifications will include descriptions of the work; health

and safety requirements; workmanship requirements; material specifications; testing

requirements; methods for handling groundwater, oil, and precipitation.; Additionally,

consideration will be given to the lead issue as it relates to material handling, treatment,

and disposal.

GM-Saginaw intends to commence the clay tile pipeline IRM this year.

Consequently, upon completion of the Design Drawings and Specifications, a Contractor will

be retained to proceed with this project. It is also GM-Saginaw's intent to extend the

existing collection trench based on the results of Task 2. This work may be done

concurrently. A copy of the design drawings and performance (or technicaD specifications

will be submitted to NYSDEC for informational purposes.

Subtask 1.2 - Pipe and Bedding Removal

A trench will be excavated to exhume the pipe and surrounding soils/bedding

materials. The trench will begin at the upgradient end of the pipe (i.e., near the WWTP)

to help prevent contamination of the "new" backfill with free product from the existing pipe

system. The trench will be approximately 100 feet long, three feet wide, and five feet deep

as shown on Figure 6. Please note these limits of excavation are approximate. Specifically,

the intent is to remove the pipe, bedding, free-product, and oil soaked mateiials within an

approximate 100 foot long by 3 foot wide "footprint". However, if the native silty clay is

encountered at a depth less than five feet, the excavation will extend only to the top of the

silty clay.
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A PCB field screening kit will be used to guide the excavation by developing

semi-quantitative PCB concentrations (see the QAPP Appendix A-1). Specifically, PCB

measurements will be made at ten foot increments along the trench. Based on results of

this testing, areas exhibiting PCB concentrations in excess of 501 ppm in the unsaturated
zone will be over excavated by approximately one foot. Additional PCB measurements will

then be made and used as a guide for GM to decide whether to perform further excavation.

In short, the intention is to remove the pipe, bedding and oil soaked materials within the

100 foot by 3 foot "footprint", and residual PCB "hot spots" as determined by field

screening. This effort will be coordinated with the NYSDEC on-site representative.

Currently, the ground surface in the area of the pipe is paved. The pavement and

subgrade, consisting of the upper 18 inches of material (+/-) is anticipated to be "clean".

Excavated materials will be placed into roll-offs, gondola cars, drums or other similar

containers. The containers will be classified as follows:

1.

2.

3.

"Clean" pavement and subgrade including slag.

"Ash-like" fill without oil.

"Ash-like" fill with oil.

From each class of container, two composite samples will be collected for analytical

testing by a NYSDOH approved laboratory. The samples will be tested for PCBs, total lead,

and TCLP lead (see Table 2-1).

A new trench drain will be installed consisting of a perforated drain pipe with

crushed stone bedding and backfill. The backfill will be covered with the stockpiled

pavement and subgrade material. This proposed trench drain will provide for collection of

PCBs and oil in the vicinity of the original drain through the middle of the suspected source

area. The new drain will be graded toward the existing containment trench and be

connected to that system.

GM intends to perform the source removal IRM using 50 ppm as a guide to assess the limits of excavation beyond the
3 foot wide by 100 foot long planned excavation. Therefore, if a sample of soil/fill exhibits a concentration greater than
50 ppm, then an additional foot will be removed form the sidewall. However, if the concentration remains greater than
50 ppm, then it will be GM's decision whether or not to proceed with the excavation any further. This will only apply to
the unsaturated portion of the soils. The saturated soils will only be excavated as a consequence of pipe removal, as the
existing groundwater collection trench will provide collection of the free-product oil and groundwater. The ultimate cleanup
goal for PCBs will be determined in accordance with 6 NYCRR §375-1.10 and the cleanup goals which are referenced in
the NYSDEC's letter of August 5, 1994 to Mark Napolitan of GM shall be considered as set forth in 6 NYCRR §375-
1.10(c)(1)(iD
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TABLE 2-1

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION - SAGINAW DIVISION
OPERABLE UNIT NO. 1 - PCBs

ANALYTICAL TESTING PROGRAM

MEDIA SOURCE PARAMETERS" ESTIMATED METHOD** FIELD REMARKS
NO. OF DUPLICATES

SAMPLES

Fill/Soil Excavation PCBs TBD Field 10% Grab Samples

Fill/Soil Excavation PCBs TBD 8080 10% Grab Samples
Fill/Soil Borings PCBs 18 (6 borings) Field 2 Split Spoon

Fill/Soil Borings PCBs 6 8080 1 Split Spoon

PCBs/TotaILead/ 8080-PCBs Grab SamplesFill/Soil Clean Stockpile 2
TCLP Lead 7421-Lead

'Ash-like. Fill PCBs/
8080-PCBs Grab Samples

Fill/Soil without Oil Total Lead/ 2

Stockpile 7421-LeadTCLP Lead

"Ash-like" Fill with PCBs/
8080-PCBs Grab Samples

Fill/Soil 011 Total Lead/ 2

Stockpile 7421-Lead
TCLP Lead

PCBs/Lead filtered Grab SamplesGroundwater Wells 5 wells 8080/7421 1and Total

Notes: 1. Maximum holding time for PCBs is 10 days after venfied time of sample receipt (VTSR) until extraction; 40 days for analysis,
2. Maximum holding time for lead Is 6 months, Water samples are preserved using HNO3 to pH<2.
3. Field method is via the use of PCB field screening test kits such as those manufactured by Millipore Corporation.
4. Methods listed are NYSDEC ASP 1991 pursuant to USEPA"Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste Physical/Chemical Methods" (SW-

846 Third Edition).

5. TCLP - Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) from NYSDEC, 6 NYCRR Part 376 Appendix 35 - Method 1311
6. TBD - To be determined.
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Samples will be obtained from the excavator bucket or trench dunng excavation.

Samples will be collected every 25 feet and on both sides of the pipe at three depths: 1)

near the bottom of the unsaturated zone; 2) where oil is first encountered in the middle of

the filllayer, and 3) at the bottom depth of the oil layer. We are assuming the natural silty

clay is "clean" based on previous testing.

The testing will be completed to verify the assumption that the PCB oils entered the

environment as a result of a subterranean leak. The samples will be screened using PCB

field testing kits to obtain PCB concentrations (e.g., 50 ppm or greater). Additionally, ten

percent field duplicates will be collected and tested. The results of these field tests may

affect the placement of test borings to be installed during Task 2. Finally, ten percent of

the samples field screened and one quality control duplicate (QC) sample will also be sent

to an off-site laboratory for confirmatory PCB analysis. Table 2-1 summarizes the sampling

effort. The field screening procedures are described in Appendix A-1.

Detailed field records and measurements will be made of pipe condition, elevation

of pipe invert, condition of sidewalls, visual extent of oil and bottom excavation depth.

Daily field inspection reports will be prepared documenting the construction activity.

Subtask 1.3 - Determination of Treatment and Disposal Alternatives

This task will address the treatment/disposal of the excavated pipe and associated

soils/bedding materials. It is intended that the excavated material will be temporarily

placed in secure roll-off boxes on-site or other similar containers. Once the material is

characterized via testing discussed under Subtask 2.1, a review of regulatory status will be

made and a final disposal option for the material will be selected in accordance with

applicable law.

Task 2 - Extent of Residual PCBs

Subtask 2.1 - Obtaining Railroad Right-of-Way (ROW) Access

It is currently understood that the area of oil contamination may extend past the

fenceline onto the Conrail Railroad ROW. Investigations are planned for this area; however,

appropriate permission to access the property must first be obtained. To accomplish this,

the following information will be provided to or sought from the railroad:
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• A copy of the approved work plan and schedule will be provided for Conrail

review of the scope of intended activities;

• An understanding of the access limitations will be obtained from the railroad

(e.g., times of track use, minimum clearance requirements, utilities); and

 An access agreement will be negotiated between Conrail and General Motors

Corporation.

Once the access agreement is successfully negotiated, special requirements pertaining

to work on the railroad property will be identified. A portion of the fence currently in place

will need to be temporarily removed so that work can proceed. At that time, the need for

internal access controls or temporary overnight securing of the area will be determined.

Subtask 2.2 - Exploratory Boring/Monitoring Well Installation and Sampling

The intent of the study is to further identify the extent of PCBs. Concurrent with

the clay tile pipe line IRM, an extent of contamination study will be conducted for PCBs.

The study will involve the advancement of test borings and installation of a groundwater

monitoring wells. Soil samples will be collected throughout drilling operations, as well as

groundwater samples once the wells are installed and developed.

Additionally, an investigation will be completed at the drainage structure locations

to assess whether they are present. To this end, the drainage structure locations will be

field located. Two test pits will be excavated perpendicular to the drainage structure

locations as shown on Figure 5. If the drainage structure is found to be present, then an

examination of the pipe contents will be made by breaking the pipe. If oil is present,

samples will be collected for field PCB screening and confirmatory analysis by a NYSDOH

laboratory. If PCBs are present, the removal of the drainage structure, pipeline and oil will

be undertaken as part of the IRM.

Figure 6 shows the proposed locations of test borings and groundwater monitoring

wells to evaluate the PCB extent. At this time, six borings (BL-94-1, BL-94-2, BL-94-3,

BL-94-4, MW-200 and MW-104) and two monitoring wells (MW-200 and MW-204) are

anticipated. The borings are located to define the north and west extent of the PCBs. The

east and south boundaries are sufficiently well defined considering the direction of

groundwater flow and the extent of PCBs. The locations and number of borings/wells may
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change depending on results of PCB field tests conducted for this study. If PCBs are

encpuntered at the proposed boring locations, additional borings may be required to define
the extent of PCBs. In this event, the NYSDEC will be advised of the additional boring
locations.

Drilling will be accomplished using four and one-quarter inch inside diameter hollow

stem augers as described in Attachment 1, SOP 1. The hole will be continuously sampled

during dnlling using a split-spoon sampler. Three samples will be collected from each

boring (i.e., 18 samples) and field screened for PCBs (see Table 2-1). Also, one sample from

each boring will be tested for PCBs at a NYSDOH approved laboratory.

Drilling will be halted once the hole has been advanced to the native clay layer. The

depth to clay is estimated to be three to nine feet below grade. During drilling, samples

retrieved from the hole will be logged with attention paid to the visual presence of oil

contamination. For the monitoring wells and borings, drill cuttings will be stockpiled and

later commingled with either the "ash-like" fill without oil or "ash-like" fill with oil stockpiles

generated during the clay tile pipeline removal and/or recovery trench installation.

Following completion of the drilling and sampling, two two-inch diameter PVC

monitoring wells will be installed, one upgradient and the other downgradient in

accordance with SOP 2 contained in Attachment 1. The proposed locations are shown on

Figure 6. These wells will be used to monitor water quality beyond the limits of the

existing containment system. Additionally, in combination with other on-site wells, head

measurements of these wells and other wells existing at the site will be obtained for

interpreting groundwater flow directions.

Well construction may require some special considerations. Specifically, the

shallowest well depth is anticipated to be about five feet. The well screen will be set at

least six inches above the water table. The remaining aspect of well installation (sand pack,

grout, bentonite, etc.) will be field designed and discussed with the NYSDEC on-site

representative. A locldng surface mount casing will be used to protect the well head.

After installation is completed, the wells will be developed. Development will

proceed in accordance with Attachment 1, SOP 2. In general, well development will be

accomplished by repeatedly purging the well with a bailer until the groundwater indicator

parameters (specific conductance and pH) have stabilized (i.e., specific conductance is

within ten percent and pH is within 0.2 for three consecutive samples).
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Upon completion of well development, the installation will be ready for groundwater

sampling. Purge water from well development and sampling activities will be drummed for

future analysis and disposal.

Four wells (MW-1, MW-5, MW-200, and MW-204) will be sampled as part of this

study. Prior to purging the wells for sampling, the depth to groundwater will be measured

using an oil/water interface probe capable of measuring the thickness of floating oil. Once

this measurement has been made and recorded, the well will be purged of three well

volumes or until "dry" and allowed to recover to collect groundwater samples. Purge water

will be handled as described above. After purging is complete, an appropriate quantity of

groundwater will be obtained for laboratory analysis. Purging and sampling activities will

be conducted in accordance with SOP 3 of Attachment 1.

One bedrock well will be installed hydraulically downgradient from the PCB

"hotspot". The actual location will be formalized upon completion of the other borings and

wells planned for this investigation. The use of a casing grouted into the clay will be

installed to limit the potential for downhole contaminant migration. [Note: Soil samples

will be collected continuously from the ground surface to the top of rock.1 The boring will

then be drilled thorough the casing and advanced approximately 10 feet into the rock using

"N" or "H" size core barrel. If "N" size rock core is collected, the bedrock hole will then be

reamed to a nominal diameter of four inches. A monitoring well will then be screened in

the rock. The screen will extend from about three to nine feet in the rock with a sand pack

extending from two to ten feet in the rock. A bentonite pellet seal will then be installed at

least one foot into the overburden. The borehole will be grouted back to ground surface.

A locking casing will be installed to protect the well. It may be necessary to install this well

as a surface mount protective casing, since it may be on the Conrail Railroad ROW. Under

this scenario, the well will not be vented and a water tight cap installed to protect the well

against the potential for surface water infiltration. This consideration for surface mount

casing applies to all of the other wells.

Subtask 2.3 - Storm Sewer Sampling

Sampling from storm sewers and sewer bedding materials is planned. Samples of

sewer sediment, if present, and water at the outfall to the City of Buffalo's storm sewer
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along Scajaquada Street will be collected. Also, a sediment sample will be collected from

the western lateral that extends into or toward the PCB "hotspot".

A boring will be drilled and sampled in the bedding of the storm sewer lateral that

extends into or toward the "hotspot" to assess if PCB oil is migrating into the bedding. Soil

samples will be collected continuously as discussed under Task 2.0 above. In the event

PCBs or free-product oil is encountered in the bedding of the pipeline, additional borings

will be conducted along the pipeline bedding to assess the extent of oil or PCB

contamination. The borings and sampling will be conducted in accordance with the Work

Plan and will be located at agreed upon locations with the NYSDEC field representative.

Samples of the storm water, sediment, and soil from the boring will be tested for

PCBs using the USEPA Method 8080 as specified in the QAPP. The storm water sample will

be tested for lead. ,

Task 3 - Analytical Testing

Analytical testing will be completed at a NYSDOH approved laboratory following the

procedures in the QAPP (Appendix A-1). Data developed by this plan will be validated by

a qualified person or firm on the NYSDEC list of validators. The number of samples for

testing is dependent upon total number of borings and wells. Testing will be primarily for

PCBs with some samples also analyzed for lead. Table 2-1 presents the expected number

of samples, although this number may change on the basis of PCB field screening.

Task 4 - Risk Assessment Review

The nature and extent of PCB presence at the Site will be evaluated to determine

whether further risk analysis is warranted. Available information indicating that risks

associated with PCB presence are de minimis and need not be considered further include:

• PCBs detected are limited to the subsurface environment, where they present

negligible potential for direct contact to human and environmental receptors;

and

 There is little likelihood of future PCB migration once the collection trench is

activated.
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However, depending upon the results of the residual PCB investigation completed

under Task 2, a quantitative Risk Assessment may be necessary. If so, the Risk Assessment

will follow the guidelines presented in Task 3.0 of OU-2. GM will notify NYSDEC of its

intent to perform a Risk Assessment.

Subtask 4.1 - Identification of SCGs

Standards, Criteria and Guidance (SCGs) will be identified for Operable Unit No. 1

and associated areas. SCGs will be developed for three types of classifications:

1. Ambient or chemical-specific requirements: health- or risk-based numerical

values or methodologies;

2. Location-specific requirements: restrictions placed on the concentration of

hazardous substances or the conduct of activities because of the locations in

which they occur; and

3. Performance-, design- or other action-specific requirements: technology- or

activity-based requirements or limitations taken with respect to hazardous

wastes.

SCGs will be identified for Items 1 and 2 above under this task. For Item 3, these SCGs will

be identified under Task 6.

Task 5 - Reports

Two types of reports will be submitted for this operable unit:

 A monthly status report describing the job progress such as borings installed,

samples collected, status of lab data, analytical data, and work to be

completed in the following month. Also, any NYSDEC approved modifications

to the Work Plan will be listed.

A Site Investigation Report will be prepared describing the completed field

work, geology, groundwater flow directions, analytical testing, screening of

technologies, recommendations for additional work, including treatability

studies and a Risk Assessment.
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Task 6 - Engineering Evaluation of Alternatives

A range of remedial alternatives for soil and groundwater will be evaluated in

accordance with the major elements required in NYSDEC TAGM HWR 90-4030. The

Report will contain the following sections:

 Existing Conditions and Remedial Action Objectives;

b Summary of the findings of the extent of PCB and free oil product

contamination of the soil and groundwater.

, Summary of the Risk Assessment.

I Summary of applicable Standards, Criteria and Guidance ("SCGs")for

PCBs in soil and groundwater.

I Statement of the Remedial Action Objectives.

, Results of any Treatability Study.

I Estimate of the volume of soil and areal and vertical extent of

groundwater requiring remediation given the extent of contamination,

the SCGs, and the Risk Assessment.

• Technology Screening;

, Containment and treatment (in-situ and ex-situ) will be evaluated for the

unsaturated soil. Containment technologies willinclude caps and vertical

barriers. Treatment technologies willinclude chemical/solvent extraction,

dechlorination, and thermal (low-temperature thermal desorption and

incineration) processes.

, Containment, removal, and treatment technologies will be evaluated for

groundwater. The suitability of the existing collection drain and pump

station will be evaluated. Several processes for on-site pre-treatment

before indirect discharge to the Buffalo Sewer Authority (BSA) will be

evaluated. Several processes for on-site treatment before direct discharge

will also be evaluated.
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• Detailed Evaluation of Alternatives;

 An alternative screening evaluation will not be done because the number

of alternatives is expected to be limited. Remedial alternatives udlizing

a representative technology for containment, treatment, etc. will be

evaluated against the seven detailed evaluation criteria in TAGM HWR

90-4030. The alternatives expected to be evaluated are:

Soil

No Action

Containment

In-situ Treatment

Excavation and On-site Treatment

Excavation and Off-site Disposal

Groundwater

No Action

Containment (collection drain), pre-treatment and discharge to

BSA

Contamment (collection drain), on-site treatment and direct

discharge to a receiving water body

A draft engineering evaluation of alternatives report will be prepared and submitted

to NYSDEC for the soil and groundwater. The draft report will contain the sections

discussed above under Task 6 and a comparative analysis among alternatives and a

recommended alternative. After NYSDEC's review, a final report will be prepared and

submitted to NYSDEC.

Task 7 - Remedial Design

This task will include design of the selected remedial alternative for the PCBs in soil,

if necessary. In addition, the remedial design for free product on the groundwater surface

and PCBs in ground will be completed. The work associated with the groundwater may be
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completed simultaneously with the clay tile pipeline IRM. It is premature to describe the

soil remedial aspect. However, for groundwater, the remedy would include extending the

drain to capture the oil/PCB plume and groundwater treatment. This task will also include

any additional field work required for the design and initiation of obtaining any required

permits and other institutional controls as required.

Task 8 - Implementation

Upon completion of the design, the remedial alternative for soils and groundwater

will be initiated. The scope of this effort will likely consist of retaining a hazardous waste

contractor to implement the remedy, if needed. Also, obtaining any required permits and

other institutional issues will be finalized under this task.

2.2 OPERABLE UNIT 2 - LEAD

Work to be completed for this Operable Unit is described in the following five major

tasks. The purpose of this work is to assess the extent of lead and the origin of the lead fill

at the Site and select a remedial alternative.

Task 1 - Historical Data Review

In addition to the work completed and described in Section 1.2, the following

additional information will be reviewed as part of the history for the site:

• Aerial photographs;

 Interviews of residents living in the neighborhood and former GM-Saginaw

employees prior to 1965 with emphasis on the time period pre 1947 (i.e.,

ownership prior to Buffalo Gravel Corporation); and

 Completion of PRP search.

Delineating the extent of the "ash-like" fill is the goal of this effort in order to define

the planned explorations. This will provide a rationale for selecting sample locations.

A technical memorandum will be prepared describing the results of the historical

review. Included with the report will be aerial photographs and Sanborn maps, a

description of site development and the results of interviews concerning information
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pertaining to the past uses of the Site. Any identified area of dumping will be detailed on

a map. This map would then form the basis for additional testing.

An abbreviated Work Plan for the additional lead sampling will be provided along

with the historical report. Included will be a map illustrating revised boring locations

relative to the potential locations shown on Figure 7 of the Plan. In the event no additional

information delineating the extent of"ash-like" fillis discovered, the sampling and analytical

work described in Task 2 will be implemented to define the extent of lead within the

property boundaries.

Task 2 - Extent of Contamination

The existing historical and analytical information indicates lead contaminated fill

materials exist within and extend from Parking Lot No. 4. The eastern extent is unknown.

The western extent appears to be the Conrail Railroad ROW. The eastern edge of the

Railroad is considered to be the western boundary on the basis of the title search, which

indicated ownership by Railroads back to 1871. Assuming no further information is found

regarding the extent of filling at the Site, GM proposes to install 11 borings along the

boundaries of Parking Lot No. 4. These tentative boring locations are shown on Figure 7.

No borings are anticipated on the west side of the railroad tracks as a result of the sampling

program described in Section 1.2. In addition, up to ten borings will be completed in

intermediate areas between the WWTP and the property boundary to confirm the continuity

of the "ash-like" fill deposit. These borings will be completed at selected locations based on

initial perimeter boIings and approved by NYSDEC in the field.

The borings will be continuously sampled as described under OU-1. Each sample

will be placed in sample containers as described in the QAPP for analytical testing.2 In the

event, a dissimilar fill material is identified from those observed previously, it will be placed

in a separate container.3 Sample selection will be discussed with the NYSDEC field

representatives.

Monitoring wells willbe installed atthree locations, MW-201, MW-202 and MW-203

(MW-200 will be installed as part of the PCB investigation) and existing monitoring wells

Sample containers will be provided to the NYSDEC on an as needed basis.

If dissimilar waste materials are encountered, the sample may be tested for all of the TCL parameters. This aspect will be
discussed with the NYSDEC field representative.
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MW-1 and MW-5 will be used. Monitoring wells MW-201 and MW-202 are installed in

presumed upgradient locations. Wells MW-5, MW-201, MW-202, and MW-203 are installed

in a presumed downgradient location. These wells will be installed to confirm groundwater

flow directions in the fill/soil zone (in combination with other on-site wells) and assess

groundwater quality for lead both in field filtered and unfiltered samples.

Subtask 2.1 - Analytical Testing

Analysis of "ash-like" samples collected from the borings will be completed for total

lead analysis following the QAPP. One "ash-like" sample from each boring will be tested for

total lead. One sample from each boring above the "ash-like" fill will also be tested for total

lead. Additionally, ten percent of the samples will be archived and then based on the results

selected samples will be tested for TCLP lead. If dissimilar fill materials are identified, then

additional testing may be warranted. Under this scenario, the testing will be discussed with

the NYSDEC.

Task 3 - Baseline Risk Assessment

A Baseline Risk Assessment (RA) will be performed for lead. Both human health

and environmental pathways will be addressed. The RA will conform to the guidelines

detailed in Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund Volume I (Part A: Human Health

Evaluation Manual) and Volume II: Environmental Evaluation Manual (1989), as well as

more recent USEPA guidance on exposure assessment (Fed. Reg. 57:22888; 1992).

Based on the existing data to date, it appears likely that the receptor population of

concern regarding lead exposure is on-site workers. The lead has been determined to be

primarily associated with subsurface "ash-like" fill material. Since the Site is mostly paved,

there is minimal concern for direct contact. The human health RA will focus on establishing

the likelihood, if any, of subsurface exposure (e.g., through maintenance or excavation).

The acceptability of any hazard associated with a given degree of lead exposure will

be assessed by comparing the exposure likely to be experienced by a worker with the

exposure associated with working in an environment containing lead at the OSHA action

level for lead (30 ug/m3, the level at which workers are required to use protective

equipment). All exposures will be expressed as mg/kg-day assuming a body weight of 70 kg
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l and standard USEPA assumptions regarding occupational incidental ingestion rates, dermal

contact and ventilation rates.

It appears very unlikely that there is potential for off-site lead contamination

resulting from migration from the Site. However, the RA will evaluate this potential and,

if warranted, assess risks to the local population (e.g., through residential exposure

mechanisms such as direct contact with lead-contaminated soils). As the USEPA has

determined that it is inappropriate to derive toxicity factors for lead, hazard cannot be

quantified in the typical risk assessment manner. Rather, these pathways would be assessed

in a similar fashion as the occupational exposures - by comparing estimated intakes with

lead intakes that are considered acceptable. In the case of public health exposures,

occupational standards would not apply. The lead intakes would be compared with those

associated with use of a drinking water supply containing lead at the New York State

Department of Health standard (50 ug/1).

Given the low potential for off-site lead migration, it is unlikely that there are

ecological impacts of concern. Therefore, this aspect is not included in this Work Plan.

Subtask 3.1 - Identification of SCGs

Standards, Criteria and Guidance (SCGs) will be identified for Operable Unit No. 2

and associated areas. SCGs will be developed for three types of classifications:

1. Ambient or chemical-specific requirements: health- or risk-based numerical

values or methodologies;

2. Location-specific requirements: restrictions placed on the concentration of

hazardous substances or the conduct of activities because of the locations in

which they occur; and

3. Performance-, design- or other action-specific requirements: technology- or

activity-based requirements or limitations taken with respect to hazardous

wastes.

SCGs will be identified for Items 1 and 2 above under this task. For Item 3, these SCGs will

be identified under Task 6.
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Task 4 - Treatability Study(s)

As part of the Site Investigation Report, a Treatability Study(s) may be necessary to

characterize the applicability of a particular technology. The Treatability Study will provide

a basis for determining technical feasibility, implementability, and cost. Currently, it is

unknown whether a Treatability Study is required. Recommendationsfor treatability studies

will be completed as part of the Site Investigation Report.

Task 5 - Reports

Two types of reports will be submitted for this Operable Unit No. 2:

• A monthly status report describing the job progress such as borings installed,

samples collected, status of lab data, analytical results, and work to be

completed in the following month. Also, any NYSDEC approved modification

to the Work Plan will be listed. This report will be combined with the

monthly status report described for OU-1 when the project work is completed

concurrently.

• A Site Investigation Report will be prepared describing field work, geology,

groundwater flow directions, analytical testing, screening of technologies,

recommendations for additional work, including treatability studies and

Baseline Risk Assessment.

Task 6 - Engineering Evaluation of Alternatives

A range of remedial alternatives for soil and groundwater will be evaluated in a

focused Feasibility Study (FS) in accordance with the major elements required in NYSDEC

TAGM HWR 90-4030. The FS Report will contain the following sections:

• Existing Conditions and Remedial Action Objectives;

i Summary of the findings of the extent of lead contamination of the soil

and groundwater.

, Summary of SCGs for lead in soil/fill and groundwater.

b Summary of the Baseline Risk Assessment.
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, Results of any Treatability Study.

 Statement of the Remedial Action Objectives.

, Estimate of the volume of soil and areal and vertical extent of

groundwater requiring remediation given the extent of contamination,

the SCGs, and the Baseline Risk Assessment.

• Technology Screening;,

, Containment and treatment (in-situ and ex-situ) will be evaluated for the

unsaturated soil. Containment technologies willinclude caps and vertical

barriers. Treatment technologies will include soil washing and

solidification/stabilization processes.

, Containment, removal, and treatment technologies will be evaluated for

groundwater. Collection drains and pumping wells will be evaluated for

groundwater collection. Several processes for on-site pre-treatment

before indirect discharge to the Buffalo Sewer Authority (BSA) will be

evaluated. Several processes for on-site treatment before direct discharge

will also be evaluated.

• Detailed Evaluation of Alternatives

 An alternative screening evaluation will not be done because the number

of alternatives is expected to be limited. Remedial alternatives utilizing

a representative technology for containment, treatinent, etc. will be

evaluated against the seven detailed evaluation criteria in TAGM HWR

90-4030.

The alternatives expected to be evaluated are:

Soil

No Action

Containment

In-situ Treatment
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Excavation and On-site Treaanent

Excavation and Off-site Disposal

Groundwater

No Action

Containment (collection drain), pre-treatment and discharge to

BSA

Containment (collection drain), on-site treatment and direct

discharge to a receiving water body

A draft FS Report will be prepared and submitted to NYSDEC. The draft FS Report

will contain the sections discussed above and a comparative analysis among alternatives and

a recommended remedial alternative. After NYSDEC's review, a final FS Report will be

prepared and submitted to NYSDEC.
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3.0 SCHEDULE

The schedule for implementation of this Work Plan is provided on Figures 8 and 9.

This schedule provides approximate timeframes for completion of the work beginning when

the Consent Order is signed. As the project progresses, the schedule will be updated based

upon the actual scope of work. Certain factors are beyond the control of GM, such as

weather conditions, NYSDEC and NYSDOH review schedules, and additional factors as

described in the Force Majeure Section of the Consent Order.
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SOP NO. 1

TEST BORINGS

1.0 INSTALLATION

Test borings will be drilled at predetermined locations at the facility. The test borings
will be undertaken in order to provide sufficient detail describing subsurface soil and the
potential extent of contamination within the subsurlace. Following the completion of the test
borings, the boreholes will either be backfilled with a cemenVbentonite grout or converted to a
groundwater monitoring well.

Borehole advancement will be initiated by hollow stem augers into the clay layer
below the contaminated soils. The procedures which will be followed during the test boring
program are as follows:

1. All drilling equipment and ancillary tools will be decontaminated prior to drilling.
2 Borehole will be advanced with 4-1/4 ID continuous flight hollow stem augers in

two-foot intervals to permit the collection of continuous split-spoon samples.
3. Split-spoon samples will be obtained utilizing the Standard Penetration Test

Procedures (ASTM-01586).

4. Soils will be identified in the field utilizing the Unified Classification System
(UCS).

5. HNu or equivalent meter readings will be recorded from each split-spoon as
the sampler is opened.

6. A portion of the soil sample will be placed in clean, eight-ounce or larger
wide-mouthed glass jars. The jars will be sealed and labeled with appropriate
information as described below.

7. All drilling cuttings will be containerized for proper disposal. It is likely that tile
drilling spoil will be disposed of along with any material generated as a result
of the clay tile pipe removal activities

1-1 20.11/9203449.8
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2.0 BORING LOGS AND RECORDKEEPING

following:

10.

11.

12

13.

14.

1£

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

8.

9.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1.

2

3.

During the drilling of each borehole, an accurate log will be kept and include the

Date and time of drilling, drillers and helper's names, and Wehran geologist
Drilling method utilized.

The reference point for all depth measurements (i.e., ground surface and
elevation).

The depth at which each change of formation is identified.

The depth at which the first water bearing zone is defined.
The thickness of each stratum.

The number of blows required to drive the standard split-spoon sampler every
sbc inches.

Amount of sample recovered.

The description of the material of which each stratum is composed, including:
a. Depth, sample number

b. Grain size, as defined by the Unified Soils Classification System
a Color

d Degree of weathering, cementation, and density
e. Other physical characteristics

The depth interval from which each formation sample was taken.

The depth at which hole diameters (bit sizes) change.

The depth to the static water level (SWL) and changes in SWL with well depth,
if possible.

Total depth of completed boring.

The depth and description of the well casing materials and lengths.

The sealing off of water-bearing strata, if any, and the location thereof.
Depth or location of any lost drilling materials or tools.
The depth of the surface seal. if applicable.

The nominal hole diameter of the well bore above and below the casing seal.
PID readings.

Depth of permeability test, if applicable.

Figure SOP-1-1 is the field borehole log (overburden) to be utilized by Wehran.
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SOP NO. 2

1.0

6.

7.

8.

1.

GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELLS (Installation,
Recordkeeping, and Development)

INSTALLATION

Three monitoring wells will be installed at the site. Prior to installation, drilling

equipment, tools, and well construction materials will be decontaminated. The following is a

detailed discussion of the monitoring well installation methodologies which will be used at tile
site.

OVERBURDEN MONITORING WELLS

Borehole advancement for the wells will be performed by hollow stem augering to a

predetermined depth for discrete zone monitoring (see SOP 1 -'Test Borings'). The borehole

will be advanced with 4-1/4-inch ID continuous flight hollow stem augers. The procedures
which will be followed during the installation are as follows:

9.

4.

5.

3.

2

No drilling fluids will be used unless prior approval is received from the

NYSDEC, and if a fluid is recommended, it will be an approved potable water
source.

The augers will be advanced in two-foot intervals to permit the collection of

continuous split-spoon soil samples.

Split-spoon soil samples will be obtained according to the procedures

described in the Test Boring SOP.

The monitoring well will be constructed of two-inch ID PVC screen and riser.

A sand pack will be placed within the annular space surrounding the screen to

a distance of not more than six inches above the top of the screen.

A minimum one-foot bentonite slurry seal will be placed above the sand pack.

A concrete seal will be placed to the surface.

A six-inch ID protective flush mounted steel casing with a locking cover will be

installed to complete the installation.

A water tight cap will be placed in the two inch PVC well to limit potential

surface water infiltration [Note: Vent holes will not be drilled into the PVC
casingl.

2-1 20.11/92.03499.8
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SAND PACK, BENTONITE PELLET SEAL, AND CONCRETE

Sand Pack

. The sand pack will consist of uniformly-graded, clean inert fine sand with a

100 percent by weight passing the No. 30 Sieve, and less than two percent by

weight passing the No. 200 Sieve.

Bentonite Pellet Seal

• Pure Wyoming sodium bentonite pellets (1/4 to 1/2 Inch diameter) will be used.

Concrete

• Sakrete (or similar) will be mixed with water to maufacturets specifications

10 RECORDKEEPING

During the installation of the monitoring well, an accurate accounting of the installation
details will be kept and include the following:

1.

2

a

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12

1a

14.

Total depth of completed well.

The depth and description of the well casing materials and lengths.

The sealing off of water-bearing strata, if any, and the location thereof.

Depth or location of any lost drilling materials or tools

The depth of the surface seal. if applicable.

The nominal hole diameter of the well bore above and below the easing seal.

The amount of cement and bentonite (number of bags) installed for the seal, if

applicable.

Screen materials and design.

Casing and screen joint type.

Screen slot size/length.

Pack, seal. and grout material used.

Type of protective well cap.

PID readings.

Depth of permeability test

2-2 20.11/9203499.8
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7.

3.0 WEU DEVELOPMENT

The purpose of well development is to prepare a monitoring well for future sampling

activities. This is achieved by bailing/pumping the well until such time as the water quality

obtained from the well is consistent with water quality in the formation from which the water is

obtained, usually determined by measurement of pH and specific conductivity. For the

purposes of this investigation, well development shall be performed in the following fashion:

8.

9.

4.

6.

1.

2.

3.

5.

Inspect locking casing, and surface grouting for integrity.

Open the well

Measure static water level, well bottom depth, and calculate standing water

volume.

Depending upon the response of the well, either a bailer or pump will be

utilized to develop the well.

If a bailer is used, it will be lowered to the bottom of the well and raised and

lowered repeatedly. This surging should be performed in a relatively slow

manner to avoid over-development Following surging, the well should be

evacuated to remove any fines which have accumulated in the well.

If a pump is utilized, the inlet should be placed approximately two feet above

the bottom of the well and activated.

During bailing/pumping, record pH and specific conductivity. If the well can be

evacuated to dryness, measurements shall be made at least two times per

evacuation cycle.

The inlet shall be periodically raised and lowered throughout the screened

interval to ensure complete development

Development will be considered complete when the following conditions are
achieved:

• pH is within 0.2 pH units for three consecutive measurements

• Specific conductance is within ten percent for three

measurements

2-3
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10. When the preceding conditions are met, discontinue development, secure and
lock the well.

11. Water resulting from well development will be collected and handled per the
Work Plan.

Figure SOP-2-1 is the form to be utilized to record well development observations
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SOP NO. 3

GROUNDWATER SAMPUNG METHODOLOGY

1.0 OBSERVATIONS

Upon arrival at each well, the sampling team will make observations as to the

conditions of the well and any outside factors which may affect the well in any way. These

observations include well labels locks, surface seal integrity, and other surrounding conditions

which may influence sampling. These observations, as well as date, time, weather, and crew

members, are noted in the field log book.

A photoionization detector (PID) will be used to monitor the surrounding air for total

concentration of organic gases present Both 'breathing zone' and 'head-space readings will

be obtained and recorded in the field log. The breathing zone is the air near the well that

comes into contact with sampling team members under ordinary sampling conditions. The

head-space is the region just inside the well casing itself. These readings will then be used to

determine the level of protection necessary in order for the field crew to proceed with the
sampling event.

ZO PREPARATION

The first step in preparation for sampling is well purging, which requires a

determination of the volume of standing water within the well. Depth to the bottom of the well

is measured by slowly lowering a weighted, decontaminated, stainless steel surveyots tape

into the well. Once contact with bottom has been made, the tape is placed against the side of

the inner casing in line with the notch or other marking to assume consistent measurements

and the tape is read to the nearest 0.01 foot. If no inner casing is present, this depth reading

will be taken from the top of the protective outer casing. This measurement is then recorded
in the field log.

Static water level (depth to water) will then be taken by using a Slope Indicator Co.

water level indicator Model 51453 or equivalent After being decontaminated, the probe is

lowered into the well casing until contact with water occurs. This contact will be signalled by a

buzzer/light alarm on the take-up reel of the water level indicator. Depth to water will be

measured and recorded, taking care to measure from the same reference point on the casing.

3-1 20.11/9203449.8
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Since only one foot divisions are marked on the probe line, an engineers scale will be used to
determine this measurement to the nearest 0.01 foot

The potential presence of immiscible layers within the wells will be monitored. An

ORS 100-foot Teflon guam interface probe or equivalent will be used to determine the
presence of nonaqueous phase liquids or moaters' within each well. Floaters are relatively

insoluble organic liquids which are less dense than water and tend to spread across the
potentiometric surface.

The interface probe is capable of measuring oil layers less than 0.01 foot in thickness.

This probe is conductivity activated and can differentiate between layers of oil and water.

When the probe comes into contact with water, an oscillating tone registers; for hydrocarbon,
a solid tone is heard. Measurements are taken and recorded in the same manner as the

static water level. When monitoring for immiscible layers, this procedure will take place as
soon as the crew arrives.

3.0 PURGING

All wells will be purged using a decontaminated teflon bottom loading bailers. At least
three standing well volumes will be purged prior to sampling.

The bailer will be fastened to a new 3/16-inch diameter polypropylene rope and
lowered into the well, taking care not to lower the bailer too quickly or to agitate the water
excessively. The bailer, once filled, will be raised to the surface and its contents poured into a
holding container staged downgradient of the well to make sure that no purge water pools by

the base of the well. This process will then be repeated until purging is complete. The rope
will then be cut from the bailer and discarded. The bailer will be placed in a storage bag for

removal and decontamination. All purge observations and actual purge volume will be noted
in the field log.

All purged water will be handled pursuant to the Work Plan.

4.0 SAMPLING

Sampling is usually performed the day after purging within a 24-hour period from the

time of purge. This period allows wells to recharge to a level where there is adequate sample
volume for each parameter required. In cases where recharge is sufficient on the day of
purging, sampling may take place on that day. In general, wells are sampled in the same
order as they are purged, allowing similar elapsed time to sample for each well. If a well has

3-2 20.11/9203449.8
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not recharged sufficiently to obtain a representative sample within 24 hours, it will be

considered a dry well and will be noted as dry on the chain of custody and the field logs.

Teflon, double check valve, bottom filling, bailers will be used to obtain groundwater

samples from all wells. The sample bailer will be connected to a 3/16-inch diameter

Teflon-coated wire line and will be slowly lowered into the well, taking care not to agitate the

water in any manner which would cause loss of volatiles from the sample. The bailer will be

lowered into the water column until it has filled completely. The bailer will then be raised to

the surface and the appropriate bottles filled.

For all samples, the sample container will be tipped at an angle and the sample water

is gently poured down the neck of the container until full. This will minimize both agitation of

sample and contact of the sample with surrounding atmosphere. The sample bottles will then

be capped, sealed with custody tape and placed in a cooler. When vials with septurns are

used, a check for air bubbles is made after capping. This is done by inverting the vial and

tapping gently. If air bubbles appear, the cap is removed, more water is added, and the

process is repeated. The process will be repeated until all aliquots have been filled.

Specific conductivity will then be measured. The meter will be calibrated every two

hours using a 1413 umho/cm standard of KI. Readings will then be recorded in the field logs.

If a meter appears to be malfunctioning, it will be replaced by a spare meter and noted. All

meters are calibrated according to manufacturer's specifications. Meters will be rinsed with

0.1. water before and after each reading to avoid any erroneous measurements.

After field measurements are complete, the field crew will also note the color, clarity,

and other observable physical characteristics of the sample. Samples will be stored and

transported to the laboratory in coolers which are supplied with ice packs. These ice packs

are required to cool the samples to the required four degrees C. Care will be taken not to

expose vials directly to the ice packs since they are easily frozen and broken.

All sample containers will be precleaned and labelled in the laboratory. Label

information includes client, site, job number, sample I.D. number, test parameters, and

preservatives. These containers correspond to a particular well by matching the job number

and sample 1.0. number of the bottle set used to the well number. These are noted both on

the chain of custody and in the field log.

The Chain of Custody forms (see Figure SOP 3-1) are included with each bottle set

The name and signature of the bottle preparer and the laboratory bottle set number is filled

out on the chain the day the bottle set is assembled in the lab. These forms are then

transported in the sample cooler to the site with the sampling team. Upon completion of

3-3 20.11/9203449.8
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sampling, the crew member fills out the chain in order to properly identify the sample for the

laboratory. Well locations are assigned a sample I.D. number and are listed. Time and date

of sampling, preservative, analysis required, filtering status, and bottle set composition are

also filled in at this time. Any dry wells or partial bottle sets are also noted. The technician

then fills in the site location and signs his/her name. The chain is then sealed in a plastic bag

and replaced in the cooler for transport back to the laboratory.

The sample coolers will always be located within sight of the crew members or

secured in a locked vehicle when stored in the field. The sample coolers will be ou#itted with

custody seals and transported back to the lab in a company vehicle within sbc to eight hours

of sampling or shipped via overnight carrier. Upon an*,al at the lab, the custody seals will be

checked and samples will be logged into the laboratory sample tracking system.

During all procedures involving purging, sampling, and handling of samples, the crew

members will wear two pairs of gloves, an inner latex pair and an outer pair of either latex or

some other approved substance such as viton or nitril rubber. These gloves will be changed

and discarded after every well to avoid cross-contamination.

34 20.11/9203449.8
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP) describes the quality assurance/quality

control (QA/QC) measures that will be taken during the collection and analysis of

multi-media samples as outlined in the work plan. Procedures for field and laboratory

QA/QC and analysis; data reduction, validation, and reporting; and sample control and

chain-of-custody are outlined in this plan.

Quality assurance objectives are delineated in Section 2.0 and sampling procedures

are discussed in Section 3.0. Activities planned that will acquire information requiring

quality controlled generation of analytical data include:

• Subsurface soil sampling and characterization;

• Groundwater sampling and characterization;

• Surface soil sampling and characterization; and

• Data review, validation, and management.

Soil and aqueous samples will be analyzed for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and

total lead. Analytical protocol is outlined in Section 5.0 of this report.

1-1 20.6/94.04428.V
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2.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE OBJECTIVES

The phmary objective of the QA program for this project is to 1) maintain the

evidentiary value of the information produced and 2) insure that field investigations,

laboratory analysis, and reports are carried out in accordance with approved protocols. The

QA Officer for the project, Kenneth C. Malinowski, Ph.D., is responsible for reviewing data

to ensure compliance with protocols and that data is complete, representative, compliant

usable and comparable. The quality of data generated by sampling, monitoring or analysis

is defined in terms of the following:

Precision and Accuracy

The objectives for precision and accuracy are indicated in Section 10.0. Results of

field and laboratory quality control samples are evaluated against approved criteria which

measures the precision and accuracy of a given measurement system.

Duplicate analyses are conducted at a minimum rate of ten percent for batch

analyses of ten or more samples or at least one sample per every batch if batches are less

than ten. Statistics are calculated for determinations of analytical precision as described

in Section 10.0.

Accuracy is monitored by the analyses of accepted reference samples (either

reference control samples, spiked control samples or surrogate spikes). The use of reference

samples is fully described in Section 10.0.

Completeness

Completeness is a measure of the amount of valid data obtained from a

measurement system compared with the amount that was expected to be obtained under

correct normal conditions. Naturally, the amount of valid data obtained for this study is

expected to be virtually complete, based on the use of published sampling and analytical

methods. When comparing the amount of valid data obtained to that of a correct, normal

condition, deviations may arise that are a result of the sample matrix. For instance, organic

analysis requires an extraction and the proposed method may not fully recover the analyates

of interest from the matrix. Dilutions may be necessary to reduce the effect of non-target

species which extract with the target ones. These dilutions will raise detection limits above

2-1 20.6/94.04428.V
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those for correct normal conditions. If this in fact occurs, the QA Officer will review the

body of data to provide assurance that the data is adequate for the intended use.

Representativeness f

Representativeness expresses the degree to which data accurately and precisely

represents a characteristic or environmental condition. By way of the approved work plan,

the frequency and location of sampling locations and method of sample acquisition have

been designed such that data obtained will be considered representative of site conditions.

Comparability

Comparability expresses the confidence with which one data set can be compared

to another. The use of published sampling and analytical methods, standard reporting units,

and a program executed in accordance with this QAPP will aid in ensuring this

comparability.

2-2 20.6/94.04428.V
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3.0 SAMPLE CONTROL PROCEDURES/CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY

Sample control consists of maintaining sample integrity, providing adequate

documentation of all sampling procedures, avoiding sample cross-contamination, and

ensuring proper sample custody. Sample control and chain-of-custody procedures are

described in the following sections.

3.1 MAINTENANCE OF SAMPLE INTEGRITY

All sample containers will be pre-cleaned by the analytical laboratory according to

the procedures specified in the USEPA's "Specifications Guidance for Obtaining

Contaminant-Free Sample Containers" (April, 1990) or certified clean by the manufacturer

providing sample containers. The laboratory will provide manufacturer's certificates

attesting to same.

3.2 FIELD DATA AND INFORMATION ACQUISITION

The sampler's field records will contain sufficient information such that someone can

reconstruct the sampling situation without reliance on the collector's memory. Entries m

the field records will include the following:

 Name and address of project;

• Name of sampler;

 Name of others present;

 Location of sampling and address;

. Date and time of collection;

 Type of sample;

• Description of sampling point;

• Quantity of sample collected;

• Parameters requested for analysis;

, Type of sample container used;

 Preservative(s) used;

• Filtering;

• Sample collection procedure and equipment;
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• Well evacuation procedure and equipment;

• Sample layering;

• Well specifics such as static water level, depth, and volume purged;

• Sample identification number(s);

. Field observations;

o Pertinent weather factors such as temperature, wind direction,

precipitation; and

• Any field measurements made such as pH, etc.

and

3.3 EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION/PREPARATION

All sampling equipment that comes in direct contact with samples will be cleaned

prior to use and in the field between sample locations to prevent possible sample

contamination and cross-contamination. Decontamination and cleaning will be performed

using the procedure outlined below:

 Alconox detergent and potable water scrub;

Potable water rinse;

. Methanol rinse;

• Ten percent nitric acid rinse;

 Deionized water rinse;

. Air dry; and

 Wrap in aluminum foil or store in sealed polyethylene bags.

Large equipment used during field activities will be decontaminated at an on-site

decontamination pad with high pressure hot water or steam. All wash water from

decontamination activities will be collected and disposed of in accordance with State and

Federal regulations.

3.4 SAMPLE CUSTODY

Chain-of-custody records for all samples, beginning with the cleaning and numbering

of the sample containers at the laboratory, shall be maintained. A written record of

container decontamination procedures shall be kept as well as the source of such containers.
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A sample shall be considered to be "in the custody" of an individual if said sample is either

in direct view of, or otherwise directly controlled by, the individual in custody. Storage of

samples during custody shall be accomplished according to established preservation

techniques in appropriately sealed and numbered storage containers. Chain-of-custody shall

be accomplished by the exchange of the samples or sealed sample shuttle (e.g., shipping

cooler) being directly transferred from one individual to the next with the transferrer

witnessing the signature of the recipient upon the chain-of-custody record.

The chain-of-custody records will contain the following information:

• Sample number;

• Signature of collector;

• Date and time of collection;

• Sample type (e.g., groundwater or soil);

• Identification of well or sampling point;

• Number of containers;

• Parameters requested for analysis;

• Signature of person(s) involved in the chain of possession;

 Description of sample bottles and their condition; and

• Problems associated with sample collection (i.e., breakage, no preservatives).

The laboratory chain-of-custody procedures, at a minimum, will include the

following:

. Designate a sample custodian/chain-of-custody officer;

. Have set and detailed written procedures for sample tracking through the lab

from the time of receipt to final disposition of the sample; and

. Have set procedures to ensure sample holding times are not exceeded.

All sample containers will be labeled with the sample identification number, the

preservative (if any), and the parameter(s) requested for analysis. Labels will be affixed to

sample containers prior to or at the time of sampling and should be filled out at the time

of collection.
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Sample seals are used to detect unauthorized tampering of samples following sample

collection. The paper seal will include the following information:

• Name of sample;

• Date and time of sampling; and

• Place of collection.

The seal will be attached in such a way that it is necessary to break it in order to

open the sample shipping cooler. These seals will be affixed to the sample shipping

containers before the samples leave the custody of the sampling personnel.
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4.0 CALIBRATION PROCEDURES AND FREQUENCY

There are two areas where calibration procedures and frequency are important:

1) for field equipment; and 2) for laboratory analytical equipment. Each of these areas is

discussed below.

Field

Field equipment such as a photoionization detector and pH/conductivity meter will

require daily calibration. Equipment log forms are maintained for each piece of equipment

used in the field. The forms include the following information:

• Instrument identification/serial number;

• Date and time of calibration;

• Identification of calibrant/standard used;

. Personnel performing calibration;

 Calibration results; and

. Corrective action, if necessary.

In addition, problems encountered and corrective measures taken with a piece of

field equipment will be documented on the log forms.

Laboratog

Alllaboratory instruments will be calibrated according to the specified methodology

in the NYSDEC Analytical Services Protocol (ASP) (1991), Methods for Chemical Analysis

of Water and Wastes (EPA-600/4-79-020; March 1983), and Test Methods for Evaluating

Solid Waste, SW-846, Third Edition (USEPA, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency

Response).
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5.0 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Alllaboratory chemical analyses will be performed by a New York State Department

of Health (NYSDOH) approved laboratory. Analytical procedures for soil and water matrices

will follow the methodologies outlined in the NYSDEC ASP (1991), Methods for Chemical

Analysis of Water and Wastes (EPA 60014-79-020; March 1983), and/or Test Methods for

Evaluating Solid Waste (SW-846), Third Edition.

Table 2-1 of the work plan details the samples to be collected, the analytical

protocol for each sample, and the field QC check samples. QC samples are further described

in Section 7.0. Quantitation limits for this project (CRQLs) are listed below:

PCBs

AROCLOR-1016

AROCLOR-1221

AROCLOR-1232

AROCIOR-1242

AROCLOR-1248

AROCIOR-1254

AROCLOR-1260

Lead

CAS Number

12674-11-2

1110+28-2

11141-16-5

53469-21-9

12672-29-6

11097-69-1

11096-82-5

Water

ug/L

3.0

CRQL'

Water

(ug/L)

1.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

SoiVSediment

ug/Kg

300

CRQI.sl

Soil/Sediment2
(ug/Kg)

33

67

33

33

33

33

33

Media Target Limita

Water

(ug/U

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Media Target Limit

Water

(ug/L)

10.0

Soil

(ug/Kg)

3

100,000.0

Soil

(ug/Kg)

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

Specific quantitation limits are highly matrix dependent. The quantitation limits listed herein are provided
for guidance and may not always be achievable.

Quantitation Limits listed for soiVsediment are based on wet weight. The quantitation limits calculated by
the laboratory for soiVsediment, calculate on dry weight basis, as required by the protocol, will be higher.
The media Target Detection limits were selected based upon analytical results from previous on-site
investigations.
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6.0 DATA REDUCTION, VALIDATION AND REPORTING

This section addresses the requirements for data reduction, validation and reporting

for each major measurement parameter. There are two separate areas where data reduction,

validation and reporting apply. These areas are in the field investigation and in the

analytical laboratory. Each is discussed separately below.

6.1 FIELD PROCEDURES

6.1.1 Field Recordkeeping

Field measurements (whether analytical or other) will be recorded in the field team

member's logbook. This book will have consecutively numbered pages, will be written only

in ink, and will be signed at the bottom of each page. The data recorded in the logbook

will be spot-checked frequently by the site manager/project manager to ensure that proper

procedures for sampling, analysis, and measuring (detailed in other sections of the QAPP)

are being followed.

6.1.2 Field Measurements

Field measurements will include measuring pH, specific conductivity, the presence

of organic vapors with an HNu, and screening for PCBs using an immunoassay field test kit

(Envirogard PCB Test Kit or similar). The field procedures for pH, specific conductivity,

HNu use, and PCBs is provided in Appendix A Specific QA/QC procedures for this method

are provided in the respective SOPs.

6.2 LABORATORY PROCEDURES AND REPORTING

The appropriate data and reporting forms outlined below for the sample analyses

will be reviewed. Once the entire data package has been reviewed, a narrative report and

deliverables summary will be prepared describing data reduction and reporting procedures.

Target Compound - PCBs

• Chain-of-custody (field and laboratory);

• Holding times;

• ' Instrument performance;
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• Calibration - initial and continuing;

• Blanks;

 Surrogate recovery;

 Matrix spike/matrix spike duplicate;

• Full ASP deliverables;

• Field duplicate; and

• Compound identification/quantification.

Target Compound Ust - Lead

 Chain-of-custody (field and laboratory);

, Holding times;

 Calibration - initial and continuing;

• Blanks;

• Laboratory control sample;

 Laboratory duplicate sample;

• Sample spiking information;

 Furnace atomic absorption standard addition data;

 ICP interference check;

• Field duplicates;

• Full ASP deliverables;

• Quantitation sheets; and

• Blank sample results.

6.3 DATA VALIDATION

Data will be validated for format and content following the guidelines presented in

USEPA's Laboratory Data Validation, Functional Guidelines for Evaluating Inorganic

(June 13, 1988) and Organic (February 1, 1988) Analyses. The actual validation will be

conducted by an independent laboratory under the oversight of the project QA Officer.
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Data will be ranked by the independent validator in one of four categories as

follows:

• Acceptable - Data is within established control limits, or the data which is

outside established control limits does not affect the validity of the analytical

results.

. Acceptable with Exceptions - Data is not completely within established control

limits. The deficiencies are identified and specific data is still valid, given

certain qualifications.

 Questionable - Data is not within established control limits. The deficiencies

bring the validity of the entire data set into question. However, the data

validity is neither proved nor disproved by the available information.

. Unacceptable - Data is not within established control limits. The deficiencies

imply the results are not meaningful.
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7.0 INTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL CHECKS

There are two segments to internal QC checks; those initiated in the field and those

initiated in the laboratory. The internal QC checks performed by the laboratory will follow

the NYSDEC ASP for all CLP-related analyses (1991). Field QC checks will consist of the

collection of the following samples:

 Field Blanks are collected to check the effectiveness of decontamination

procedures for sampling equipment. Following a sampling event, sampling

equipment will be decontaminated. Deionized water then will be passed

through the sampler into the designated container. The field blank should be

transported to the laboratory and analyzed for the appropriate parameters

with the other samples. At a minimum, one field blank should be collected for

each sampling event or for each different type of sampling equipment used.

TIip Blanks are used to check for contammant introduction due to:

(1) interaction between the sample and the container, or (2) a handling

procedure which alters the sample analysis results. A trip blank is created by

filling a designated sample container with deionized water in the laboratory.

The trip blank should be transported to the sampling location and returned to

the laboratory in a manner identical to the handling procedures used for all

the samples. These blanks should be subjected to the same analyses. At a

minimum, one trip blank per day is required.

 Duplicates can provide indications of the precision of the analytical system.

A duplicate sample is a second sample collected at the exact same location and

depth and time as the original sample. A duplicate sample serves to check

accuracy and reliability of laboratory instruments and procedures, and field

activities. Duplicates should be collected for each matrix at a frequency of

ten percent.
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8.0 PERFORMANCE AND SYSTEM AUDITS

Field audits from NYSDEC when required will be allowed. A review of field notes

and discussions with field team members will verify that field activities were performed

according to the work plan and QAPP. The field team leader will provide documentation

of all work performed in the form of narrative and checklist tasks.

The laboratory QA/QC director or laboratory project manager will observe work

being performed during the time that samples from this project are being processed and

analyzed. The laboratory QA/QC director will certify in a short narrative report, and by

means of signature approval on any QC reports, that the appropriate work has been

performed.

The laboratory chosen for this project will be a NYSDOH approved laboratory for

environmental analyses. The laboratory QAPP will be provided once the final laboratory

selection is made.

The field sampling team will be required to document all field activities in a bound

log book. The QA Officer will review the field book to ensure the following information

has been recorded:

Groundwater Well EvacuatioSampling

• Date and time;

. Type of purging equipment used;

, Type of sampling equipment;

 Total depth of the well;

 Volume of water purged;

. Well or sampling point identification number;

• Water level prior to evacuating and prior to sampling for each well;

. Appearance of water and change, if any;

 Odor of water, if any;

 Amount of water removed;

 Presence of more than one phase;

• Time of sampling; and

 Field measurement results: pH, conductance.
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Soil Sample Collection

• Date and time;

• Sampling point identification number/sample number;

• Sample depth and surface area;

• Soil description/characteristics; and

• Collection device.

General

• Duplicate sample locations;

• Location of equipment blanks;

• Number of trip blanks; and

• Equipment decontammation procedures.

The contractor will ensure that the laboratory is informed of any unusual sample

characteristics.
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9.0 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance is primarily a function performed by the laboratory on their

analytical equipment to ensure accurate results and to minimize equipment

breakdowns/failure. While this is the case, there are a number of items used in field

investigations for which preventive maintenance is an important consideration. Specific

considerations for laboratory and field equipment are discussed below.

9.1 FIELD EQUIPMENT

Field monitoring equipment (e.g., photoionization detector, pH/conductivity meter)

will be checked and maintained according to the standard maintenance schedule. These

instruments are normally under contract to be checked/overhauled once annually or

whenever problems arise. Batteries for all the equipment should be charged to full capacity

prior to use.

A log which documents problems experienced with the instruments, corrective

measures taken, battery replacement dates, and when used and by whom for each field

instrument will be maintained. Appropriate new batteries will be purchased and kept with

the meters to facilitate immediate replacement, when necessary, in the field.

All equipment to be utilized during the field sampling will be examined to certify

that it is in operating condition. This includes checking the manufacturer's operating

manuals and the instructions with each instrument to ensure that all maintenance items are

being observed. Field notes from previous equipment usage and the maintenance log will

be reviewed so that any prior equipment problems are not overlooked and all necessary

repairs to equipment have been carried out.

In the field, each field instrument will be visually inspected piior to field activities

to detect any damages or operational problems. Instrument responses will be checked

against known standards prior to beginning field work. The instrument operation manuals

will be referred to for trouble-shooting methods should equipment check-out indicate a

problem. Instrumentation problems identified in the field should be relayed to the Project

Manager.
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9.2 LABORATORY

Laboratory equipment is monitored by means of a log book for each instrument

recording any maintenance activities and schedule. Daily and weekly tasks serve to

maintain instrumentation m proper working order. Validation of opumal instrument

performance by acceptable calibration and tuning criteria further support satisfactory data

quality. Review of these logs and communication between QA/QC personnel allow for

discovery and timely correction of problems. Since most analytical laboratories have

sufficient inventory of supplies and equipment, downtime is not anticipated to occur.
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10.0 DATA MEASUREMENT ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

Data assessment procedures are employed to ascertain how reliably the concentration

reported by the laboratory reflects the actual concentration of a given analyte in the

sampled media. Precision and accuracy are two characteristics of data which can be

examined to determine the reliability of results.

Precision is a measure of the mutual agreement among individual measurements of

the same property. Reference control samples and analytical replicate control samples are

used to determine that the results from an analytical batch of samples are within a known

range of precision. The acceptance limits for the reference control samples reflect the

precision under conditions with no maaix interferences. The acceptance limits for the

analytical replicate control samples reflect the precision that can be obtained. Precision is

expressed as either relative percent difference (% RPD) or relative standard deviation

(% RSD).

Accuracy is the degree of agreement of a measurement with an accepted reference

or true value. Reference control samples, spiked control samples, and surrogate spikes are

used to determine that the results from an analytical batch of samples are within a known

range of accuracy. The means of the reference control samples reflect the accuracy under

conditions with no matrix interferences. The mean recoveries for the spiked control samples

and surrogate spikes reflect the accuracy that can be obtained where there may be matrix

interferences. Accuracy is expressed as percent recovery.
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11.0 CORRECTIVE ACTION

Corrective action is required when field and laboratory generated data are not within

the predetermined limits for data acceptability. In most field related instances, data

acceptability is determined by, and referenced tO, manufacturer specifications during

calibration. Once calibrated and operational, data generated by the field instrumentation

is assumed to be representative of the field condition measured.

In the event of erratic readings which do not stabilize during the critical usage of

the equipment, corrective action will be implemented to identify the problem and its source.

Appropriate documentation of this action will be recorded in the field log book and project

file.

The laboratory selected to perform the analytical work detailed in the work plan has

set protocols for corrective actions. These protocols are the responsibility of the laboratory

QA Officer.

Regardless of whether a problem arises in the laboratory or the field, all proposed

corrective actions must be approved by the Project Manager prior to their implementation

(unless the problem contains the elements of an emergency).
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12.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE REPORTS TO MANAGEMENT

/

12.1 LABORATORY

The QA Officer of the laboratory provides periodic assessments of measurement data

accuracy and precision to the Laboratory Director, who distributes them to appropriate

laboratory staff. Results of the performance audits and system audits are received by the

Laboratory Director and also passed on to the lab staff. Other significant QA problems

which may be detected throughout the review process of the analytical data are brought to

the attention of the Laboratory Director and other appropriate individuals as they arise. The

Laboratory Director will immediately notify the Consultant' s Project Manager/QA Officer of

problems detected, if any, and a mutual solution to the problem will be developed. A

written report detailing problems, solutions taken to resolve the problems and impacts on

analytical data will be provided to the Consultant with the actual sample analyses data.

12.2 PROJECT REPORTS

As discussed in Section 2 of the Work Plan, periodic project progress reports will be

submitted to the NYSDEC project manager. These reports will summarize scheduling

progress compared to the approved overall project schedule, significant problems which may

have arisen and corrective actions taken or proposed changes (if any) to the QAPP, results

of periodic field activity audits completed by the QA Officer, and results of system and

performance audits of the lab (at the time the audit results are available).

All applicable raw QA/QC data in support of analyses will be provided as a part of

the final report.

In the final project report, a separate QA section will resummarize all data quality

information (including audit reports) obtained during the investigation.

The QA section will contain:

A data quality statement for precision;

• A data quality statement for accuracy;

. A discussion of the QA objectives that were met and not met;
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• If QA objectives were not met, a discussion of the impact to the project for not

having met them; and

. Changes in the QAPP.
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APPENDIX A-1.1

pH is the measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution. It is defined as the

negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion activity. Hydrogen ion activity is related to the

hydrogen ion concentration, which in relatively weak solution is nearly equal. For all

practical purposes, pH is the measure of the hydrogen ion concentration.

The operation of a pH meter relies on the same principal as many other ion-specific

electrodes. Measurement relies on establishment of a potential difference in the response

to hydrogen ion concentrations, which in combination with a reference electrode (which can

be combined into a single "combination" electrode), can generate a potential difference

proportional to the hydrogen ion concentration.

Variation in temperature will effect the association of hydrogen and hydroxide ions,

which without proper compensation will effect the pH. pH meters have several controls to

compensate for the variations between electrodes and the different responses to changes in

temperature.

Because of the great variety of pH meters available, operators should refer to the

manufacturer's instruction manual for specific calibration, operation, and troubleshooting

procedures for their instrument. The following general procedure is used for measuring pH

in the field with a pH meter:

1. The instrument and batteries should be checked and calibrated prior to the

initiation of the field effort. pH electrodes should be kept moist at all times.

2. Buffer solutions used for calibration should be checked. Buffer solutions will

degrade upon exposure to the atmosphere.

3. Select either 4.01 and 7.00, or 7.00 and 10.01 buffers, whichever will bracket

the expected sample range. Calibration with all three buffers will allow

Level II data to be generated.

4. Make sure all electrolyte solutions within the electrode(s) are at their proper

levels and that no air bubbles are present within the electrode(s).

5. Immerse the electrode(s) in a pH-7 buffer solution.

6. Adjust the temperature compensator to the proper temperature (on models

with automatic temperature adjustments, immerse the temperature probe into
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the buffer solution). Alternatively, the buffer solution may be immersed in the

sample and allowed to reach temperature equi}ibrium before equipment

calibration. It is best to maintain buffer solution at or near expected sample

temperature before calibration.

7. Adjust the pH meter to read 7.0.

8. Remove the electrode(s) from the buffer and rinse well with deionized water.

Immerse the electrode(s) in pH-4 or -10 buffer solution (depending on the

expected pH of the sample) and adjust the slope control to read the

appropriate pH. At least three successive readings during calibration, one

minute apart, should be within t 0.1 pH unit. For best results, the

standardization and slope adjustments should be repeated at least once daily

before use and every four hours thereafter. All calibration procedures and

measurements should be recorded in the logbook.

9. Immerse the electrode(s) in the unknown sample, slowly stirring the probe

until the pH stabilizes. Stabilization may take several seconds to minutes. If

the pH continues to drift, the sample temperatures may not be stable, a

chemical reaction (e.g., degassing) may be taking place in the sample, or the

meter or electrode may be malfunctioning. This must be clearly noted in the

logbook.

10. Read and record the pH and temperature of the sample, after adjusting the

temperature compensator to the sample temperature. pH should be recorded

to the nearest 0.1 pH unit.

11. Rinse the electrode(s) with deionized water.
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APPENDIX A-1.2

Conductivity is a numerical expression of the ability of a water sample to carry an

electric current. This value depends on the total concentration of ionized substances

dissolved in the water and the temperature at which the measurement is made. It is

important to obtain a specific conductance measurement soon after taldng a sample, since

temperature changes, precipitation reactions, and absorption of carbon dioxide from the air

all affect the specific conductance.

Specific conductance can be used to identify the direction and extent of the

migration of contaminants in groundwater and surface water. It can also be used to as a

measure of subsurface biodegradation of to indicate alternate sources of groundwater

contamination.

A conductance cell and a Wheatstone Bridge (for the measurement of potential

difference) may be used for measurement 6f electrical resistance. The ratio of current

applied to voltage across the cell may also be used as a measure of conductance. Depending

on ionic strength of the aqueous solution to be tested, a potential difference is developed

across the cell which can be converted directly or indirectly (depending on instrument type)

to a measurement of specific conductance.

Because many conductivity meters are available, operators should refer to the

manufacturers instruction manual for specific calibration, operation, and troubleshooting

procedures. The following procedure is used for obtaining specific conductance

measurements:

1. Check batteries and calibrate instrument before going into the field.

2. Calibrate the instrument using a potassium chloride standard solution by

completely immersing the electrode into the solution. Check the temperature

of the calibration solution and adjust temperature dial on meter (if not

self-compensating). Record calibration measurements and time in the field

logbook.

3. Check the umho value of the solution in terms of the temperature. Adjust the

Cell Constants dial until the display reads the appropriate value.

4. Rinse the electrode with one or more portions of the sample to be tested.
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5. Immerse the electrode in the sample, adjust the temperature setting to the

sample temperature, and measure the conductivity.

6. Read and record the results in the field logbook. Report the results to the

nearest ten units for readings under 1,0000 umhos/cm and the nearest 100

units for readings over 1,000 umhos/cm.

7. Repeat the procedure with fresh sample until reproducible (i.e.,.+ 5 percent)

results are obtained.

If the specific conductance measurements become erratic, or inspection shows that

anyplatinum black has flaked off the electrode, replatinization of the electrode is necessary.

See the manufacturer's instructions for details.
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EnviroGard PCS Test Kit

ENVR 000 09 (with PCB caiibrarorsi
ENVR ONC 09 (without PCS caiibrarorsi

Voce: The following directions are
specificallv for use with the EnviroGara
PCB Test Kit with PCB calibrators

(ENVR 000 09). If you are using the
EnviroGard PCB Test Kit (ENVR ONC 09)
with alternative calibrators, the direcrions
should be modified accordingly.

Intended Use
The EnviroCard PCB Test Kit is an
enzyme immunoassay for the detection
of a range of polychlorinated biphenyis
(PCBs) in soil.

Note: This test kit is only recornmended
for the purpose of screening in soil.

A soil sample that generates a signal Cop-
tical density) greater than the signal of
the positive assay cnlibrator has a 99%
probability of containing less PCB thnn
the concentration of PCB stated on the
calibrator label. The EnviroGard PCB
Test Kit can be used as a reliable and
rapid screening tool to identify soils that
contain less PCB than is permissible per
applicable regulations.

Test Summary and
Explanation
PCBs are a family of compounds with the
following general strucnire.

x*-*x
where x = Hydrogen (H) or Chlorine (CD

There are 209 individual forms (or con-
geners) containing from 1 to 10 chlorine
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aroms on tne Dipnenyl suucnire shown.
PCBs were onginally soid in the U.SA
under rhe trade name Arodor. Each
Arodor is composed of many con-
geners. Many of the congeners may be
found in more than one Aroctor. ArrrIrws
are differentiated on the b=sa of average
chlorine content (percent chlorine by
weight). For Aroclor nomenclanire, the
last two digits of the four digit label are
used to indicate this percentage. For
example. Arodor 1248 is approximatehr
48% chionne by weight.

The EnviroGard PCB Test Kit employs an
antibody against PCB that is coated onto
12 mm x 75 mtilimeter (mrn) polystyrene
test tubes. The method is based on the
principles of compentive immunonsny
wherein the absorbance signal (optical
density) of the final reaction mixntre is
inversely proportional to the concentra-
lion of analyze (PCB) present in the
original sample. Refer to the section,
Spec:Bcuy," for more information about

Aroctors.

Test Principles
PCBs that are present in the soil e=acm
and assay cllibrators will be bound dur-
ing the first incuba[ion by the an,i-PCB
antibodies, which have been adsotbed
onto the test tubes. After the sample is
decamed and the test tubes ard washed
thoroughly. a peroxidase-PCB conjugate
is added.

Note The amount of conjugate rha[ will
be bound (by unoccupied anti-PCB anti-
body binding si[es in the test tube) is in-
versely proportional to the amoum of
PCB that rvas originally present in the
sample.
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--frer a snort incuDauon. unbouna con,u-

.are :s decanted and the test tubes are

-noroughly washed again. Finally. 2
.nromogenic peroxidgse substrate and
hydrogen peroxide are added to the Ies[
Iubes.

.Vote Color development is direaly pro-
pornonal to enzyme concentration and
inversely proportional to PCB concentra-
tion in the original sample in the teSt
tubes.

Visual or spearophotometric analysis of
the test tubes can be used tO determine

the level of PCBs in unknown samples
relative to stand=rd or assay cllibrator
concentrations of PCB (e.g., 50 ppm).

Precautions
• Treat PCBs, solutions containing

PCBs, and potentially comaminated
soil samples as hazardous materials.

• Where appropriate, use gloves,
proper prorecuve dothing, and means
to contain and handle hazardous
material.

• Obtain (if appropriate) permits per-
taining to the handling, analysis, and
transport of PCB-containing materials.

• Store 111 rest kit components at 2'C to
8°C (36°F to 46°F) when not in use.

• Do not freeze test kit components or
expose them to [emperantres greater
than 37°C GTF).

• Do not use test kit components after
the expiration date.

• Do not use reagents or rest tubes
from one test kit with reagents or test
rubes from a different test kit

• Use approved methodologies to con-
firm any positive results.

• Distribution of PCB in soils may be

highly variable. The use of a com-
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posne sampling tecnnique may be ap-
propnate. Adequate sample number
and distnbution are the responsibility
of the anaivsL

Materials Provided

EnviroGard PCB Test Kit
con[ains:

, 20 PCB Inubody-coated, 12 mm·x
75 mm polystyrene test tubes

- 14 mL Assay Diluent
• 0.5 mL Negative Control (Meth=noD
• 4.8 mL PCB-Enzyme Conjugate
- 4.8 mL Substrate

• 4.8 mL Chromogen
. 15 mL Stop Solution
• 20-place test tube rack
- 3 PCB postuve assay calibrators:

0.5 mL 5 ppm calibrator
0.5 mL 10 ppm calibrazor
0.5 mL 50 ppm calibrator

Note The PCB posinve assav calibrators
do not reflect the actual PCB (Arodor)
concentrations provided (see  Calibmgor
Concentration= for the acrusl PCB con-
cenuations).

Materials Required and
Ordered Separately
See  Ordering Information" for the
approonate catalogue numbers.

EnviroGard Soil Extraction Kit 11
For rhe extraction of PCB from soil

samples. Contains the following i rems to
test 12 samples:
• 12 poiypropylene bottles w/screw

caps, 30 mL (each bottle should con-
tain five staintess steel mixing beads)

• 12 filtration devices. comprised of 12
upper (filter unit) and lower (sample
tube) untts

• 12 polverhylene prefiker frits
. 15 wooden sparulas
• 12 screw top glass vials, 4 mL
. 15 weigh boats
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Methanol
:lernanot (60 mi for 12 simoies) 15 re-
-ruirec for soil exuaction. out :s not in-
-tuaea in Ine Envirouara Soii Extracrion

I I kit and mus[ be ordered separarely
. see - Ordenng Informanon-' ).

EnviroGard PCB Field Lab
Starter Accessory Kit contains:
• 1 positive displacement precision

piperror, 5 XI
1 Eppendoff Repeater' pipector

• 1 elecrronic timer

• 1 polysgrene test tube, 12 mm x
75 mm, (for blanking the spectro-
photometer)

• 1 poruble balance with a 50 gram
calibrator weight

• 1 wash bonte, 500 mi

0 2 six-position test rube racks
• 1 rack of pipene tips for the positive

displacement pipecor
• 8 pipette tips for the Repeater piper-

tor, 5.0 mL, for dispensing volumes
berween 0.1 mL and 0.5 mL

• 4 pipette tips for the Repeater pipet-
tor, 12.5 m4 for dispensing volumes
between 0.25 mL and 0.625 mL

• 1 pipeue tip for the Repeater pipettor,
50 mL, for dispensing volumes
berrveen 1.0 mL and 5.0 mL

.Vote· Replacement pipertor tips can be
ordered separately (see Order:ng
Information").

Millipore Differential Photometer
Refer to Ordering Informatiore

Materials Required but Not
Provided
• water for washing assay test tubes

Materials Suggested but Not
Required
• protective clothing (i.e., latex gloves)
• absorbent paper for blotting test

tubes

• waste and liquid containers
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ASSAY PROCEDURE

Collect/Store the Sample
• Collect soil in approprn[ely-sized and

labeled containers.

• Take care to remove excess twigs,
organic maaer. and rocks or pebbles
from the sample (especially from the
soil to be earacted).

• Soils obtained from areas adjacen[ to
standing water, surface soils colleaed
during or immediately after rain or
snow, or any soils with relatively high
amounts of water (230% by weight)
should be dried overnight before rest-
ing.

- Store soil samples at 40C (39°F) or
room remperantre for up to 1 month.
Recommended soil stor-age for EPA
method 8080 (gas chrom-atography
(GO analysis of PCBs in soil) is at
40C (39°F).

Prepare the Sample/Extract
the Soil
Refer to the EnviroGard Field Soil
Extraction II product insert

1. Use the portable balance and a
weigh boat to measure out 5 gems
of soil:
• Place the balance on a level

surface and press ON/MEMORY.
• Place Elle weigh boat on the

balance and press TARE
• Weigh the soil

2. Transfer the 5 grams of soil into an
appropriately labeled, 30 mL poly-
propylene vial. If you are testing
more than one soil sample, ap ·the
vial loosely and repeat steps 1 and 2
until all soil samples have been
weighed out. Use a clean weigh boat
for each sample.
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Postuon me Reoeater piperror a[ ser-
ing 5 ana use a 50 mL piperte uo zo

pipette 5 mL of Methanol in[o each
soil sample.

4 Cap all vials tightly and shake vig-
orously for approximately 2 minutes.
Lei [he contents seute briefly.

5. Pour the liquid contents of each vial
into the appropriately labeled lower
(sample tube) piece of the filter base
unit In order to obmin optimal filter-
ing effidency, do not let more than
one or two mixing beads slip into the
filter device.

Note When extracting clay samples,
it is possible rhar all of Ihe Merhanol
will be soaked up by the soil, leaving
little or no excess liquid to decanL If
this should happen, add an additional
5 rnL of Methanol to the sample,
cover, and shake vigorously for an
additional 1 to 2 minutes. Continue

on to step 6. Make sure to factor the
dilution into the calculations (see

*Inge,prer tbe. Resultf).

6. Insert a polyethylene frit into the
outside, capped filter end of each
plunger uniL

Note· It is not necessary to use the
fri[ for a number of soil types; how-
ever, doing so improves filtration
emciency.

7. Insert the plunger into the filter base
unit

8. Push down on the plunger. After 30
to 60 seconds, push down on the
plunger again.

9 For longer term or spill-safe storage,
remove the cap from the plunger and
carefully pour the sample extract into
an appropriately labeled 4 mL glass
vial. Cap [he vial. Repear this srep for
each of the sample extracts.
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Perform the Test
ivore: Allow all rest kit components zo
come to =motent remperantre before use.

1. Label the 12 mm x 75 mm test rubes
(no more than 20 tubes/=_gay).

Iutz.LatICI
NC

5 ppm
10 ppm
50 ppm

S1

S2

ILib=-Cnntenu

Negauve Control (optional
control for qullity con:rot
purposes)
5 ppm posiuve amy alibiaur
10 ppm posiove amy alibaxor
50 ppm posiove amy alibragor
sample 1
sample 2

It is not required to perform the assay in
duplicate; however, doing so increnses
the precision.

"The selection of the appropriate
positive assay calibrators will depend on
the application and specific screening
requirements.

Place the test tubes in the test tube

rack and push down on each tube so
that it is held firmly and will not 811
out when shaken

Caution: Do nor "snap" the test
rubes into the rack as this may result
in a cracked tube.

2. Using the positive displacement
pipeuor, add 5 :LL of Negauve Control
(Methanol) to the "NC rest tubes.

Choose an appropriate catibrator
(5 ppm, 10 ppm, or 50 ppm) and add
it to the corresponding teSt tubes as
follows:

• 5 BLof the 5 ppm calibratorto the
"5 ppm" test tubes

• 5 :11. of the 10 ppm calibrator to
the 10 ppm" test tubes

• 5 Xi. of the 50 ppm calibrator to
the -50 ppm" tes[ rubes

. 5 5,L of each sample extract to
[he appropriarely labeled sample
test rubes.

--
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Caution: Repiace ute caors) on the
caitbrator vials immediately after use
3 nuntrnize evaooration.

3. Position Ihe Repeater pipe:uor at ser-
[ing 2 and use the 115 mL svringe
to add 500 KL of Assay Diluen[ ro all
tes[ tubes. Briefly shake the tes rube
rack to mix, then incubate for
5 minutes.

4. Vigorously shake out the test rube
contents into a sink or suitable con-
miner. Fill the test rubes to over-

flowing with cool tap or distilled
water, then decan[ and vigorously
shake ou[ the remaining water.

Repeat this wash step three more
times, being cernin [o shake out as
much water as possible on each
wash. After the final wash, remove
as much water as possible by tap-
ping the inverted tubes on absorbant
paper.

5. Position the Repeater pipettor at ser-
ting 2 and use the 5 mL synnge to
add 200 PUL of the PCB enzyme-
conjugate to all test tubes. Briefly
shake the rest tube rack to mix, then
incubate for 5 minutes.

6. Vigorously shake out the test tube
con[enrs into a sink or suitable con-

miner. Fill the test tubes to over-

flowing with cool tap or distilled
water, then decant and vigorously
shake out the remaining water.

Repeat this wash step three more
times, being certain to shake ou[ as
much water as possible on each
wash. After the final wash, remove
as much water as possible bv tap-
ping the inverted tubes on absorbant
paper.

Position [he Repeater pipettor at ser-
ting 2 and use a clean 5 mL svringe
to add 200 BL of Substrate to all test

5

:uoes. Using a clean 5 mi synnge,
follow immediately with 200 :LL of
Chromoeen to ail test rubes.

Caution: The Substrate must be

added before the Chromogen. Do not
reverse Ints oraer.

Briefly shake [he test tube rack to
rrux, then incubate for 5 minutes.

8. Position [jle Repeater pipettor at ser-
ting 2 and use a 12.5 mi syringe to
add 500 BL of S[op Solution to all
test tubes.

Warning: Stop Solution is 1.0 N
sulfuric acid. Handle carefully

9. Add 1.0 mL of Stop Solution to the
blank test tube and insert the tube

into the left well of the spectro-
phorometer. Dry the outside of each
assay rube and measure the absor-
bance by placing each rube into the
right well of the specrrophotometer.
Record the absorbance of each tube

interpret the Results
. Slinples with OD,50 values 2 00450 of

the 5 ppm positive assay calibrator
contain less than 5 ppm PCB.

- Samples with OD450 values 5 OD45O of
the 5 ppm postuve assav calibrator
may contain mon than 5 ppm PCB.

- Samples with OD,50 values Z OD,so of
the 10 ppm positive assay calibrator
contain Less than 10 ppm PCB.

- Samples with OD450 values 5 00450 of
the 10 ppm positive assay calibrator
may contain mon than 10 ppm PCB.

- Samples with OD,50 values Z OD,50 of
the 50 ppm positive assav calibrator
contain less than 50 ppm PCB.

• Samples with OD450 values 5 OD,so of
the 50 ppm positive assav calibrator
may contain more than 50 opm PCB.
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-oil samotes that were extracred with
r.ore Inan 1.0 mL of Methanol per gram
:f soil (e.g., for dav samples), require a
correcuon racror in order to interpret the
resuits. Multiply each of the calibrator
concentrations by the ratio of Methanol
mL) ro soil (grams).

Example
If 10 mi. of Methanol is used to enract

5 grams of soil, then the ratio of
Methanol to soil would be 7 (10/5).
The calibrator levels to be used for this
soil would change to 10 ppm, 20 ppm,
and 100 ppm (2 x 5 ppm, 10 ppm, and
50 ppm).

For Arodors 1242, 1016, 1248, and 1254,
:he confidence interval for negative
samples (i.e., 5 5 ppm, 5 10 ppm, and
5 50 ppm) exceeds 99%. For Aroclor
1260, and for PCBs that have a lower
chlorine content than Aroctor 1242, the
confi-dence interval is smaller.

In order to maximize the accuracy of the
EnviroGard PCB Test when measuring
Arodor 1221, 1232, or 1260, it is recom-
mended thar Arodor-speciSc calibrators
(corresponding to the Arodor present in
the soil samples) should be substituted
for the Arocior 1248 calibrators that are
normally used (for more information,
:er-er ro [ne section, '7ecbnical Assis-

Eance" for tile number of the Millipore
office nearest you).

Performance Characteristics

Sensitivity

The primary purpose of the EnviroGard
PCB Test is to screen out soil sampies
[ha[ have PCB concentrations below
certain mandated action levels (i.e..

5 ppm. 10 ppm, or 50 ppm). Sensitivity is
sufficient to perform the test at the three
calibrator levels with 99% confidence.

The rninimum reliable detection limit for
ute EnviroGard PCB Test Kit is 3.3 ppm.

0

This is the lowes[ concenrration of PCB
in soil thar can be ctifferentta[ed 99% of
ine ume from zero.

The sensitivity of the assay aiso depends
on the specific Arodor being measured
(see "SpectficitY').

Specificity
The PCB antibody in this kit will bind to
different Aroclors with different affinities.
The test specifidry is restricted to PCBs
The test response to Aroclors 1016, 1242,
1254, and 1260 is within twofold of the
response for Arodor 1248.

Interfering Substances
The followtng substances were tested
and found to have less than 0.5% (w/w)
of the immunoreacuvity of Arodor 1248:

1.2-dichlorobenzene
13-dichlolotlenzene
1.4•dichlorobenzene

1.2,4.tnchlorobenzene
2.4-dichlorophend

2.5-dichlorophenol
2.4.5-trichlorophemi
2.4.6*:d:lorophenol
biphenyl
pentachlorophenol (PO)

Limitations of the Procedure
The EnviroGard PCB Test Kit is 2

screening test on&. Acnial quanurntinn of
PCBs by EnviroGard immunoassay is
only possible if the contaminating
Aroclor is known, and if the n rgy is
standardized using the corresponding
PCB Inixture.

Soil sampling error may significantly
affect testing reliability. The distribution
of PCBs in different soils can be
extremely heterogeneous. Soils should be
dried and then homogenized thoroughly
before analysis by any method. Split
samples (i.e.. for GC and immunoassay)
should always come from the same
homogenate.

Every effort should be made to perform
the EnviroGard PCB Test a[ temperatures
between 15°C (59°F) and 30°C (86°F).
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Expected Values for PCS-
Contaminated Soils

onurn:nated soils will have PCB leveis
nat correiate well (correiation coefficient
9 - 0.9) rvith GC vaiues. The slope of

ine correlation will depend on the
zon[arrunating Arocior. Arodor 1248-con-
nminated samples have a slope dose to
'1" because the EnviroGard PCB Test Kit

is standardized using Arocior 1248.

Calibrator Concentrations

PosiLive Asszy Calihrmor

1 0.5 mL 5 ppm calibrator

0.5 mi 10 ppm calbrator

0.5 mL 50 ppm nlibrator

Aauzl Arockor

Conc. (ppm)
3.0 ppm

Arodor 1248

5.0 ppm
Arocior 1248

210 ppm
Arodor 1248

Storage
• Store all test kit components at 2°C to

80C (36°F to 46°F) when not in use.

• Do not expose rest kit components to
temperatures greater than 37°C
(99°F). Prolonged exposure (many

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Ordering Information
Descontion

EnuiroGard PCB Test Kit
includes:

• 20 PCB antibody-coated, 12 mm x 75 mm
polysryrene test tubes

• 14 mi. Assay Diluent
• 0.5 mL Negative Control (Methanol)
• 0.5 rnL 5 ppm calibrator
• 0.5 mi. 10 ppm calibrator
• 0.5 mL 50 ppm calibrator
• 4.8 mL PCB-Peroxidase conjugate

• 4.8 mi. peroxide solution (Substrate)
• 4.8 mL TMB solution (Chromogen)
. 15 mL Stop Solution (1.0 N sulfuric acid)
• 20-place test tube rack

davs) or repearea exoosure to am-
bient :emperatures may result in a
ioss of reagent (especallv the conru-
gate) acuviry.

• Do not freeze rest ki[ components.
This will likety result in a significant
decrease in enzyme coniugate ac-
tiViry.

. Do not use test kit components after
the expiradon dare. The expiration
date is located on the product label.

Quality Control
If a blue color does not develop in the
negative control test tube wirhin
5 mmutes after adding the Substrate =nri
Chromogen. the rest is invalid and rrn,q
be repeated-

References
All data related to the EnviroGard PCB
Test Kit is on file at Millipore Corp-
oration. Refer to the section, -Tecbnical
Assistance," for the phone number of the
nearest Millipore office.

gtalogu_e-NQ.-

ENVR 000 09
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EnutroGard Field Soil Ex:racrion Kit II

:ncluces the following items to [est 12 sampies:

· 12 polypropykene bor[les w/screw caps, 30 mL.
each connining 5 stainless sreel minng beads

• 12 filtration devices, comprised of 12 upper (filter unit)
and lower (sample tube) units

 12 poiyerhyierte prefilter frirs
. 15 wooden spanilas
• 12 screw top glass vials, 4 mL
0 15 weigh boats

EnutroGard PCB in Soil Test Kit

shipping kit, which includes:

• Enviro(Darci PCB Test Kit (ENVR 000 09)

• EnviroGard Field Soil Extraction Kit II (ENSP 000 20)

• Methanol, 100 mL (ELCR 000 07)

Metbanoi for soil extraction, 100 mL bottle

EnuiroGard PCB Field Lab

Starter Accessory Kit, for use with the EnviroGard PCB
in Soil Test Kit, which includes:

• 1 positive displacement precision pipemor, 5 FL
- 1 Repeater pipe[tor
• 1 electronic rimer

, 1 polystyrene res[ tube, 12 mm x 75 mm
(for blanking the specrrophorometer)

• 1 porrable bance with a 50 gram calibrator weight
• 1 wash boale, 500 mL

2 test rube racks, six-position
• 1 rack of pipette tips for the positive displacement pipettor
• 8 pipette tips for the repeat pipe[[or, 5.0 mL, for dispensing

volumes berween 0.1 mL and 0.5 mL

. 4 pipette tips for the repeat pipettor, 12.5 mL. for dispensing
volumes between 0.25 mL and 0.625 mL

• 1 piperre tip for the repeat pipertor, 50 mL, for dispensing
volumes between 1.0 mL and 5.0 mL

Millipore Differential Pbotometer
115V

230 V

8

EmAQZA<NO.

ENSP 000 20

ENVR 000 10

ELCR 000 07

ENVR LOO 09

ENVR 000 00

ENVR 002 30
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EnulroGard Replacement Piperror Tips
iraiiabie seoaraceiv):

• Positive dispiacement piperror tips, 1 rack of 96
• Repearer pipertor ups. 5.0 mL. 100/pk
• Repeater pipettor tips, 12.5 mL, 100/pk
• Repeater pipettor tips, 50 mL, 10/pk

EntnroGard PCB Test Kit (without PCB calibrators)

Technical Assistance

For additional information about Millipore products, telephone toll-free
(induding Massachuseus): 800-225-1380.
In Western States, Alaska
& Hawaii: 800-632-2708
In Canada: 800-268-4881

In Toronto: 416-678-2161

In Puerto Rico: 809-747-8444

Millipore Overseas Omces

Austr=ma

A•C•N: (001) 239-818
Toll Free (008) 222-111
In Sydney Area (02) 428-7333

Austria. Centrnt Europe
CLS„ Afric=. Middle-East
and Gulf

In Austna. (1) 877-89-26

China. People's Repubc of
Be:ung (86-1) 513-5114
Guangzhou: (86.20) 686-217
Shanghai: (86-21) 373-7256

Belgium and I.uxembourg
(02) 242-17-40

Brazil

Tel. (011) 548-7011

Canada

Toll Free 1-800-268-4881

In Toronto Area

(416) 678-2161

Denmark

Tel. (46) 59-00-23

Finland

Tel. (358) 801-90-77

9

France

Tel. (1) 30-12-70-00

Germany
Tel (06196) 4944

Hong Kong
Tel. (852) 803-9111

India

Bangalore:
Tel. (0812) 394-657

Imly
Milano: (02) 25078-1

Roma: (06) 573-MOO

Japan
Tel (03) 3474-9111

Korea

Tel. (82-2) 554-8305

Mexico

Tel. (525) 576-96-88

The Netherlands

Tel. (01608) 22000

Norwzy
Tel. (02) 67-82-53

Caraiomle.N:£

ENVR L04 09
ENVR L01 09
ENVR L02 09
ENVR L03 09

ENVR ONC 09
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Puerto Rico
L ·.309) -1--6444

inCapore

4.., 053 253-2-33

Spain
'.'nand: 91-729=03-00

23rceiona: 93-325-96-16
·evula. 95-42548-77

Sweden

Vistra Fr6lunda:

031-28-98-60

Ursviksvigen:
08-628-69·60

Switzerland

Tel. (41) (1) 945-3242

Taiwan

Tel. (886-21 -CO-1742

United Kincaom
and Ireland

Tel. (0923) 816-375

In AU Other Countries:
Millipore inrerrecn
397 Williams 1 treet
Marlborough. MA 01872.9162
USA

Tel (508) 624-8622
Fax (508) 624-8630

General Umited Warranty
Villioore Corporation CMillipore) warrants the products manufactured by it against defects in
materials and workmanship when used in accordance with the applicable instruaions for a
period of one year from the date of shipment of the produas or where applicable. for a period
not to extend beyond a produces printed expiration clare MILLIPORE MAKES NO OTHER
\VARRANIY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. THERE IS NO WARRANIY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The warranty provided herein and the data
specifications and descriptions of Millipore produas appearing in Millipore's published catalogues
and product literarure may not be altered except by express wriuen agreement signed by an
officer of Millipore. Represenzations. oral or wrmen, which are inconsistent with this warranty or
such publications are not authorized and if given. should not be relied upon.

In the event of a breach of the foregoing warranry, Millipore's sole obligation shall be to repair or
:eolace. at its option. any product or part thereof dnat proves defecuve in materials or
workmanship within the warranw period. provided the customer notifies Millipore promptly of
-nv such defect The exclusive remedv provided herem shall no[ be deemed to have failed of its
essenttal purpose so long as Millipore is willing to repair or replace any nonconforming Millipore
product or part Millipore shall not be liable for consequenual damages resulting from economic
:oss or properry damages sustained by a customer from the use of its produas.

However, in some states the purchaser may have rights under state law in addition to those
provided by this warranty.

Coovr,ght 1991. 1991 Millipore Corporauon.
Millipore ts a registered uademark of Millipore Corpon,lon.
EnviroGard and Milli.Q are tradem=rks of Milipore Co¢por„-L
Eppenaorf. and Repemer are trademarks of Eppendoff-Netheler-Hinz GmbH.

?31807. Rev A. 6/92
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EnviroGard™ Field Soil Extraction Kit 11

ENSP 000 20

For use with the Enviro(Said PCB Test

Kir. For jaboratory and on-site analysts
of soil.

Intended Use
The EnviroGard PCB Field Soil Extrac-

tion Kit II is used for extracting poly-
chlorinated bi-phenyls (PCBs) and/or
pesticides from soil samples, prior to
analysis. The EnviroGard Field Soil Ex-
traction Kit II devices have been quali-
fied for use with methanol solvent

which is used in the EnviroGard PCB
Test Kit Soil Extracrion procedure.

Before You Start
The EnviroGard Field Soil Extracuon

Kit II contains the following com-
ponentS:

12 soil extraction bottles with mixing
beads

12 two-piece Bter/plunger units
12 prefilter frits
15 rveigh boats
15 wood sparulas
12 glass viats (5 mL)

Other Items Needed
· 5 mL of methanol per sample

extracted

- pipertes and glass test tubes for
diluting high concentration extract
(>50 ppm), if a more accurate esti-
mate of these concentrations is
desired

• a balance to weigh 5 gram soil
samples

• 10 mL glass vials to hold soil extracts

PERFORM SOIL EXTRACTION
1. Weigh out 5 grains of soil (refer to

the applicauon sheet, Grau:metric
Soil Analysts w:tb tbe EnuiroGard
PCH Test Kir).

2. Add a 5 gram soil sample to the
solvent exrraction boute with mixing
beads.

111 lili. I

CIEn

3. Add 5 mL of methanol to the sample
in the solvent exrracrion barrie

4. Cap and vigorously agirate the bottle
for 2 minutes to break up the soil
matrix.

E:j!!i i'lli:•rl.

" O SCi +
5 OA
*0 UO. 3

5. Insert a prefilter frit into the filter
end of [he plunger unic
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D :mnsrer Lne son mernanot :mx- 5.

ure. simply pour orr tne mixrure :nto
ne niter base unl.

Inser[ the plunger unit into [he filter
base unit

91®

11
V

Press Gown rirrniv on tne olunger.

9. Uncap [he plunger. Using a piperror,
remove the exrract for analysis (refer
to ··perform tbe Test ' in the

EnviroGard PCB Test Kit inserO.

, IiiI
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EnviroGard PCH in Soil Test Protocol

_zoet Lne anuboay-coated test tubes (5 20 tubes/assay, and place Lnem into tne test Lu[>e noider.
.ing Ine oostuve displacement pipector. acid

· 5 ul of MeOH into Lhe '0.0 ppm' rest rubes.
E KL 01 the 5 ppm cnlibrator to the '5 ppm' test tubes
5 UL of the 10 ppm calibrator into the '10 ppm' test tubes.

• 5 #L of the 50 ppm c=librator into the '50 ppm' test tubes.
• 5 UL of each MeOH soil extrac[ into appropnately labeled sample test tubes.
Vote Only use the positive c=libratom that are required for your analysts.

Posiuon the Repearet pipettor at seaing 2 and use the 12.5 mI. syringe to add 500 KL of Assay Diluen[ to all es: albes.Gently shake the test aibes and inatbate for 5 minues.

4 vigorously shake the test rube contenEs into an appropriate waste recepude. Thoroughly wash the test tubes wtch
water. then shake to empry. Repeat this wash step four times. Inver[ the test atbes and tap out as much water aspossible.

Postuon the Repeater pipecor a[ seaing 2 and use the 5 mL syringe to add 200 Ill. of PCB enzyme conjuglte inmo :U testtubes. Gentiv shake the test rubes and incubate for 5 minutes.

0. :igorously shake the est tube contents into an appropnare waste recepeade. Thoroughly wash the test tubes with
rvater, then shake to empty. Repear this wash step four times. Invert the res{ tubes and tap out as much Wamf aspossible.

Position [he Repeater pipeaor at sening 2 and use the 5 mL syringe to add 200 #L of Substrate into all est tubes.
Follow immediately with 200 BL of Chromogen into all test tubes. Gendy shake the test nibes and inatbate for5 minutes.

8. Position the Repeater pipettor at seuing 2 and use 2 115 mL syringe to add 500 UL of Stop Soluuon into all rest nibes.Gently shike the test atbes.

9 Measure the OD of each test rube + 450 nrn.

Interpret the Resuls

umoles rvith 0[)450 values 2 OD„0 of the 5 ppm pos:uve assay c=librator contam less:ban 5 ppm PCB.
* Sampies with OD,50 values 5 OD,so of the 5 ppm postuve calibrator maycontain moretban 5 ppm PCB.
o Samples with OD,30 values 2 OD,50 of the 10 ppm positive assay calibrator conuin less:ban 10 ppm PCB.
- Samples with ODIS( values 5 OD,so of the 10 ppm positive calibrator n:ay conuin mon tban 10 ppm PCB.

Samples with OD,50 values 2 OD,50 of the 50 ppm positive assay calibrator contain less tban 50 ppm PCB.
• Sampies rvith O[)450 values 5 OD,50 of the 50 ppm posiuve ligy alibrator maycontain more than 50 ppm PCB.

Cooyrigr: 1992. Mdlipore Corporazii,IL
Millioore 15 2 re«mered cridemark of Millipore Corpormion.
Envirouara ana MiLIK) are indemanu of Minipore Corporaten.
Reoeater Ls a traaernang d Eppendod.Netheter-Hnz GIOH.
P34325. Rev... 6/92

MILLIPORE

-
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Reference Card for
EnviroGard™ PCS Field Lab

EnviroGard Soil Extraction 11 Protocol

Components

12 soil enna:on boales with minng heads
12 rwo-piece filter/plunger UnitS
12 prefilter frits
15 weigh boats
15 wood spatulas
12 glass vials 6 mL)

0!her Items Needed

5 mi. of methanol per sample exrnaed
• mpenes and glass tes[ atbes for diluting high concen-

In[ton enna (>50 ppm). if a mare acalnLe est:mate
of these concentrations is desired
a balance to weigh 5 gram soil samples

• 10 mL glass vills to hold Soil exuacm (for sample
storage, if required)

Perform Soil Extraction

1. Weigh out 5 grams of soil

1 Add the 5 gram soil sample to a solvent extraction
boule with minng beads.

Add 5 ml of methanoi to the sample in the solvent
exuacuon boate.

Cap and vigorousiv agicaw the borne for 2 minutes to
break up the soil mauu.

: CrO 3

Insert the prefilter frit into the filter end Of the
Diunger unt[.

ENVR LOO 09

6. Tnnsier the soil/methanol mixture by pouring it in[o
the filter base unit.

7. Insert the plunger unit into the filter base Unit

U*

8. Press down firmly on the plunger.

1 61

--

9. Uncap the plunger. Using 2 pipettor, remove the
excract for anlivs,5. For long term storage, pour the
extract into the glass nals.
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4--ew 879/U 6UU

ENVR LOO 09

-his scatter :COMsory kit contains the following items:
I pomuve displaczment preasion pipeuor. 5 KL
. Eppendod- Repeater® pipettor

· 1 elearonic timer

' 1 Polvityrene test tube, 12 mm x 75 mm, (for blanking the spearophotometer)
• 1 poruble b=lirke with a 50 gram calibrator weight

1 wash boate, 500 mL
· 2 six-position wa tube racks
• 1 rack of pipeae tips for the postuve displacement pipecor

8 pipette Ops for the Repeater pipeaor. 5.0 mt- for dispensing volumes berween 0.1 mL and 0.5 mL . -
• 4 pipette zips for the Repeater pipeaor. 115 mt- for dispensing volumes between 0.25 ml and 0.625 mL
0 1 pipene tip for the Repeater pipettor, 50 mi. for dispensing volumes between 1.0 ml and 5.0 mL• 1 referencz card

Refer to the R«emic, Cmt/br E,w:roGani PCS Field Lab for soil ennaion and PCB test instmaions.

IIMUnpore CorporizaoiL
1-22 ---1 'imipore Corponuodpe=fc, of EppenaodNe[hcle:Hinz GmbH.PM334. Rev -, 6/92

MILLIPORE

--
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Ordering information

Des c:: .,10 n

.nriroGard PCB Test Kit

EnviroGard Field Soil Extraaion Kit II,

for gravimetric sample handling

Methanol for soil extraction, 100 mL boule

EnviroGard PCB in Soil Test Kit

shipping kit which includes:
• EnviroGard PCB Test Kit (ENVR 000 09)

• EnviroGard Field Soil Extraaion Kit II (ENSP 000 20)

- Methanol, 100 mi (ELCROOO 07)

Catalogue No.

ENVR 000 09

ENSP 000 20

ELCR 000 07

ENVR 000 10

Technical Assistance
For additional information about Millipore products, telephone toll-free
(including Massachusetts): 800-225-1380.
In Western States, Alaska

& Hawaii 800632-2708
In Canada: 800-2684881

In Toronto: 416478-2161

In Puerto Rico: 809-747-8444

Milnpore Overseas Omces

Australia

1•C•N: (001) 239-818

Toll Free (008) 222-111

h Sidner Area (02) 428-7333

Austria. Central Europe.
CI.5.- Africa. Middle-East
and Gulf

in Austna: (1) 877-89-26

China. People's Republic of
Beiiing: (86-1) 513-5114
4 ;uangznOU: (86-20) 513-5114

Shanghai: (86-21) 373-7256

Belgium and Luxembourg
02) 242.17-40

Brazil

Tel. (011) 548-7011

Canada

Toll Free 1.800-2684881

! n Toronto Area

i 16) 078-2161

4
-

Denmark

Tel. (42) 59-00-23

Finland

Tel. (358) 801-90-;

France

Tel. (1) 30-12-70-00

Germany
Tel (06196) 4944

Hong Kong
Tel. (852) 735-1616

India

Bangalore:
Tel. 91 (812) 394-657

Italy
Milano: (02) 25078-1

Roma: (06) 5-3-3600

Japan
Tel. (03) 3474.9111
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Keren

-el. (82-23 554-8305

4 exico

-e!-(525) 576-96-88

The Netherlands

Tel. (01608) 22000

Norwav

Tel. (02) 6742-53
PuerTo Rico

(809) 7474444

Singapore
(65) 253-2733

Spain
Madrid: 91-7294340
Barcelona: 93-325-96-16
Sevilia: 95-42548-77

Sweaen

'=stra Fralunaa.

031-28-98-60
Ursvixsvagen:

08-628-49-60

Switzerland

(41) (1) 945-3242

Taiwan

(886-2) 700-1742

United Kingdom
and Ireland

(0923) 816-375

In All Other Countries:

Millipore Interwch
P.O. Box 255
Bedford. MA 01730
USA

Tel (617) 275-9200

General Limited Warranty
Millipore Corporation (Millipore-) warrants the produas manufaaured by it against defeas in
materials and workmanship when used in accordance with the applicable instruaions for a
penod of one year from the date of shipment of the produas or where applicable. for a period
not to extend beyond a producrs printed expiration date. MILLIPORE MAKES NO OTHER
WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. THERE IS NO WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILrrY OR
FrrNESS FOR A PARI,CULAR PURPOSE. The warranty provided herein and the data
specifications and descriptions of Millipore products appearing in Millipores published
catalogues and product literature may not be altered except by express written agreement signed
bv an officer of Millipore. Representations. oral or wnuen. which are inconsistent with this
warrantv or such publications are not authorized and if given. should not be relied upon.

in the event of a breach of the foregoing warranty, Millipore's sole obligauon shall be to repair
or replace. at irs option. anv product or part thereof that proves defeaive in ma tennis or
,vorkmanship within the warranty period, provided the customer notifies Millipore promptly of
any such defect. The exclusive remedy provided herein shall not be deemed to have failed of its
essential purpose so long as Millipore is willing to repair or replace any nonconforming Millipore
product or part. Millipore shall not be liable for consequential damages resulting from economic
loss or properry damages sustamed by a customer from the use of its products.

However. in some states the purchaser may have rights under state law in addition to·those
provided by this warrancy.

Copyright 1992. Millipore Corporation.
'.lillipore ts a regulered irademark of Millipore Corporation.
Envirociard ts a trademark of Millipore Corporation.

P34305. Rev.-,6/92
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APPENDIX A-1.4

VOC MEASUREMENT

HNU

An HNU photoionization detector can be used to detect a variety of trace gasses,

particularly volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The HNU uses the principle of
4

photoionization to detect and measure the concentrations VOCs in the atmosphere or being

emitted from a sample.

The HNU operates using an ultraviolet light source in the sensor. The ultraviolet

light emits photons which are absorbed by gas molecules in the chamber with an ionization

potentimiless than thatofthel=mp. This causes the release of an electron and resulting in

a positive ion. The sensor also contains a pair of electrodes, one a bias electrode and the

other a collector electrode. When a positive potential is applied to the bias electrode, the

positive ions travel toward the collector electrode. An electric current which is created is

then measured and the concentration is displayed on the meter in parts per million.

The following procedure is used for calibrating and operating the HNU:

1. Turn the function switch to BAIT. The needle should be in the green; if not

the battery should be recharged.

2. Turn function switch to STANDBY and adjust meter needle to read zero using

the ZERO set control

3. Turn the function switch to the 0-200 range with the probe connected to the

calibration gas (isobutylene) and note the meter reading. Adjust the SPAN

control as needed to obtain the proper concentration reading.

4. Recheck zero setting; if readjustment is needed repeat step 3.

5. At this point, a two-point calibration has been made (against zero and the gas

standard) and is ready to use.

6. Turn function switch to the 0-20 range. The instrument will measure the

concentration of any gasses with ionization potential less than the lamp.

7. Use HNU to monitor breathing zone for health and safety precautions or use

to screen samples by placing probe near suspected sources of contaminants.

8. Adjust function switch as needed depending on concentrations detected.
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HEALTH & SAFETY PLAN
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1.0 PURPOSE

The purpose of this site-specific Health and Safety Plan (HASP) for General Motors

Corporation - Saginaw Division (GM) is to provide specific guidelines and establish

procedures for the protection of personnel performing the scope of activities, as described

in Section 3.0 - Scope of Work of this HASP. The information in this HASP has been

developed in accordance with applicable standards and is, to the extent possible, based on

previous studies and information available to date. This HASP is a living document and,

as such, must be continually updated to reflect the most recent changes in the scope of

work, activities, and site conditions.

1.1 PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS

All personnel conducting activities on site for which potential exposure exists must

be in compliance with all applicable Federal/State rules and regulations, including OSHA

29 CFR 1910.120, and OSHA 29 CFR 1926. On-site personnel must also be familiar with

the procedures and requirements of this HASP. In the event of conflicting safety

procedures/requirements, personnel must implement those safety practices which afford the

highest level of protection.

The Health and Safety Officer (HSO) and the Project Manager (PM) shall sign the

title page of this HASP to verify that the content is factual, acceptable to both parties, and

shall be implemented for all on-site activities covered under the HASP.

A pre-entry briefing, given by the HSO or the PM will serve to familiarize on-site

personnel with the procedures, requirements, and provisions of this HASP. In addition, all

on-site personnel shall sign a Plan Acceptance Form to document that they have:

1) attended a pre-entry briefing; 2) received and read a copy of the HASP; and 3) agreed

to comply with the HASP.

1.2 DESIGNATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES

Corporate Health and Safety Manager (CHSM)

The CHSM shall have overall QA/QC responsibility for the development and

implementation of the HASP. In cases where the HSO and the project management/

1-1 20.5/94.04428.V
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personnel do not agree with the contents and/or implementation of the HASP, the CHSM

shall be contacted to make the necessary evaluation.

Health and Safety Officer (HSO)

The HSO is a Health and Safety Professional and is responsible for the development

of the HASP and for providing any health and safety technical assistance and guidance to

the PM and on-site personnel. Any significant changes m site operations, conditions, or'

other issues that may require alterations to the HASP, shall be discussed and approved by

the HSO. When project personnel and the HSO cannot reach a solution agreeable to all

parties, the CHSM will be contacted to resolve the conflict.

The HSO is also responsible for conducting periodic field audits to ensure

compliance with OSHA regulations and Wehran EMCON (Wehran) Health and Safety

Programs and Policies.

Project Manager/Task Manager (PM/TM)

The Project Manager (PM) or Task Manager (TM) shall be responsible for the

overall implementation of the HASP and for ensuring that all health and safety procedures

and policies are carried out in conjunction with this project. This shall include, but is not

limited to:

• Review and approval of the HASP.

• Communication of site requirements to Wehran on-site personnel and Wehran

subcontractors by means of a pre-entry briefing.

. Consultation with the HSO regarding appropriate changes to the HASP.

• Relating any changes to the site personnel.

Site Safety Officer (SSO)

The SSO shall be appointed by the PM and approved by the Health and Safety

Department prior to the commencement of field activities. The SSO need not be a Health

and Safety Professional.

The SSO is the person who, under the supervision of the PM/TM, is responsible for

ensuring that: 1) all on-site personnel receive a copy of the HASP, understands its contents,

1-2 20.5/94.04428.V
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and comply with the contents; 2) all necessary maintenance and decontamination of safety

equipment is conducted by on-site personnel; 3) local emergency services are contacted in

the event of an on-site emergency; 4) all the forms attached to the HASP are completed and

submitted to the HSO upon completion of field activities, including the Plan Acceptance

Form, Instrument Calibration Form, and the Medical Data Sheet; and, 5) the Medical Data

Sheet is completed and kept on site (this form need not be submitted to the HSO at the end

of the projecO.

During on-site activities the SSO has the authority to: 1) suspend field activities or

otherwise limit exposures if the health or safety of any person appears to be endangered;

2) direct company or subcontractor personnel to alter work practices that endanger human

health or the environment; and 3) suspend an individual from field activities for significant

infraction of the requirements of the Health and Safety Plan.

Occupational Physician

Wehran's Occupational Physician, who has been certified by the American Board of

Preventive Medicine, is responsible for developing the Health and Safety Medical

Surveillance Program protocol in accordance with OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120(f) and good

health and safety practices.

1.3 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

1.3.1 General Training

All personnel conducting the site work at General Motors Saginaw shall have

completed at least 40 hours of classroom-style health and safety training and 3 days of

on-site training, as required by OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120.

In addition, the SSO and the PM shall receive an additional eight hours of

supervisory training. All site employees shall receive a minimum of eight hours of refresher

training annually.

1-3 20.5/94.04428.V
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1.3.2 Site-Specific Training

1.3.2.1 Initial Training

An initial site-specific training session or briefing shall be conducted by the HSO or

PM prior to commencement of work and/or entering the site. During this initial training

session, employees shall be instructed on the following topics:

. Personnel responsibilities.

. Content and implementation of the HASP.

' Site hazards and controls.

• Site-specific hazardous procedures (i. e., confined space entry, drum removal,

etc.).

• Medical and training requirements.

• Use of direct reading monitoring equipment.

• Levels of protection.

• Action levels for upgrading/downgrading levels of PPE.

 Emergency information, including local emergency response team phone

numbers, route to nearest hospital, and emergency response procedures.

• Instruction in the completion of required forms.

1.4 MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

A medical surveillance program is required for all personnel conducting activities at

the General Motors Saginaw site. The medical surveillance program must be in compliance

with the provisions set forth in OSHA 29 CFR 910.120, and other applicable Federal and

State regulations. Medical surveillance requirements have been reviewed and approved by

Wehran's Occupational Physician, Dr. Gary R. Krieger.

1.4.1 Frequency of Medical Exams

All on-site personnel conducting activities at the General Motors Saginaw site shall

participate in the medical surveillance program and have a baseline examination. Under the

medical surveillance program employees shall have a periodic exam (usually annually, but

may be more often or less often according to exposure history), and upon termination of

employment. The complete exit exam may be deferred if the employee has successfully
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completed an exam within six months of termination. Exposure-related exams shall be done

regardless of the date of the last exam. Medical exams shall also be given when an

employee has developed a lost-time injury or illness, or has been accidently exposed to a

chemical contaminant in concentrations which exceed the exposure limit.

1.4.2 Content of Examinations

The content of the baseline exam should include:

• A medical and occupational history questionnaire with emphasis on the

following systems: nervous, skin, lung, blood forming, cardiovascular,

gastrointestinal, reproductive, as well as ears, nose, and throat.

• A complete physical exam, including at least the following:

Height, weight, temperature, pulse, respiration, and blood pressure.

Head, nose, and throat.

Eyes.

Ears (audiometric testing at 500, 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000, 6,000, and

8,000 Hz, including an otoscopic examination of the ear for wax and a

questionnaire).

Chest (heart and lungs).

Peripheral vascular system.

Abdomen (liver, spleen, and kidney).

Musculoskeletal system.

Genitourinary system.

Skin.

Nervous system.

Pelvic, breast, and rectal (Guaiac) examination for women.

Testicular and rectal (Guaiac) examination for men.
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• Laboratory tests should include:

Chemistry Panel - 24 items, including the following: Calcium,

Phosphorus, Sodium, Potassium, Chloride, LDH, AST (SGOT), ALT

(SGPT), T. Bili, GGTP, ALK, Phos, HDL, Cholesterol, Triglycerides,

T. Protein, Globulin, Albumin, A/G Ratio, BUN, Creatinine, Uric Acid,

Glucose, Iron, T4.

Complete blood count with differential.

Microscopic urinalysis.

• Other tests include:

Chest x-ray, PA.

Standard 12-lead resting electrocardiogram (EKG).

Pulmonary function test to include, at a minimum: forced vital capacity

(FVC); forced expiratory volume, one second (FEV1); and the FEV1:FVC

ratio.

The annual medical exam is similar to the baseline, with the following exceptions:

 An Annual Medical History Questionnaire is administered in place of the

Baseline Medical History Questionnaire.

• Chest x-rays are not performed annually, but less frequently, depending

upon age and regulatory requirements (every 3 years for age 40 and

under, every 2 years for ages 41 through 50, annually for age. 50 and

over, annually for smokers).

The EKG is performed on the same timetable as the chest x-ray.

1.4.3 Certification of Employee Fitness

The CHSM shall obtain a copy of the physician's written opinion about the

employees' ability to perform hazardous waste site work and wear respiratory protection.
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The opinion shall contain:

• Recommended limits upon the employee's assigned work (e.g., no heavy

lifting).

 Any possible increase of risk to employee's health resulting from work.

A statement that employee has been informed and advised about the results

of the examination.
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2.0 SITE INFORMATION

2.1 SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

The former General Motors Corporation, Saginaw Division, Buffalo Plant is located

in the east central portion of Buffalo, approximately one-half mile south and one mile east

of the Kensington Expressway. The site is bounded on the north by East Delavan Avenue

and the Italian and French Wine Company, on the west by Comwall Avenue, on the south

by Scajaquada Street, and to the east by Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation property and

other industrial property.

2.2 SITE HISTORY

GM-Saginaw has determined that an area adjacent to the oily wastewater treatment

building at the facility is partially contaminated with PCB-bearing oil. A number of

investigatory efforts have been undertaken in the area to first verify the presence and nature

of the oil contamination, and subsequently to assess the extent of the contamination.

This project was initiated in 1986 with the intent of satisfying the "Conditions for

Major Petroleum Facility License." A study was completed in October 1986 that provided

a preliminary characterization of the facility soils and groundwater. In the spring of 1987,

an investigation was performed to assess the permeability of soils underlying the existing

above-ground reclaimed oil storage tank containment area adjacent to the oily wastewater

treatment building. The results of the investigation indicated that oil, discharged onto the

ground in the tank containment areas, had penetrated the underlying fill material and

migrated beyond the limits of the containment walls. As a result, the fill layer and

groundwater in the vicinity of the tanks became contaminated with oil.

A hydrogeologic investigation was performed by Wehran in August, 1987 to assess

the extent of oil contamination. The investigation concluded that an oil plume was present

extending southwest from the tank storage area.

A test pit excavated near the western end of the collection trench exposed a clay tile

pipe (six-inch inside diameter) surrounded by gravel approximately four feet below ground

surface. Orientation of the pipe appeared to be northeast-southwest, placing it directly

within the limits of the previously established oil-contaminated area. The pipe contained

a significant amount of oil and it appeared that the gravel bedding surrounding the pipe
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had acted as a preferential pathway for the oil within the ground. Oil observed seeping out

of the pipe was subsequently sampled and tested for PCBs by both GM and the NYSDEC.

Analytical results from both sets of analyses indicated the presence of PCBs (8,420 ppm and

2,678 ppm, respectively).

Following discovery of the pipe and the possibility that residue in the pipe could be

a source of PCBs, a series of staged investigations were performed to assess the lateral

extent and orientation of the buried pipe. In conjunction with the pipe investigation,

further sampling of the oil, fill, and groundwater was conducted. These investigations were

completed by Wehran in March, 1990.

Results of the investigation indicated the clay tile pipe did not extend further than

originally thought (i.e., total length of the pipe was within the oil-contaminated area). The

additional sampling confirmed the PCB contamination in all media tested.

Facility Description

The facility is a manufacturing plant for production of axles and steering gear

assemblies for automobiles. Included as part of the facility in Parking Lot No. 4 is the

WWTP, and two aboveground reclaimed oil storage tanks and one aboveground sulfuric acid

storage tank. Parking Lot No. 4, situated on the east side of the Conrail ROW, is the area

of interest for this Work Plan.

Relief is very moderate, with elevations varying only about 12 feet across the facility.

The majority of the facility is generally flat, having been filled over the years to provide

level foundations for the numerous buildings, paved parldng lots, and concrete pads.

Significant features include an elevated section of railroad which runs north-south

through the central portion of the facility, Scajaquada Creek Conduit (14.5' x 33') which

runs under Scajaquada Street along the southern side of the facility, a brick storm sewer

(5'x 9') running north-south below the plant from East Delavan Avenue to Colorado Avenue,

and a 36-inch storm sewer running east-west from Cornwall to the north-south line.

Additionally, there is a deep storm sewer which has been bored through bedrock under the

extreme southern portion of the facility. This concrete lined tunnel is approximately 36 to

60 feet below grade, has an outside diameter of about 12 feet, and a finished diameter of

about nine feet.
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3.0 SCOPE OF WORK

The following is a summary of site activities to be conducted by Wehran personnel

and Wehran subcontractors at GM-Saginaw. The field operations to be conducted at

GM-Saginaw will take place in Operable Unit Numbers 1 and 2 (OU-1 and OU-2). OU-1

is the area where PCBs/oil and lead exist. The apparent source of PCBs in OU-1 is oil from

the clay tile pipeline. The oil is located in a generally localized area extending from the

wastewater treatment plant to the Conrail Railroad ROW.

The source of contamination in Operable Unit Two (OU-2) is lead. The source of

the lead appears to be an "ash-like" fill material. At this time, field work potentially planned

to be conducted in OU-2 consists of borings and monitoring well installations and associated

sampling.

Field activities to be conducted in OU-1 include:

• Clay Tile Pipeline Removal

, The underground clay pipeline will be removed. The pipe is

approximately three to four feet below the paved ground surface. A

trench will be excavated which will be approximately three feet wide by

about five feet deep by 110 feet long.

, Since the excavation exceeds four feet in depth, it is considered to be a

confined space. Confined space entry is not included in this HASP.

Thus, no personnel shall be allowed to enter the excavation for any

reason.

• Exploratory Boring/Monitoring Well Installation and Sampling

, This activity will include the advancement of test borings and the

installation of monitoring wells. Soil samples will be collected

throughout drilling operations. Groundwater samples will be collected

once the wells are installed.
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If the scope of work is altered or if additional tasks are assigned, an addendum to

this HASP shall be developed to address the specific hazards associated with these changes.
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4.0 HAZARD EVALUATION

This section identifies and evaluates the potential chemical, physical, and/or

biological hazards which may be encountered during allintrusive activities. Specific hazards

and associated protective measures for each of these activities are outlined in Table 4-1.

4.1 CHEMICAL HAZARDS

The key contaminants found on this site include PCBs and lead. Exposure to PCBs

occurs primarily by direct contact with contaminated media and secondarily through

inhalation of airborne sediments containing PCB particles. Exposure to lead occurs

primarily through inhalation of airborne dusts and water droplets containing lead.

In previous sampling programs, PCB concentrations have ranged up to 8,420 ppm

with most detected concentrations less than 200 ppm.

Total lead concentrations from samples collected in 1993 range up to about

24,000 Pm with most concentrations typically less than 5,000 ppm. Table 4-2 lists the

properties of the site contaminants.

4.1.1 Organic/Inorganic Vapor Inhalation

Exposure to organic/inorganic vapors shall be controlled by:

 Monitoring air concentrations for organic vapors shall be conducted in the

breathing zone with an HNu or OVM photoionization detector (PID).

Monitoring can reduce risks by indicating when action levels have been

exceeded, and personal protective equipment must be upgraded.

. Using respiratory protection in areas known to have concentrations above the

action level.

4.1.2 Respirable Dust Inhalation

Inhalation of respirable dust-containing particles (metals and PCBs) is possible when

using heavy equipment or conducting intrusive activities. Contaminated particulate (e.g.,

soil, pavemenO may become suspended in air due to a combination of factors, including

lack of vegetative cover and windy conditions.
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Clay Pipe Removal

Task

Drilling (Test Borings and Wells)

TABLE +1

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

SAGINAW SITE

TASK-SPECIFIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT

Hazards

Utility Clearances

Heavy Equipment

Excavation Development
Cave-ins

Exposure to Chemical Hazards

Temperature Stress

Slip/Trip/Hit/Fall

Heavy Equipment

Drill Rig Safety

Utility Clearances

Exposure to Chemical Hazards

Temperature Stress

Slip/Trip/Hit/Fall

Controls

Call utilities (Section 4.2.3)

Distancing, safe work practices, inspections
(Section 4.2.1)

Page 1 of 2

Sloping/shoring practices distancing personnel from
excavation (Section 4.2.4)

Monitoring/respiratory protection/PPE (Sections 6.3,
6.4,7.0)

Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6

Section 4.2.8

Distancing, safe work practices, inspections
(Section 4.2.1)

Section 4.2.2

Call utilities (Section 4.2.4)

Monitoring/respiratory protection/PPE (Sections 6.3,
6.4,7.0)

Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6

Section 4.2.8
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Task

Sampling (Soil and Wells)

TABLE +1

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

SAGINAW SITE

TASK-SPECIFIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT

Hazards

Exposure To Chemical Hazards

Temperature Stress

Slip/Trip/Hit/Fall

Splash Hazards

Controls

Page 2 of 2

Monitoring/respiratory protection/PPE (Sections 6.3,
' 6.4,7.0)

Sections 4.2.5 and 4.2.6

Section 4.2.8

Wear safety glasses and gloves. Emergency eyewash
available (Section 6.0 and 7.0)
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CHEMICAL

NAME

POLYCHLORINATED

BIPHENYLS (54%)
(PCB'S)

POLYCHLORINATED

BIPHENYLS (42%)
(PCB'S)

POLYAROMATIC

HYDROCARBONS

LEAD

NA - Information Not Available

FP - Flash Point

VP - Vapor Pressure
IP - Ionization Potential

Table 4-2

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
SAGINAW DIVISION

PROPERTIES OF StrE CONTAMINANTS

EXPOSURE

LIMITS

TLV: 0.5 mg/m
PEL: 0.5 mg/m
STEL: NA

IDLH: 5 mg/m
TLV: 1.0 mg/m
PEL: 1.0 mg/m
STEL: NA

IDLH: 10 mg/m
TLV: 0.2 mg/rn

PEL: 0.2 mg/rn
STEL: NA

IDLH: -

TLV: 0.15 mg/m

PEL: 0.05 mg/m

STEL: 0.1 mg/m
IDLH: NA

ROUTE OF

ENTRY

INHALATION

ABSORPTION

INGESTION

CONTACT

INHALATION

ABSORPTION

INGESTION

CONTACT

INHALATION

CONTACT

INHALATION

INGESTION

CONTACT

SYMPTOMS / HEALTH EFFECTS

Irritated eyes. skin; chloracne, dermatitis, liver damage; liver carcinogen.

Irritated eyes, skin; chloracne, dermatltis, liver damage: liver carclnogen.

Dermatitls, bronchitis, cancer 01 lungs, skin, bladder, and kldneys
skin carclnogen.

Insomnla, lassitude, anxiety tremor, pallor, nausea, anorexia, low weight,
convulsions, coma: lead line' on the gum, decreased hand-grip
strength, Intense p. eriodic cramping.

TLV - ACGIH Threshold Limit Value

PEL - OSHA Permissable Exposure Limit
STEL - Short Term Exposure Limit
IDLH - Immediately Dangerous to Life and Death

CHEMICAL

PROPERTIES

(FP) NA
(VP) NA

(IP) NA

(FP) NA
(VP) NA

(IP) NA

(FP) NA

(VP) < 1 mm

(IP) NA

(FP) 200° F

(VP) 0.2 mm

(IP)
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Control of exposure to dust shall be obtained as follows:

• When possible, dust control measures may be utilized to suppress the dust.

These include wetting the area and providing artificial ground cover.

• When dust suppression control is not possible, respirators with a HEPA filter

must be used to prevent against inhalation of dust.

4.1.3 Skin Contact and Absorption

Skin contact by contaminants may be controlled by use of the proper personnel

protective equipment (PPE) and good housekeeping procedures. The proper PPE (e.g.,

tyvek, gloves) as described in Section 6.6, shall be worn for all activities where contact with

potentially contaminated media or materials are expected.

4.2 PHYSICAL HAZARDS

Physical hazards that may be present during these site activities include potential for

proximity to heavy equipment; trenching/excavation cave-ins; underground utilities;

slip/trip/fall hazard; temperature stress and other adverse weather conditions; and splash

hazards. In addition, personnel must be aware that the protective equipment worn during

certain activities may limit dexterity and visibility and may increase the difficulty of

performing some tasks.

4.2.1 Heavy Equipment

Heavy equipment to be utilized at the site shall include a variety of backhoes,

dozers, track loaders, and off-road trucks.

The following practices shall be followed when using heavy equipment:

• Equipment should be inspected daily to ensure that there are no exposed

moving belts, fans, etc.

• When not in use, hydraulic and pneumatic components should be left in down

or "dead" position.

• Roll-over protection shall be provided on hilly sites.

• No riding on vehicles or equipment except in fixed seats.
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Steel-toed shoes and hard hat shall be worn for all work conducted near heavy

equipment. Foot traffic shall be restricted while heavy equipment is in operation. Workers

remaining around any heavy equipment shall be kept to a minimum. Heavy equipment can

produce high noise levels. Personnel shall protect themselves from such noise levels in one

of two ways - distancing from the source or the use of hearing protection. If using distance

as a means of noise abatement, remain at least 12 feet from the equipment during all high

noise operations. If using hearing protection, plugs/muffs should be used during all

operations utilizing heavy equipment.

4.2.2 Drill Rig Safety

The following practices shall be used by drilling personnel:

• Equipment should be inspected daily to ensure that there are no exposed

moving belts, fans, etc.

• Before leaving the controls, shift the transmission controlling the rotary drive

into neutral and place the feed level in neutral. Before leaving the vicinity of

the drill, shut down the ddll engine.

• Do not drive the drill rig from hole-to-hole with the mast in the raised

position.

 Before raising the mast, look up to check for overhead obstructions.

• Before the mast of a drill rig is raised and drilling is begun, the drill rig must

first be leveled and stabilized with leveling jacks and/or cribbing. Re-level the

drill rig if it settles after initial set up. Lower the mast only when the leveling

jacks are down, and do not raise the leveling jack pads until the mast is

lowered completely.

• Employees involved in the operation shall not wear any loose-fitting clothing

which could get caught in any exposed moving machinery.

• Throwing or dropping tools is not permitted. Carefully pass tools by hand

between personnel or use a hoist line.

• During freezing weather, do not touch any metal parts of the drill rig with

exposed flesh. Freezing of moist skin to metal can occur almost

instantaneously.
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• Adequately cover or protect all unattended boreholes to prevent drill rig

personnel, site visitors, or animals from stepping or falling into the hole.

Cover, protect, or backfill all open boreholes according to local or State

regulations on completion of the drilling project.

• Never allow "horsing around" within the vicinity of the drill rig and tool and

supply storage areas - even when the drill rig is shut down.

 Due to splash potential, safety glasses shall also be worn during drilling and

well installation.

While drilling, all non-essential personnel shall remain at a distance which is past

the radius of the boom, whenever possible. Workers (drillers, hydrogeologists, etc.)

remaining around the drill rig shall be kept to a minimum.

Personnel working in proximity to the drill rig shall wear steel-toed shoes and hard

hats.

The area shall be roped off, marked or posted, to keep the area clear of pedestrian

traffic or spectators. All personnel should be instructed in the use of the emergency kill

switch on the drill rig.

Drill rigs can produce high noise levels during drilling operations. Heavy equipment

can produce high noise levels. Personnel shall protect themselves from such noise levels in

one of two ways - distancing from the source or the use of hearing protection. If using

distance as a means of noise abatement, remain at least 12 feet from the equipment during

all high noise operations. If using hearing protection, plugs/muffs should be used during

all operations utilizing heavy equipment.

4.2.3 Utility Clearances

• Elevated superstructures (e.g., dnll rig, backhoe) shall remain a distance of

20 feet away from utility lines and 50 feet away from power lines. Distance

from utility lines may be adjusted by the SSO depending on actual voltage of

the lines.

 During all intrusive activities (e.g., drilling, excavating, probing), Dig-Safe or

General Motors should be contacted to mark underground lines before any

work is started.
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• Personnel involved in intrusive work shall determine the minimum distance

from marked utilities which work can be conducted with the assistance of

Dig-Safe or General Motors.

4.2.4 Excavation and Trenching

All excavation and trenching operations shall be in compliance with OSHA

29 CFR 1926.650 through 653 (see Appendix A-2.2). Excavations will notbe entered under

any circumstances under this HASP.

4.2.4.1 Excavation Development

Prior to opening an excavation, effort shall be made to determine whether

underground installation; i. e., sewer, telephone, water, fuel electric lines, etc., will be

encountered and the estimated location. When the excavation approaches the estimated

location of such installation, the exact location shall be determined and when it is

uncovered, proper supports shall be provided for the existing installation. Utility companies

shall be contacted and advised of proposed work prior to the start of actual excavation.

Bamiers shall be erected around excavations in remote work locations. Cover all

wells, pits, shafts, and caissons. Backfill temporary wells, pits, and shafts when work is

completed.

Vehicular traffic and heavy equipment shall remain at least four feet from the face

of the excavation. All excavated or other materials shall be stored and retained at least

two feet from excavation.

The work area shall be monitored for the presence of any hazardous conditions

and/or atmospheres during excavation activities.

A copy of OSHA 29 CFR 1926.653 Excavation and Trenching Standards is located

in Appendix A-2.2.

4.2.5 Heat Stress

4.2.5.1 Recognition and Symptoms

Temperature stress is one of the most common illnesses at hazardous waste sites.

Acclimatization and frequent rest periods mustbe established for conducting activities where
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temperature stress may occur. Below are listed signs and symptoms of heat stress.

Personnel should follow appropriate guidelines if any personnel exhibit these symptoms:

Heat Rash - Redness of skin. Frequent rest and change of clothing.

Heat Cramps - Painful muscle spasms in hands, feet, and/or abdomen. Administer

lightly-salted water by mouth, unless there are medical restrictions.

Heat Exhaustion - Clammy, moist, pale skin, along with dizziness, nausea, rapid

pulse, fainting. Remove to cooler area and administer fluids.

Heat Stroke - Hot dry skin; red, spotted or bluish; high body temperature of 104 F,

mental confusion, loss of consciousness, convulsions or coma. Immediately cool

victim by immersion in cool water. Wrap with wet sheet while fanning, sponge with

cool liquid while fanning; treat for shock. DO NOT DELAY TREATMENT. COOL

BODY WHILE AWAITING AMBULANCE.

4.2.5.2 Work Practices

The following procedures will be carried out to reduce heat stress:

• Heat stress monitoring

Acclimatization

• Worklrest regimes

. Use of ice packet vests

 Shower sprinklers on site

• Liquids that replace electrolytes/salty foods available during rest regimes

. Air conditioned trailer, if possible

• Use of buddy system

4.2.5.3 Acclimatization

The level of heat stress at which excessive heat strain will result depends on the heat

tolerance capabilities of the worker. Each worker has an upper limit for heat stress beyond

which the resulting heat strain can cause the worker to become a heat casualty. In most

workers, appropriate repeated exposure to elevated heat stress causes a series of physiologic

adaptations called acclimatization, whereby the body becomes more efficient in coping with
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the heat stress. Worldrest regimes will be partially determined by the degree of

acclimatization provided.

4.2.5.4 Work/Rest Regimes

The work/rest regime for heat stress is shown in Table 4-3.

4.2.5.5 Worker Information and Training

All new and current employees who work in areas where there is a reasonable

likelihood of heat injury or illness should be kept informed, through continuing education

programs of:

• Heat stress hazards.

• Predisposing factors and relevant signs and symptoms of heat injury and

illness.

• Potential health effects of excessive heat stress and first aid procedures.

• Proper precautions for work in heat stress areas.

. Worker responsibilities for following proper work practices and control

procedures to help protect the health and safety of themselves and their fellow

workers, including instruction to immediately report to the employer the

development of signs or symptoms of heat stress overexposure.

 The effects of therapeutic drugs, over-the-counter medications, or social drugs,

may increase the risk of heat injury or illness by reducing heat tolerance.

4.2.6 Cold Stress

4.2.6.1 Recognition and Symptoms

Ambient air temperatures during site activities may create cold stress for on-site

workers. Procedures for recognizing and avoiding cold stress must be followed. Cold stress

can range from frostbite to hypothermia. Below are listed the signs and symptoms of cold

stress. Personnel should follow the appropriate guidelines if any personnel exhibit these

symptoms:
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WGIrr

771

84°F

88'F

90°F***

94°F ****

98°F *****

TABLE +3

GENERAL MOIORS CORPORAMON

SAGINAW SnE

WORIUREST REGIME FOR
HEAT SIRESS

(days)

Ot03

>3

0 to 3

>3

0 to 3

>3

0 to 3

>3

Ot03

>3

Ot03

>3

WoIRest

RegLe/hour

(perrent)
Iinrel D

Continuous

Continuous

75/25

Continuous

50/50

75/25

25/75

50/50

No Work

25/75

WoRest

Regime/hour
(percent)
Imel 0

Continuous

75/25
Continuous

50/50

75/25

25/75

50/50

No Work

25/75

No Work

WoRest

Regime/hour
(percent)
I£vel B**

WBGT Wet Bulb Global Temperature
* Used also for all Level B work using Sarane*Tyvek suits and ice vests.
** Used also for all Level B work using Saranex/T*ek suits, no ice vests.
*** No Level B work conducted in temperatures above 90°F.
**** No Level C work conducted in temperatures above 94°F.
***** No Level D work conducted in temperatures above 98°F.

75/25

Continuous

50/50

75/25

25/75

50/50

No work

25/75

No Work

No Work
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Frostbite - Pain in the extremities and loss of manual dexterity. "Frostnip" or

reddening of the tissue, accompanied by a tingling or loss of sensation in the

extremities. Continuous shivering.

Hypothermia - Pain in the extremities and loss of manual dexterity. Severe,

uncontrollable shivering. Inability to maintain level of activity. Excessive fatigue,

drowsiness, irritability, or euphoria. Severe hypothermia: clouded consciousness,

low blood pressure, pupil dilation, cease of shivering, unconsciousness, and possible

death.

Remove the patient to a warm, dry place. If clothing is wet, remove and replace with dry

clothing. Keep patient warm. Rewarming of patient should be gradual to avoid stroke

symptoms. Dehydration of the loss of body fluids may result in cold injury due to a

significant change in blood flow to the extremities. If patient is conscious and alert, warm

sweet liquids should be provided. Coffee and other caffeinated liquids should be avoided

because of diuretic and circulatory effects. Extremities affected by frostbite should be

gradually warmed up and returned to normal temperature. Moist compresses should be

applied; begin with lukewarm compresses and slowly increase the temperature as changes

in skin temperature are detected. Keep patient warm and calm, remove to a medical facility

as soon as possible.

4.2.6.2 Work Practices

The reduction of adverse heath effects from cold exposure is achieved by adopting

the following work practices:

• Providing adequate insulating dry clothing to maintain core temperature above

98.6°F to workers if work is performed in air temperature below 40°F. Wind

chill cooling rates and the cooling power of air are critical factors. The higher

the wind speed and the lower the temperature in the work area, the greater

the insulation value of the protective clothing required (see Table 4-4 for

Wind Chill Factor Chart).

• If the air temperature is of 32°F or less, hands should be protected by mittens.
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COOLING POWER OF WIND ON EXPOSED FLESH EXPRESSED AS AN EQUIVALENT TEMPERATURE
(under calm conditions)*
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• If only light work is involved and if the clothing on the worker may become

wet on the job site, the outer layer of the clothing in use should be

impermeable to water. With more severe work under such conditions, the

outer layer should be water repellent, and the outer wear should be changed

as it becomes wet. The outer garments should include provisions for easy

ventilation in order to prevent wetting of inner layer by sweat.

• If available clothing does not give adequate protection to prevent cold injury,

work should be modified or suspended until adequate clothing is made

available, or until weather conditions improve.

• Observe work/warming regimen as shown in Table 4-5.

• Heated warming shelters should be available nearby (e.g., use of on-site

trailer). The workers should be encouraged to use these at regular intervals,

the frequency depending on the severity of the environmental exposure. When

entering the heated shelter, the outer layer of clothing should be removed and

the remainder of the clothing loosened to permit heat evaporation or a change

of dry work clothing provided.

 Warm sweet drinks (hot chocolate) and soups should be provided at the work

site to provide caloric intake and fluid volume. The intake of coffee should

be limited because of the diuretic and circulatory effect.

• The weight and bulk of clothing should be included in estimating the required

work performance and weights to be lifted by the worker.

As with heat stress:

• Implementing a buddy system in which workers are responsible for observing

fellow workers for early signs and symptoms of cold stress.

• Unacclimatized employees should not be required to work full-time in cold

until they become accustomed to the working conditions and required

protective clothing.
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Figure 4-5

Work/Warming Regimen
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4.2.6.3 Worker Information and Training

The workers should be instructed in safety and health procedures regarding cold

work environments. The training program should include, as a minimum, instruction in:

• Proper rewarming procedures and appropriate first aid treatment.

• Proper clothing practices.

o Proper eating and drinking habits.

. Recognition of impending frostbite.

 Recognition of signs and symptoms of impending hypothermia or excessive

cooling of the body even when shivering does not occur.

• Safe work practices.

4.2.7 Adverse Weather Conditions

The SSO shall decide on the continuation or discontinuation of work based on

current and pending weather conditions. Electrical storms, tornado warnings, and strong

winds are examples of conditions that would call for the discontinuation of work and

evacuation of site.

4.2.8 Slip/Trip/Hit/Fall

Slip/trip/hit/fall (S/T/H/F) injuries are the most frequent of all injuries to workers.

They occur for a wide variety of reasons, but can be minimized by the following prudent

practices:

. Spot check the work area to identify hazards.

 . Establish and utilize a pathway which is most free of slip and trip hazards.

• Beware of trip hazards such as wet floors, slippery floors, and uneven surfaces

or terrain.

 Carry only loads which you can see over.

 Keep work areas clean and free of clutter, especially in storage rooms and

walkways.

• Communicate hazards to on-site personnel.

• Secure allloose clothing, ties, and remove jewelry while around machinery.
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• Report and/or remove hazards.

• Keep a safe buffer zone between workers using equipment and tools.

4.2.9 Heavy Lifting

When lifting objects, use the following proper lifting techniques:

• Keep your feet shoulder width apart to get the best footing possible.

 Bend at the knees, not at the waist.

. Tighten stomach muscles to offset the force of the load.

 Grasp the object at opposite corners.

• Lift with the legs instead of the back muscles.

 Keep the back upright and avoid twisting.

 Most importantly, think before lifting.

4.2.10 Motor Vehicle Hazards

4.2.10.1 Driver Safety

The following motor vehicle operator regulations shall be employed when operating

a vehicle.

The driver shall:

• Review all pertinent information such as manufacturer's operating instructions,

company procedures, and maintenance records.

• Review safe operating techniques and signals.

 Wear seat belts at all times.

• Confirm that the mobile equipment safety devices are functional.

o Operate only his or her own vehicle or a company vehicle.

. Operate only properly maintained vehicles.

Personnel may not operate any vehicle after having consumed alcohol and/or drugs,

including legal drugs, which may impair their ability to operate that motor vehicle.
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4.2.10.2 Use of a Spotter

Personnel shall act as a spotter for trucks and large vehicles as they back and

navigate through tight spaces. Spotting shall be conducted as follows:

. Personnel (driver and spotter) shall know and use standard hand signals when

directing the traffic (see attached figure).

. The spotter is to be in position to see both the immediate hazard area and be

seen by the driver.

 The area shall be cleared to the rear of the truck before bacldng.

• The spotter will review with the driver the areas that the spotter is watching.

• If any person, vehicle or object enters the hazard area, immediately give the

stop signal to the driver and warn persons away or move objects.

. Be certain the hazard area is clear before signaling the driver to resume the

maneuver.

' Spotters should avoid walldng backward, and remain clear of the line of

movement of the vehicle.

. Be aware of and avoid hazards, such as other vehicles, that may approach

from the spotter's back.

 If the spotter must change position during the maneuver, signal to the driver

to stop, and move to the new position before the maneuver is to continue.

o The spotter should be positioned so as to keep the hazard area in clear view

and maintain visual contact with the driver.

4.2.10.3 Worker Safety While Working in Proximity to Motor Vehicles

• Continuously check the activities of the vehicles operating nearby which may

present a hazard.

 Refrain from activities that might distract vehicle operator.

e Use high visibility clothing. Reflective or high visibility clothing should be

worn by personnel exposed to moving traffic or equipment hazards such as

work collection in heavy traffic areas, in times of darkness or reduced lighting,

under rainy or foggy conditions, when spotting in transfer stations, landfills,

etc.
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4.3 BIOLOGICAL HAZARDS

4.3.1 Blood Poisoning

Blood poisoning is a term used to indicate a large number of bacteria present in the

circulating blood. The most common symptom of blood poisoning is the reddening of skin

which advances towards the heart. For example, if the point of contact is the hand than

a red line will appear at the hand and extended up the arm.

Personnel protective equipment shall be worn to prevent direct contact with media

which may be contaminated with bacteria or viral agents.

Signs and symptoms include swelling, stiffness and tenderness in the affected area,

fatigue, chills and fever, pustules, and abscesses. If allowed to progress, the organisms may

multiply and cause an overwhelming infection and death.
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5.0 ACCIDENT PREVENTION

A vital element of the Site and Health and Safety program is the implementation of

an accident prevention program. An accident prevention program, as applicable to this site,

includes the following measures:

• Communicate the contents of this HASP to all personnel who work on the site.

• Educate personnel as to the requirements of the HASP.

• Eliminate unsafe conditions. Efforts must be initiated to identify conditions

that can contribute to an accident and to remove exposure to these conditions.

• Reduce unsafe acts. Personnel shall make a conscious efforts to work safely.

A high degree of safety awareness must be maintained so that safety factors

involved in a task become an integral part of the task.

• Inspect frequently. Regular safety inspections of the work site, materials, and

equipment by qualified persons ensures early detection of unsafe conditions.

Safety and health deficiencies shall be correct as soon as possible, or site

activities shall be suspended.

The following guidelines describes those specific measures personnel shall take to

minimize the occurrence of accidents on site:

• The discovery of any condition that would suggest the existence of a situation

more hazardous than anticipated shall result in the evacuation of site

personnel and re-evaluation of the hazard and the level of protection.

• Eating, drinldng, chewing gum or tobacco, and smoldng are prohibited while

worldng in area where the potential for chemical and/or explosive hazards

may be present. Personnel must wash thoroughly before initiating any of the

aforementioned activities.

• All field investigation activities must be coordinated through the HSO, SSO

and the PM.

• Contact lenses will not be worn with any type of respirators.
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• Facial hair must not interfere with the fit of the respirator.

 Site activities will not be conducted without adequate lighting.
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6.0 PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

6.1 GENERAL

The purpose of personal protective equipment (PPE) is to shield or isolate

individuals from the chemical and physical hazards that may be encountered during work

activities. Full-faced respirators protect lungs, gastrointestinal tract, and eyes against

airborne contaminants. Chemical resistant clothing protects the skin from contact with skin

destructive and absorbable materials.

The level of protection must correspond to the level of hazard known, or suspected,

in the specific work area. PPE has been selected with specific considerations to the hazards

associated with the removal of contaminated soil. The specific PPE to be used for each level

of protection is located in Table 6-1.

6.2 PPE FOR VISITORS

Appropriate safety equipment and sets of PPE ensembles per day shall be kept in the

support zone in order to provide the proper protection for personnel who require access to

the exclusion zone.

6.3 AIR-PURIFYING RESPIRATORS

The air-purifying respirator cartridges selected for use during all Level C work at this

site are MSA GMC-H, which have the ability to protect against total organic vapor

concentration up to 1,000 ppm, 10 ppm chlorine, 30 ppm formaldehyde, 50 ppm hydrogen

chloride, and 50 ppm sulfur dioxide. The cartndges contain an attached HEPA filter which

will protect against dust mist and fumes having a TWA greater than 0.05 mg/m3,

asbestos-containing dusts and mists, and radionuclides.

6.3.1 On-Site Respirator Fit Test

All personnel who may be required to wear a negative-pressure, air-purifying

respirator shall be fitted properly and tested for a face seal at least annually. Employees

shall have the opportunity to handle the respirators, and wear them in normal air for a long

familiarity period. Following the familiarity period, employees shall test the piece-to-face

seal by use of the positive and negative pressure tests:
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TABLE 6-1

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

SAGINAW SITE

LEVELS OF PROTECTION

Level D will consist of the following:

Tyvek, steel-toed boots, safety glasses, hard hat (if overhead hazards exists), latex gloves (if
contacting any soil or water) hearing protection.

Modified Level D will consist of all the element of Level D above, plus the
following:

Saranex coveralls, neoprene outer gloves, inner Nitrile gloves, chemical-resistant boot
covers.

Level C will consist of the following:

Saranex coveralls, steel-toed boots, safety glasses, MSA full-faced air-purifying respirator
equipped with organic vapor/acid gas combination cartridge with attached HEPA filter,
Nitrile outer gloves, surgical inner gloves, chemical-resistant boot covers, hard hat (if
overhead hazards exists), hearing protection.
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• Positive Pressure Test - with the exhaust port(s) blocked, the positive

pressure of slight exhalation should remain consistent for several seconds.

• Negative Pressure Test - with the intake ports blocked, the negative

pressure of slight inhalation should remain constant for several seconds.

Air-purifying respirators shall not be worn when conditions prevent a seal of the

respirator to the wearer. Such conditions may be the growth of a beard, sideburns, a skull

cap that projects under the face-piece, or temple pieces on glasses. No employee may wear

a beard if it interferes with the fit of the respirator. Also, the absence of one or both

dentures can seriously affect the fit of a face-piece, and should be worn at all times that

respirators are being used. The workets diligence in observing these factors shall be

evaluated by periodic checks.

6.3.2 Cartridge Changes

All cartridges will be changed a minimum of once daily. Changes will also be made

when personnel begin to experience increased inhalation resistance or breakthrough of a

chemical warning property.

6.3.3 Respirator Cleaning, Maintenance, and Inspection

All respirators used on site shall be cleaned and maintained in the following manner:

• Remove filters and cartridges.

. Visually inspect face piece and parts, discard faulty items.

. Remove all elastic headbands.

• Remove exhalation cover and inhalation valves.

• Wash, sanitize, and rinse face piece. Wash any parts that were removed

separately.

• Dry the mask. Wipe face pieces and valves.

. Disassemble and clean the exhalation valve.

 Visually inspect face piece and all parts for deterioration, distortion, or other

faults that might affect the performance of the respirator.

 Replace any questionable or faulty parts.
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• Reassemble mask and visually inspect completed assembly.

• Seal mask in plastic bag.

6.4 LEVELS OF PROTECTION

Each activity conducted on-site presents different hazards and therefore required

different levels of protection. There are four basic levels of protection, established by EPA

field operating procedures. They are A B, C and D, with Level A being the highest level of

protection and Level D being the lowest.

The initial level of protection for each activity is Modified Level D as described in

Table 6-1. Actions levels for upgrading or downgrading of PPE from initial level is

discussed in Table 7-2.
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7.0 EXPOSURE MONITORING

Inhalation hazards are caused from the exposure to vapors and contaminated dust.

Air monitoring shall be performed within all work areas to detect the presence and relative

concentration of those air contaminants which are inhalation hazards.

The data collected throughout the monitoring effort shall be used to determine the

appropriate levels of protection.

7.1 EXPOSURE MONITORING

Air monitoring equipment to be used during site activities described in Section 3.1,

shall consist of a photoionization detector (PID) with a 10.2 electron Volts (eV) lamp, and

a respirable dust meter.

7.1.1 Photoionization Detector

Exposure to volatile organic compounds (VOCs) shall be monitored with a

photoionization detector (PID) with a 10.2 eV lamp, such as a HNU or OVM. The

HNU/OVM has the ability to detect organic vapor concentrations from 1 part per million

(ppm) to 2,000 ppm. All PID monitoring shall be conducted in the breathing zone.

7.1.2 Respirable Dust Meter

The Respirable Dust Meter measures the concentrations of small-sized, airborne

particulates. It has the ability to detect particles in the size range from 0.1 to

10 micrometers in diameter momentarily, as a time-weighted average or 8-hour equivalent

shift averages. Concentrations are evaluated by two scales which reads from 0.01 to

10 mg/m3, and 0.1 to 100 mg/m3, respectively. All respirable dust monitoring shall be

conducted in the breathing zone. Due to the potential of PCB contaminated soil and

possible exposure to dust containing PCBs, a respirable dust meter will be used to determine

the proper action level and personal protective equipment.
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7.1.3 Monitoring Frequency

Monitoring with the PID and Respirable Dust Monitor, shall be conducted initially,

during any change in conditioils, and every 30 minutes, from every split spoon sample

and/or continuously during Level C activities.

Dust monitoring shall also be conducted continuously any time where windy or

dusty conditions exist. Upgmdes and downgrades shall be dependent on readings obtained

with the direct reading instruments. All readings on the PID shall be recorded on Direct

Reading Monitoring Forms, shown in the Attachment section, and submitted to the HSO.

Table 7-1 summarizes direct monitoring equipment capabilities for instruments to

be used at the Saginaw site.

7.1.4 Health and Safety Action Levels

An action level is a point at which increased protection or cessation of activities is

required due to the concentration of contaminants in the work area. All activities shall be

initiated in modified Level D. The appropriate actions to be taken at designated action

levels, is described in Table 7-2.

In addition to Table 7-2, an upgrade to Level C is required if:

. Any symptoms occur, as described in Table +1.

 Requested by an individual performing the task.

• Any irritation to eye, nose, throat, or skin occurs.

A work stoppage and evacuation (cease and desisO at the specific work area is

required if concentrations of organic vapors recorded in the work area are greater than

25 ppm.
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Monitoxing Insuument

HNU/OVM with 10.2 eV

lamp

Respirable Dust Monitor

TABLE 7-1

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORAT[ON

SAGINAW SITE

AIR MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Monitoring Frequency

Initially, during change in conditions,
half-hourly, and continuously during
dusty or windy conditions or during
Level C activities.

Initially, during change in conditions,
half-hourly, and continuously during
dusty or windy conditions or during
Level C activities.

Working Range

1 to 2,000 units

.01 to 10 mg/m3
0.1 to 100

Ing/m
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PID

Monitoring
bsuument

Respirable Dust
Monitor

TABLE 7-2

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

SAGINAW SITE

ACTION LEVELS FOR FIELD AcnvrnES

Hazard

Organic Vapor*

Respirable Dust

* Above background, measured in breathing zone.

Instrilment

Reading

<5 ppm
If not contacting
environmental

media (e.g., soil,
water)

<5 ppm
If contacting

environmental

media

5 - 25 ppm

>25 ppm

0 - .025 mg/m3
If not contacting
environmental

media

0 - 0.025 mg/m3
If contacting

environmental

media

0.025 - 10 mg/m3

>50 mg/m3

Level D

Level of
PPE

Modified Level D

Level C

Cease and Desist

all Activities

Level D

Modified Level D

Level C

Cease and Desist

all Activities
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8.0 SITE CONTROL AND WORK ZONES

The purpose of site control is to minimize potential contamination of workers and

protect the public from hazards found on site. Site control is especially important in

emergency situations.

8.1 WORK ZONES

A three-zone approach shall be used during site operations in order to contain the

potential spread of contamination. The three zones include the Exclusion Zone, the

Contamination Reduction Zone, and the Support Zone. Delineation of these three zones

should be based on sampling and monitoring results, evaluation of potential routes, and the

amount of contaminant dispersion in the event of a release. Movement of personnel and

equipment among these zones should be minimized and restricted to necessary personnel

and equipment.

8.1.1 The Exclusion Zone

The Exclusion Zone is the area where the primary activity occurs such as

backhoeing, sampling, etc. This area must be clearly marked with hazard tape or by other

means. Only personnel involved in the work activities will be allowed in the Exclusion
Zone.

Prior to entering the Exclusion Zone, the following conditions must be met:

personnel shall be suited in the designated level of protection, a decontamination station

shall be established at the entrance to the exclusion zone, and all personnel leaving the area

shall decontaminate and dispose of all disposable garments.

The Exclusion Zone shall be marked off during mobilization activities, and prior to

the commencement of intrusive activities. The size of the Exclusion Zone shall be a 30-foot

circumference around the particular intrusive activity (e.g., borings, excavation, and

trenches). If necessary, the size of the exclusion zone may be increased to allow more

working area or to incorporate greater area for higher levels of protection due to volatile

organic emissions.
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8.1.2 The Contamination Reduction Zone

The Contamination Reduction Zone is the transition area between the contanunated

area and the clean area. Decontamination is the main focus in the area. This area must

also be clearly marked with hazard tape or by other means, and personnel involved in the

work activities or decontamination. A will be established surrounding all of the work areas

involving field investigation activities. A contamination reduction corridor containing a

decontanunation pad will be located in this zone. A contammation reduction corridor is a

pathway in which decontamination occurs. One pathway will be established for heavy

equipment and one for personnel decontamination. This area will also serve as an access

control point for personnel entering the Exclusion Zone.

8.1.3 The Support Zone

The Support Zone is an uncontaminated zone which is the location of administrative

and other support functions such as first aid, telephones, equipment supply, and emergency

information. The support zone would have negligible potential for exposure to

contaminants and is equivalent to that of background.

The majority of site operations will be controlled from the field office trailer as well

as access to the site. The support trailers will provide for team communications and

emergency response, and sanitary facilities (i. e., Porta-John). Appropriate safety and

support equipment also will be located in this zone.

The support trailer will be located upwind of site operations, if possible, and would

be used as a potential evacuation point, if appropriate. No potentially contaminated

personnel or materials are allowed in this zone except appropriately packaged/

decontaminated and labelled samples. Meteorological conditions shall be observed and

noted from this zone as well as those factors pertinent to heat and cold stress.

8.2 COMMUNICATION

Each member of the site entry team will be able to communicate with another entry

team member at all times. Communications may be by way of the following methods:

o Air horn

Walkie-talldes
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 Telephones

 Hand signals

The primary means for external communication are telephones and radio. If

telephone lines are not installed at a site, all team members should:

. Know the location of the nearest telephone.

 Have correct change.

• Have the necessary telephone numbers readily available in the Support Zone.

The following standard hand signals will be mandatory for all employees to

understand regardless of other means of communication:

. Hand gripping throat - Out of air, cannot breath.

• Hands on top of head - Need assistance.

• Thumbs up - OK, I'm alright, I understand.

• Thumbs down - No, negative.

 Gripping partner's wrist, or gripping both of your own hands on wrist (if

partner is out of reach) - Leave area immediately.

8.3 BUDDY SYSTEM

8.3.1 Responsibilities

(A buddy system shall be implemented when conducting Level C with an Air

Purifying Respirator activities on this site. This buddy shall be able to:

• Provide his or her partner with assistance.

 Observe his or her partner for signs of chemical exposure or temperature

stress.

 Periodically the integrity of his or her partner's protective clothing.

• Notify emergency personnel if emergency help is needed.
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8.4 SITE SECURITY

Site secuIity is necessary to prevent the exposure of unauthorized, unprotected

people to site hazards and to avoid interference with safe working procedures. Security

shall be maintained in the Support Zone. Barriers and warning signs should be placed

surrounding the work zones.
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9.0 DECONTAMINATION

It is the responsibility of the SSO to ensure that all personnel and pieces of

equipment coming off site are properly decontaminated according to the procedures outlined

below. Documentation of decontamination must be made in the field log notebook that will

become part of the permanent project file.

9.1 CONTAMINATION PREVENTION

One of the most important aspects of decontamination is the prevention of the

spread of contamination. Good contamination prevention will minimize employee and

public exposure, and help ensure valid sample results by eliminating cross-contamination.

Proper decontamination procedures and the following procedures of contamination

avoidance shall reduce the potential spread of contamination include:

• Do not walk through areas of obvious or known contamination.

 Do not handle or touch contaminated materials directly.

• Fasten all closures on suits, covering with tape if necessary.

• Take particular care to protect any skin injuries.

' Stay upwind of airborne contaminants, when possible.

9.2 PERSONAL DECONTAMINATION

A personnel decontamination area will be established in the Contamination

Reduction Zone for all field activities. Decontamination procedures will be followed by all

personnel exiting the Exclusion Zone directly into the Contamination Reduction Zone.

Under no circumstances (except emergency evacuation or other medical emergencies) will

personnel be allowed to leave the site prior to decontamination.

All PPE will be disposed of and/or decontaminated at the conclusion of each work

day as described below. Decontamination procedures will follow the concept of deconning

the most contaminated PPE first.

All disposable equipment shall be doffed before meal breaks and at the conclusion

of the work day and replaced with new equipment prior to commencing work. In addition,

respirator cartridges will be changed as breakthrough is obtained, as directed by the SSO.
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Designated containers for Tyvek suits an other disposables will be located in the

Contamination Reduction Zone.

Respiratory equipment and other non-disposables will be fully decontaminated and

then placed in a clean storage area. Respirator decontamination will be conducted daily.

Taken from the drop area, the facepieces will be disassembled, the cartridges set aside, and

all other parts placed in a cleansing solution. After an appropriate time in the solution, the

parts will be removed and reseat with tap water. Facepieces will be allowed to air dry

before placing in sanitized bags. Personnel will inspect their respirator on a daily basis to

ensure its proper operation.

9.2.1 Level D Decontamination

Level D decontamination procedures to be utilized when leaving the Exclusion Zone

are as follows:

 Step 1:

• Step 2:

• Step 3:

• Step 4:

Remove all visible contamination and loose debris by washing with

clean de-ionized water.

Remove all outer clothing that came in contact with the

contamination (i.e., boot covers and outer gloves) and either

dispose of in disposable container or wash in detergent solution

and rinse.

Remove protective clothing; dispose of in disposable container.

Wash and rinse hands.

9.2.2 Level C Decontamination

Level C decontamination procedures to be utilized when leaving the Exclusion Zone

are as follows:

• Step 1:

• Step 2:

Remove all visible contamination and loose debris by washing with

clean de-ionized water.

Remove all outer clothing that came in contact with the

contamination (i.e., boot covers and outer gloves) and either
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• Step 3:

• Step 4:

• Step 5:

• Step 6:

dispose of in disposable container or wash in detergent solution

and rinse.

Remove protective clothing; dispose of in disposable container.

Remove respirator, sanitize prior to reuse.

Remove inner gloves; dispose of in disposable container.

Wash and rinse hands.

The decontamination layout for Levels D and C are shown in Figures 9-1 and 9-2,

respectively.

9.3 PERSONAL HYGIENE FACILITIES

The following equipment shall be provided by the for all on-site personnel.

9.3.1 Toilets

One toilet seat, one urinal, and a washbasin shall be provided per every

40 employees conducting field activities on site.

Sites not provided with a sanitary sewer shall be provided with the following toilet

facilities, unless prohibited by local codes:

a.

b.

C.

d.

Chemical toilets

Recirculating toilets

Combustion toilets

Flush toilets

Doors entering toilet facilities shall be provided with entrance locks controlled from

inside the facility.

9.4 EQUIPMENT DECONTAMINATION

9.4.1 Sampling Equipment

Small equipment will be protected as much as possible from contamination by

draping, masking, or otherwise covering as much of the instruments as possible with plastic

without hindering the operation of the unit. As necessary, air monitoring equipment will

9-3 20.5/94.04428.V
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be placed in clear plastic bags that allow reading of the scale and operation of the knobs.

Contaminated equipment will be taken from the drop area and shall be

decontaminated as follows:

 The protective coverings shall be removed and disposed in the appropriate

containers.

. Monitoring equipment will be wiped down with a disposal paper wipe.

9.4.2 Heavy Equipment

Heavy equipment (e.g., drill rig, backhoe, bulldozer) will be decontaminated after

each boring using, at a minimum, high-pressure steam cleaning:

• When possible, vehicles should be parked off site or in a non-contaminated

area of the site to minimize contamination and thus, avoid the need to

decontaminate.

• If the vehicle is potentially contaminated, appropriate deconning procedures

must be used before leaving the site. Deconning includes flushing visible dirt

from the tires and high-pressure steam cleaning all heavy equipment.

• All vehicles will be decontaminated on a vehicle decontamination unit.

• Upon completion of the equipment decontamination, the equipment

decontamination pad shall be thoroughly washed down and sediments and

liquids removed from the collection trough and slump.

9.5 ON-SITE CONTAMINATED EQUIPMENT AREA

The Contractor shall provide an on-site contaminated equipment storage area at the

entrance point to the Contamination Reduction Zone from the Exclusion Zone. The on-site

contaminated equipment storage area shall be lined with polyethylene. The contaminated

equipment storage area shall include the following:

• Boot racks for washing and storage.

Drums or sealed containers for the disposal of protective clothing.
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• A 10-foot by 10-foot temporary structure for the storage of contaminated

materials and equipment used daily.
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10.0 EMERGENCY RESPONSE/CONTINGENCY PROCEDURES

10.1 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT/FIRST AID

Basic first aid supplies (bandages, gauze, tape) will be located in the first aid box.

The first aid box, along with first aid manuals and Medical Data Sheets, will be located in

the Support Zone. Other on-site emergency equipment includes emergency alarm, portable

emergency eyewash, and a fire extinguisher.

10.2 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES FOR CONTAMINATED PERSONNEL

Whenever possible, personnel should be decontaminated before administering first

aid. In the contamination reduction zone there will be a separate decontamination line for

emergency use only in order to reduced the risk of exposure.

Skin Contact - Remove contaminated clothing, wash immediately with water, use

soap if available.

/nha/ation - Remove victim from contaminated atmosphere. Remove any respiratory

protection equipment. Initiate artificial respiration if necessary. Transport to the

hospital, if necessary.

/ngestion - Remove from contaminated atmosphere. Do not induce vomiting if

victim is unconscious. Also never induce vomiting when acids, alkalies, or

petroleum products are suspected. Transport to the hospital, if necessary.

If site personnel have unexplainably collapsed, all personnel must evacuate work

area. Rescue personnel must don supplied air respiratory protection before evacuating

victim from work area.

In case of fire, all personnel must evacuate work area and contact local fire

department.

10.3 SITE EVACUATION

If site evacuation is necessary, an alarm shall be sounded and site personnel shall

be notified. Upon the sounding of the alarm, all employees shallleave the site through the

main entrance to the site via Comwall Avenue.
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10.4 EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Local Police

Contact

Fire Department

Ambulance

Local Hospital

Safety Officer - C. Andrews
Work

Home

Corporate Health & Safety
Manager - L. Bimbaum

Work

Home

Project Manager - R. Laport
Work

Home

EMERGENCY INFORMATION

Phone Number

911

911

911

(716) 898-3161

(914) 343-0660

(914) 565-1035

(914) 343-0660

(914) 783-0026

(716) 773-1801
(716) 625-6984

10-2

Hospital Directions

Exie County Medical Center:

Exit the facility on Comwall
Avenue, turn right onto
Cornwall and proceed to
East Delavan Street. At East

Delavan turn left and proceed
approximately 1/2-mile to
Grider Street, take a right, go
about 1/4-mile and the
Medical Center is on the left.

20.5/94.04428.V
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MEDICAL DATA SHEET

This brief Medical Data Sheet will be completed by all Wehran Personnel poremially
working on-site and will be kept in the Support Zone duning the conductance of site
operations. This data sheet will accompany any personnel when medical assismnce is
needed or if transport to the hoSpiIal facilitieS is required:

Site:

Nimp:

Address:

Age:

Person to Contact in Case

of Emergency

Height

Home Telephone: C 1

Weighc

Phone No. ( )

Drug or other Allergies:

ParticularSensititties:

Do You Wear Conincm?

Provide a Checklist or Previous Illnesses or Exposures to Hazardous Chemicals:

What Medications are you Presently using?

Do you have any Medical Restrictions 7

Name, Address, and Phone Number of Personal Physician:
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FIELD TEAM REVIEW

Each employee conducting field work shall sign this form after the pre-entry briefing is
completed and before being permitted to work on site. A copy of this signed form shall be
kept at the site, and the original sent to the HSO.

EMPLOYEE SIGN-OFF

I have attended a pre-entry briefing outlining the specific health and safety provisions on
this site.

I have received a copy of the Site-Specific Health and Safety Plan for
I have read the plan, and will comply with the provisions contained therein.

EMPLOYEE

Name Printed

WITNESS

Name Printed

Signature

Signature

Date

Date

10.August 1992/Generic



DIRECT READING AIR MONITORING FORM

GENERAL INFORMATION

Date:

Project Number:
Background Level:
Weather Conditions:
Estimated Wind Direction and Speed:
Ii.e. calm, moderatew strong. etd

FIELD ACTIVITIES

Field Activity

1.

2.

3.

4.

EQUIPMENT USED

!1Ng

Range: Span:
instrument #:

Time

COMMENTS

O/1-EL

Start Time

Name:

Prolect Name:
Background Location:

Stop Time Comments

Chemical
Spedfic Monitor

Alarm-LEL: 02: Chemical:
Instrument #: Instrument #:

Colormetric
Detector Tubes

Chemical:

Pump Strokes:

Reading Time Reading Time Reading Time Reading

211/91 47000.05
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Federal Register / Vol. 5 1. No. 209 / Tuesdav, October 31. 1989 / Rules and Regulations 43:
-.

PART 1926-{AMENDEDl

Subpart M-[ Amendedl

1. By revising the authority citation for
subpart M of part 1928 to read as
follows:

Authoritv: Sec. 107. Contract Work Hours
and Safety Standards Act (Conatruction
Safety Actl (40 U.S.C 3331: Secs. 4.6. A
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970
(29 U.S.C. 651651 657): Secretary of Labor's
Order No. 1241 138 FR 87541. 8-76 (41 FR
250591. or 9-&3 148 FR 357381. as applicable.
and 29 CFR part 1911.

2. By revising subpart P of part 1928 to
read as follows:

Suboart P--Excs-*or'

1921860 Scope. application. and definitions
applicable to this subpart

1928-851 Generai requirements.
1928.852 Requirements for protective

aystemS.

Appendix A to Subput P-Goil Clauification
Appenchx B to Subpart F--Stoping and
Binchms

Appaodix C to Subput P-Timber Sharing
f. Treocbe•

Appendix D to Subpart P-Aluminum
Hydnutic Shaging fog Trer¥,hes

Appendix E to Subpart P-Altornativei to
11mber Sboging

Appr,1,- F to Subpart P-Selectioo of
Protectin S y,tams

Subpirt P--Elcavauons

Authority: Sec. 107. Contract Worker Hours
and Safety Standards Act (Constroction
Safety Actl (40 UlC 333k Sea. 4.4 4
Ocalpa 00,1.1 Safety and Heslth Act of 1970
(29 U.S.(1 851 655. 657k Secretary of Labor'a
Order Na 12-71 138 FR 87541. 8-76 141 FR
250591. or 9-0 148 FR 35736& as appucable.
and 29 CFR part 1911.

11925.650 Scop< appllcitv,z ind
doll/ill104= appecable to tht: 81*,part.

Cal Scope and applicationjnls
subpart applies to all open excavations
made in the earth': surface. Excavations
are defined to include trenches. d

M Definitions applicable to this
subpart

Accepted engineering proctices-means
those requirements which are
companble with standards of practice
required by a registered professional
engineer.

Aluminum Hydraulic Sharing means a
pre«gineered sharing system
comprised of aluminum hydraulic
cylinders (crossbraces) used in
conjunction with vertical rails (uprights)
or horizontal rails (waiers). Such system
is designed. speciScally to support the

sidewalls of an excavation and prevent
cave-ms. .

Bell-bottom pier hole means a type of
shaft or footing excavation. the bottom
of which is made larger than the cross
section above to fo:m a belled shape.

Benching (Benching systeml means a
method of protecting employees from
cave-ins by excavating the sides of an
excavation to form one or a series of

horizontal levels or steps. usually with
vertical or near-vertical surfaces
between levels.

Cave-in meani the separation of a
mass of soil or rock material from the
side of an excavation. or the loss of soil

from under a trench shield or support
system. and its sudden movement into
the excavation. either by falling or
sliding. in sufficient quantity so that it
could entrap. bury. or otherwise injure
and immobilize a person-

Competent penon means one who ia
capable of idenifying ensang and
predictable hazards in the surroundings.
or working conditions which are
unsamtary. hazardous. or dangerous to
employees. and who hai authorization
to take prompt corrective measures to
eliminate them.

0033 bruce, mean the horizontal

member, of a sharing system installed
perpendicular to the sides of the
excavation. the ends of which bear
against either uprights or walea.

Kwavation means any man-made cut
cavity. trench. or depression in an earth
surface. formed by earth removal

Faces or,ides means the vertical or
inclined earth surfaces formed as a

remit of excavation work-

Failure means the breakage.
displacement. or permanent deformation
of a structural member or connection so
as to reduce its structural integrity and
its supportive capabiliUes.

Hazortious atmosphere meani an
a*-phere which by reason of being
explosive. flammable. poisonous.
corrosive, oxidizing. irritating, oxygen
delldent. tanG or otherwise harmful

4 may cause death. illness. or injury.
Kickoin means the acadental release

or failure of a cross brace.

Pitective,yitam-means a method of
protecting employees from cave-ins.
from material that could fall or roll from
an excavation face or into an

excavation. or from the collapse of
adjacent structures. Protective systems
Include support systems. sloping and
benching systems. shield systems. and
other systems that provide the
necessary protection.

Ram# means an inclined walking or
wor;ing Surface that ts used to gain
access to one point from another. and is
constructed from earth or from

structumi materials such as steel or
wood.

Registered Professional Engineer
means a person who is registered as
professional engineer in the state wh
the work is to be performed. Howevi
professional engineer. registered in a
state is deemed to be a 'registered
professional engineet' within the
meaning of this standard when
approving designs for 'manufacturec
protective syst2!na" or "tabulated da
to be used in inter,tate commerce.

Sheeting means the members of a
sharing system that retain the earth
pomtion and in turn aresupported br
other members of the sharing system

Shield (Shield syst#m),means a
structure that is able to withstand th

forces imposed on it by a cave-in an,
thereby protect employees within th,
structure. Shields can be permanent
structures or.can be designed to be
portable and moved along as work
progresses. Acldition•lly, shields car
either premanufacted or lob-built,
accordance with 1 1925852 (c)(3) di
(c)(4).,Shields used in trenches are
usually referred to u "trench boxes
"trench shields."

Sharing (Shoring system) means a
structure such as a metal hydraulic.
mechanical or timber shormg syster
that supports the sides of an emve
and which is designed to prevent ca

-

Sides. See"Faces."

Sloping (Sloping system) means a
method of protecting employees fror
cave-ins by excavating to form side:
an excavation that are indined awe

from the excavation so as to preven
cave-ins. The angle of incline requir
prevent a cave-in varies with
differences m such facton as the so
type. environmental conditions of
exposure. and application of surcha
load

Stable tockmeans natural solid
mineral material that can be excavs
with vertical sides and will r,main
intact while exposed..Unstable rock
considered to be stable when the ro
material on the side or sides of the
excavation is secured against cavin
or movement by rock bolti or by an
proteche aystem that hai been
designed by a registered profe, sion.
engweer.

Sbuctural tomF!neans a ramp bu
steel or wood. usually used for vehi
access. Ramps mad•of soil or rock
not considered stroctural ramps

Suppon Wtam means a structurr
such as underpinning; bracing. or
shoring. which provides support to :
adjacent structure. mldergro,mA
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Installation. or the sides of an
excavation

Tabuld data hieans tables and
charts approved by a reglitered
professionai engineer and used to design
and construct a protective system.

Trench (Trench excavation) means a
narrow excavation (in relation to its
lengthl made below the surface of the
ground. In general tile depth k greater
than the width. but the width of a trench
(measured at the bottom) 18 not greater
than 15 feet (4.6 mt if forms or other
structures are installed or constructed in
an excavadon so u to reduce the
dinwnsion measured from the forms or
structure to the side of the excavation to
15 feet (4.6 mi or less (measured at the
bottom of the excantionl. the
excavation is also considered to be a
trench

Trench box: See "Shield-
Trench shield See 'Shield."
Uptights means the vertical members

of a trencn sharing system placed in
contact w,th the earth and usually
positioned so that individual members
do not contact each other. Uprights
placed so that individual members are
closely spaced [n contact with or
Interconnected to each other. are often
called -sheetin: "

Wale* means horizontal members of a
sharing intern placed parallel to the
excavation face whom sides bear
against the verocalmembers of the
shoring system or earth.

§ 192&851 GI,»r r.quir,menta.
(a) Sur*,ce encumbmnces. Allsurface

encumbrances that are located so as to
create a h.azard to employee, shall be
removed or supported. as necessary. to
safeguard employees

(bl Undviroun d insm/lationt (1} The
estimated location of utility
installationi such u sewer. telephone.
fuel electric water lines. or any other
underground installations that
resionably may be expected to be
encountered during excavation work.
shall be determined prior to opening an
excavation.

(21 Utility commmies or owners shan
be contacted within established or

customary local response times. advised
of the proposed work and asked to
atablish the location of the utility
underground installations prior to the
start of actmal excantion- When utility
companies or owners cannot respond to
a request to locate underground utility
installations within 24 hours (unless a
longer penod is required by state or
local lawK or cannot establish the exact
location af these mitailations. the

employer may proceed grovided the
employer does,o with caution. and
provided detection equ*mint or orivi

acceptable meaw to locate-unlity
installalions are used.

{3) When excavison operations
approach the estimated location of
underground installations. the exact
location of the installations anall be

determmed by safe and acceptable
meant

(4) While tile excavation is open.
underground installationi shall be
protected.supported or removed as
necessary to safeguard employees.

lc) Access and egress·HU Structurni
mmps. (il Structural ramps that are used
solely by employees as a means of
access or egress from excavations shall
be desisd by a competent person.,
Structural ramps used for access or
egress of equipment shall be designed
by a competent person qualified in
structural design. and shall be
constructed in accordance with the
delign.

(ii) Ramps and runways constructed
of two or more,tructural members inail
have the structural memberl connected
together to prevent displacement

(ili} Structural members used for
ramps and runways shall be of uniform
thickness.

([v) Cleats or other appropriate means
used to connect runway structural
members shall be attached to the bottom

of the ruriway or shall be attached in a
manner to prevent tripping.

(v) Structural ramps used in lieu of
steps shall be provided with cleats or
other surface treatments on the top
surface to prevent slipping

(4 Means of egress from trench 4
excurdions.-A stairway. ladder. ramp
or other safe means of egress shall be
located in trench excavations that ars 4

feet (1.22 m) or more in depth lo as to
require no more than 25 feet (7.82 m) of
lateral travel for employees.

(dl KKposum to nhicular trofia .
Employees exposed to public vehicular
tramc shall be provided with. and shall
wear. wumng vesta or other,uitable
garmenti marked with or made of
reflectorized or high-visibility material

Ce) £momre to fomng loads. No
employee shall be permitted underneath
loads handled by lifting or digging
equipment. Employees shall be required
to stand away from any vehicle being
lo®ded or unloaded to avoid being
struck by any imilage or falling
materials. Operators may remnin in the
cabs of vetricies being loaded or
unloaded when the rehicies are

equipped. in accordance with
1 192&801(b)(61. to provide adequate
protection for the operator during
loading and unloading operation

m Warmng system for mobile
equmment.When mobile equipment is
operated adiacent to an excavation. or

when such equipment is required to
approach the edge of an excavation. and
the operator does not have a clear and
direct view of the edge of the
excavation. a warning system shall be
u,_disd such as barticades. hand or
mechanical signals. or stop logs. if
possible. the grade should be away from
the excavation.

(81 Hazardous atmospheres-411
Testing and controk. Ih addition to the
requirements set forth in subparts 0 and
E of this part (29 CFR 1921150-1926.1071
to prevent exposure to harmful levels of
atmospheric contaminants and to assure
acceptable atmospheric conditions. the
following requirements shall apply:

(1) Where oxygen deficiency
(atmospheres containing less than 19.5
percent oxygen) or a hazardous
atmosphere exists or could reasonably
be expected to exist such as in
excavations in landfill areas or -

excavations in areas where hazardousl

substances an stored nearby. the 9
atmospheres in the excavation shall be
tested before employees enter
excavauons greater than 4 feet (12 m)
in depth.

(ill Adequate precautions shall be
taken to prevent employee exposure to
atmospheres containing less than 193
percent oxygen and other 8*zardous
atmospheres. These precautions includer
providing proper respiratory protection -
or ventilation m accordance with

subparti D and E of this part
respectively.

(lit} Adequate precaution shall be
takEn such as providig ventilation. to
prevent employee exposure to an
atmosphere containing a concentration
of a flimmable gas in excess of 21) .
peremni of the lower flAmmible.limit of 
the gas

(iv) When controls are used that are
intended to reduce the level of
atmospheric contaminants to acceptable
levels. testing shall be conducted as
often as necessary to ensure that tile
atmosphere remains safe

(Z],Smeigency rescue equipment.(il
Emergency rescue equipment. such u
breathing apparatui a safety harness
and line. or a basket stretcher. shall be
readily available where hazardou,
atmospheric conditions exist ormay
reasonably be expected to develop
during work in an excavation. This
equipment shall be attended when in
use.

{ill Employees entering bell-bottom
pier holes. or·other similar deep and
confined footing excavations. shall wear
a harnesi with a life-line securely
attached to it The lifeline shail be
separate from any line used to hmndle
materials. and shall be individually

4
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attended st all timp,whilm the empknpe
wearing the lifeline is in tile extantion-

Ch) ftotection #om hazar=.
assocrored with wele, occumuiaOOIL (1)
Employee, shall not work in
excavauons in whtch thers ia
accnmulated wawn or in excavatians in
which water is ar,n:mulating. unleu
adequate precautions have been taken
to protect employees against the
hazards posed by water acrnimulatian.
The precautions neczlnary to protect
employees adequawly vary with eau
situation- but could include special
support or shield systema to protect
from cave-ins. water removal to control
the level of accnmulating water. or use
of a safety harness and tifeline.

(21 M water is controlled or prevented
from accumulating by the use of water
removal equipment. the water removal
equipment and operations shall be
monitored by s competent person to
ensure proper operation.

(31 11 excivatics wor* interropts the
natural dramage eni nrface weter f socir
as streams). diversion ditche,. dikes. or
other suitable means shall be used to
prevent surface witer from entering the
excavation and to provide adequate
dmmage of the area adjacent to the
excavanan. Excavanons subject to
runoff from heavy min, will require an
inspection by a competent person and
compliance w,th paragraphs (b)(1) and
(h)(21 of this secoon.

(i) Sgabduyofed;oceng,uucasea (11
Wbere the,tability of adioining
buildings. wails. or other structures is
endangered by excavatianoperations
support :yttems such u *hnrir:$
bracing. or underp/ning shall be
provided to enanre the stability of such
s tructures for ths protection af
employeen.

(2) Excavation below the level af the
base or footing of any foundation or
ret*ining wall that could be reasonably
expected to pose a hazard to employees
shall not be permitted except when=

01 ASupport systn. such 85
underpinning. is provided to ensure the
safety of employees and the stablity of
the str·¤cture: or

(ill The excavation is kn stable rock: or
IUil A reptered professional engineer

has approved the determination thal the
structure is saficentky removed from the
excavation so as to be unaffected by the
excavation advity: or

(iv) A re*stered professional engineer
has approved thedetammation that
such excavation work witt not pose a
hazard to employees

(3) Side,veika. pavement:.and
appurtenant :tructt:re shafl not be
undermined unien a support system or
another method of protection ts

provided to protect empioyees iron the
possible coilause of such stroctures.

m Protection of empiovees fram Loose
rock or sod. ill Adequate protection
shall be provided to protect employees
tom loose rock or soil that could pose a
hazard by failing or roiling from an
excavation face. Such protection ahaIL
consist afscaling to remove loose

matenal: inttallation of protecuve
bameacie* at intprvals as nece,Bary 00
the facs to stop and contain falling
matenak or other means that pronde
equivalent protectian.

(21 Employees shall be protected from
excavated or other materials or
equipment that could pose a hazud by
falling orroiliM mto excavations.
Protedon shall be provided by placng
and keeping such materials or
equipment at least 2 feet (.m mi from the
edge of excavanans. or by the use of
retaining devices that an sufficient to
prevent materials or equipment from
falling ar roiling mto excavitions. or by
a combi=tw,n of both if necniary.

(k) Inmecoa (1) Daity inspecncm,
al exnnvatiaril the adjacent areas. nail
protective systemishall be made by •9
competent personior evidence of a
situation that could result in possible
cave-ins. indications of fafittre of

protective systems. hazardous
atmospheres. or other hazardous
conditions. An inspection shall be
conducted by the competent person
prior to the start of wook and as needed
throughout the shift- Inspectians sha[I
m E.n be ",° de afterevery rminitom or
other hazard increasing occurrence

These mspections are only requlzed
when employee exposure cin be
ressonably anmcipated.

(2) Where the cx=petet person an£is
evidence of a aitnation that could resnit
ina possible cave-in. indicalians of
faihire of protectivesystems. ha=rdons
atmospherea. or other hazardow
conditfons. exposed employeessimfi b,A
mmnved from tize h.virder= arm Inti!9
th/ necesmuy precautions have been 1
t=k•n to ensure their safety. '

( 11 Fi p t om d ial ( 11 W h e re
employeen or equipment are required or
permitted to crossover excavations.
walkway, or bridges with standard
$,ardrails shall be pronded.

(2) Adequata bamer physical
protection shall be provided at all
remotely located excantions. Att wells. r
pits. aha#IL e k.shall be banicaded or.7
covered. Upon completion of ''1 1
exploration and,imiiar operetionsn
temportry weik pits. shafts. etc. shAM
bi bscidilfed.

-552 --*0*

Ca) Protection of emplo™* in
excovadons. 41) Each employee m m
excsvation shaft be protected from cave-
ins by an adequate protectire system
designed En accordance with uaragrspit
(bl or (c) of this section except when:

(11 Excavations are made entirely in
stable rock or

fif) Excavations are less thRn 5 feet
(132=1 in depth and examination af the
ground by a competent person provides
00 mdicatian of a potential cave-in.

(2;Protectrve systemB shall have the
capadty to resist without failure all
loads that am mlended orcould
reasonably be expected to be applied or
transmitted to the system.

M Design of sioping and benchBV „
smems: The siope= and ©r„*unt=m
of sloping and bending:ystems ahall
be sele,zd and canstrmcied by th,
employer or his designee and shall he in
accordance with the ree<mrement» af
parignpb (b)(lk or. m the alternatrve.
paragraph (b)(21: or. in the alternitive.
paragraph (b)(31. or. in the alternative
paragraph (b}(41. a. followr.

m Option (l)-Allowable 6
conhgsrouans aodelopes.,(il
E=avations shall be sioped at an angla .
not:teeper thin one ind one-half f
horizontai to ons vertical (34 degrees,4
measured from the horizontaik-uniess
tha employer uses one of the other
options listed below.

M Szopes speaaed In paragraph
(b}(11(11 of thts section. sha[I be
excavated to fom conIgurations that
are in accordance with the siopes shown
for Type C soil inAppendixB to thil
subparL

m Option (2}-Detern,izi#,tion of
slopes and configumoons =ing
Appendices A and fLM.-6.--
allowable slopes. and al|Owli11®
configurations for doping and benching
systems. thall be d#*6 in
accordancm with the conditions and
requirements set fo,th in appin,Uen A
and B to this subpart.-m

(3} Optian (3-021*= asim, ot/i@r
tabalated data (i) Designs af aloptng or
benching syst=ns h=11 be dected from
and be in acczzidance with talmlateti

dats. mciz as tables and ch-*
(111 The tabulated data Ah=11 be in

wntten form ind abaR include all of the

following
(A) Identification of the pmmeters

that afrect the seie,*on of * sjoping or
benching,ystem drawn from ncit date

(BlidentiScation of the limits af nseof
the data. to include themagmitude and
configuration of siopes determined to be
safe:
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(Cl Explanatory information as may
be necessary to aid the user in making a
correct selection of a protective system
from the data

(Uil At least one copy of the tabulated
data which identifie, the regtstered
professional engineer who approved the
data. shall be maintained at the lobsite
during construction of the protective
system. After that time the data may be
stored off the jobsite. but a copy of the
data shall be made available to the
Secretary upon request

(4) Option (4}-Design by a registered
profess,ona/ engineer (i) Sloping and
benching systems not utilizing Option
(1) or Option (21 or Option (3) under
paragraph (b) of this secoion shall be
approved by a registered professional
enmneer.

Iii) Designs shall be in written form
and shall include at least the following:

(A) The malitude of the stopes that
were determmed to be safe for the
particular protect

(B) The configurations that were
determined to be safe for the parocular
project and

(Cl The identity of the regiatered
professional engineer approvlng the
desigrz

(till At least one copy of the design
shall be maintained at the jobsite while
the slope i. being constructed. After that
time the design need not be at the
lobsite. but a copy shall be made
available to the Secretary upon request

ic) Design of support systems. shield
systems. and other protective systems.
Designs of support systems shield
systems. and other protective systems
shall be selected and constructed by the
employer or his designee and shall be in
accordance with the requirements of
paragraph (c}(14 or. in the alternative.
paragraph (c}(21: or. in the alternative.
paregraph (c)(31: or. in the alternative.
paragraph (c)(4) as follow.:

m Option (1}-Designs using
appendices A. C and D. Designs for
timber sharing in trenches shall be
determined in accordance with the
conditions and requirementi set forth in
appendices A wd C to this subpart
Designs for aluminum hydraulic sharing
shall be in accordance with paragraph
(c)(2) of this section. but if
minufacturefs tabulated data cannot be
u,111,-d. des,sn• shallbe in accordance
with appendix D.

(21 Option (23--Designs Using
Manufacturer': Tabulated Dcti m
Design of support systems. shield
syst,mt. or other protective aystems
that are drawn from manufacturer':
tabulated data shall be in accordance
with allspecifications
recommendations. and limitations
issued or made by the manufacturer.

(ii) Deviation from the soecifications.
recommendations. and Limitations

issued or made by the manufacturer
shall only be allowed after the
manufacturer issues specific written
approvaL

(iii) Manufacturer' s soecifications.
recommendations. and Limitations. and

manufacturer's approval to deviate from
the spectfications. recommendations.
and limitations shall be in written form

at the lobsite during construction of the
protective system. After that time this
data may be stored off the lobsite. but a
copy shall be made available to the
Secretary upon request

01 Option (3;-Designs using other·;
tabidated data.Hi) Designs of support
systems. skiield systems. or other
protective systems shall be selected
from and be in accordance with

tabulated dati such as tables and
charts.

(ii) The tabulated data shall be in
wntten form and include ail of the

following:
(A) Identification of the parameter

that affect the selection of a protective
system drawn from such data:

(B) Identification of the limits of use of
the data:

(Cl Explanatory information as may
be necessary to aid the user in making a
correct selection of a protective system
from the data

(iii) At least one copy of the tabulated
data. which identifies the registered
professional engineer who approved the
data. shall be maintained at the iobsite
during construction of the protective
system. After that time the data may be
stored off the jobsits but a copy of the
data shall be made available to the
Secretary upon requesL

(4) Option (4)--Oesign by a registered:.
professional enguieer. (i) Support
ay,temi stlield systems. and other
protective systems not utilizing Option
1. Option 2 or Option 3. above. shall be
approved by a registered professional
englneer.

(ii) Designs shall be in written form
and shall include the following

(A) A plan indicating the sizes. types.
and configurations of the materials to be
used in the protective system: and

(B) The identity of the registered
professional engineer approving the
design.

(Uil At least one copy of the design
shill be maintained at the lobsite during
construction of the protective system.
ARer that tlme. the design may be
stored off the lobsite. but a copy of the
design,hall be made available to the
Secretary upon request.

Cd) Materials and equipment.11
Materials and equipment used for
protective systems shall be free from

damage or defects that might impair
their proper function.

(21 Manufactured materials and
equipment used for protective systems
shall be used and maintained in a

manner that is consistent with the

recommendations of the manufacturer.

and in a manner that will prevent
employee exposure to hazards.

(3) When material or equipment that
is used for protective systems is
damaged. a competent person shall
examine the material or equipment and
evaluate its suitability for conanued use.
If the competent person cannot assure
the material or equipment ts •ble to
support the intended loads or is
otherwise suitable for safe use. then

such material or equipment shall be
removed from service. and shall be

evaluated and approved by a registered
professional en*neer before being
returned to service.

M Installation and removal of -
support-(1) Genemi. (il Members of
support systems shall be securely
connected together to prevent sliding.
falling. kickouts. or other predictable
failure.

(ill Support systems shall be installed
and removed in a manner that protects
employees from cave-ins. structural
collapses. or from being struck by
members of the support system.

(lii) Individual members of support
systems shall not be,ubjected to loads
exceeding those which those members
were de:igned to withstand.

(iv) Before temporary removal of
individual members begins. additional
precautions shall be taken to ensure the
safety of employees. such as installing
other structural members to carry the
loads imposed on the support system.

(v) Removal shall begin at. and
progress from. the bottom of the
excavation. Members shall be released
slowly 90 as to note any indication of
possible failure of the remaining
members of the structure or possible
cave-in of the sides of the excavation.

(vil Backfilling shall progress together
with the removal of support systems
from excavations.

m Additional requirements for",
support systams for trench exzvotiont
(i) Excavanon of material to a level no
greater than 2 feet (.61 m) below the
bottom of the members of a support
system shall be permitted. but only if the
system is designed to resist the forces
calculated for the full depth of the
trench. and there are no indications
while the trench B open of a possible
lou of soil from behind or below the

bottom of the support system.

L'
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(ii) Installation ai x guopart irsten
shall be ciomy coominated with the
excavation of trenches.

m Stoping and benciFY sy*ems. -
Employees Shall not be permitted to
work on the faces of sioped or bencncd
excavations at levels above other
employees except when empioyee, at
the lower ieveis are adequately
protected from the hazard of falling.
rolling. ar aliding mazatial or equipmenL

(81 Shield gy:temi--41 1 Generol ( f) 
Shield sys,ems shall not be Subjected to
loads gxce„(i.: thn. whicil the SystErn
was designed to withstand.

(ii) Shields shall be installed in a
manner to restnict laterst or other
hazardous movement of the shield in the
event of the application 0£ sudden
lateral locds.

(ili} Employees shall be protected
from the hnzird of cave-ins when
entenng or enting the areas protected
by shields.

(iv| Empioyees shil not be ailowed Err
shields wher, shields are being installed-
removed. ar moved verticalty.

m Additional requinment far shield
sy:lems usea m bench excavouors.
Excavations of earth matenal to a le¥El
not greater than 1 feet Im mi below tile
bottom of a shield shall be vernnued.
but only if the shieid is designed to
resist the forces calculated for the full
depth of the trench. and there are no
indications while the trench i open of a
possible loss of soil from behind or
below the bottom of the sizieid-

Appendix A to Subpart P
Soil Chinificodor

(a) Scof and opplicedion-(11 Scope. TU
appendix descnbes·a method of clainfying
sod and rock deposits baud an site and
environmental conditions. sod on the

structure aod compositional tha earth
depotuLL The appendix coins ddinitians.
sets forth requiremen..and descr•b--
acceptable visual and manual testa far use in
classifying,okla.

(2; .'-.id.6.L nia appendix applies
when a •lopmg or benchin. •ystem u
designed in agcordancm mnth tha

m forEA In i 192US:(bl(21 u s
meucd of protectim fc: ampioyees Ercm
cave-uiL Thia ' also applies ,¥hen
H=,90/ *64,ring to: a*cavanma m dnigned u
a method of prolecdonfromc=viI.6, in
accordance with appendix C to suboart P of
part 1924 and when ainminnm hydzankic
shonns is designed in ' . "da

appennix a This Appendix also applies if
other protecove Sys'eml ar. desined and
selected for uze trom dal, trepend in

w,th the , set foftb in
i 1921852(4 and tb* u. ei theda. 9
p.acild an t.-edul#kedgdo.
Byst'= -*Ecthmtk. app•nal

(bl Definitions. Tbi definitioos and
exampks ovenbelow are *4 04 w whni.
or m part. th' followte*A=.a). 6.ty to,

Testing Materials I ASTMI Stanciart 0053-85

and 024£8: The Umfied Soils Clautication

System. I-he Ul Departmem oi Agncnittzm
(USDA) Texmrai Clans-iatwa Schem•: snci
The National Bureau Ci Stancards Repcrt
BSS-121.

Camenud,wi m e,od in which the

particles .re held loelner by I chern,ul
agent. such as calcinm catoonate. nan that a
band,4ize nmofe carmot be crusned into

powder ar indrvidual sail parncies by Rnger
pressure.

Cohesive 10,1 meens da, ifine griamed
50,11 or aou with a k** clay conte:st which
has cohemve.trength. Cobcmy,/c,k doe not
crumble. can be excs¥ated with v.,ticak

sidea#en. and 9 plasm: when most
Cohelive mti is hud to briik op when dry.
and exhibits -

autneigea. Cohes,vi gotis incidi cisyvy miL
sandy clay. mily clay. clay and orp•* clay.

0»8021 m*a= mit thst doe, mot chibit

vimbi• signs oi vernon content
Fissnredmesns/cod n.10 4* ks I

tentiency to break alneg defimite plaes d
Er*/nre with tile . Or I matenah

that exhibils opeg 1 . Soca u enia-
cracks. in an expmed guxizcz.

Grnmatenou mean/*rava *uNL = StiL
(come grmned miti) with ank - Docizy
content Gnoular *021 has m €obes*•

strength. Scene mout grom=Bo,ki «zinbit
apparent coilemo" Cinia"/Mi nt gatmot be

molded wben mout ed crm=*:m ant,
when dry.
Omm.4#Ul...twe-mo.

distinctly di[Ierent soil oinck type, acringed
LO layer:. Mic,„i.ou semma or weakEned
planes in rod, or ihil= ue ., ,
layered.

Msi,oil meass e cooditim in which a

loil looks and feels dam» Maist cohear•• coti
can easaly be shaped inma b•11 androiled
into small diamets threads bebri crenting.
Maist granutar 8011 that
coheaive matenak,nit oxhibil signs oi
coh„,00 between part*Ina.

P/a/tic :ne.1. e prol)-4 04 1,0,1 which
allow• *lied tobed*60,mee ormch"d

without aacki:,; or .pvrec:abls volin

Saturoted,od means a sod in which tbe

voids m alled with witu. Sanoon dies

aot regmn Cow. Situranon. or ne,1/
S•turation. 1. n.ens.r, for thi prquU- 4
Lnitruments auch as e pocct penetrometer or
sheer vine.

Sal dama#icedios gy,icm means. Ici che
purpose 04 thi sibp•n a mettud oi
cite:or=,m!,0,1 and mek dip-*m *•
hia„Bny 04 Stahlo Roik Typi A. Type &
and Type C in uers•ams arci d StAbility.
The c.4-es midi.2.4 /led onal
anaill * th= piopert*es and I '
character»tz: Id thi depo•*1 and thi

0 ®00"Om oi «IPO,01==
Smb/. -ch =am n.anal mdid mi==,1

manertk- cal hex=,med.A-nu:ah

ae• and r,mam intact win L

Subaaed so,/ means 80,1 which b
0 9 &01.-0

7** A miu=ai"" I=*"Whin
- 61 .11.4. 06 U .1.

per,quare foot (t,0 1144 kh) w irtaisr.
€=mpies 06 cold¥e Nal==day. mic,
clay. sandy clay. day learn *mil,Imai

cases. stity day lotmranti:and. cli. learn-
(L 'lotis 'nal a. unc ami b:rdpan
are also con=exect Trpe A. Homvw. no •mi
is Type A iE

(11 Thi .O,1 it Su.Fd or
Iii) The so,i is mo,ect to nbnhom from

heavy waffic pile dirrog or *milar effectz

(iil The soti has been pre,lowly distarbed:
or

tiv) The soti is part ofs ilaped. liyered
system wherethe layer, clip tnto ther
exurst= ons slope of fom,bortz=Eli to
one vertical (4MSVT - grestm or

(vl The material 15 :,blect m other factors
that would requir: it to be clasmied as I les*
Ilabk material

>pa 8 meuts:
m Cohesiv• soil with an - 1

comprestive strength greater than 0.1 taf (48
kPal but Less than 1.5 W (144 ki'ak af

Cal Granular cohz:inniess soils indudinz
angular grayel (simita: to cmah•drock). ailL
sift loam. undy loam sod. insom' case#

silty clay bamand sandyds, ki,6
(lill Prev,ousip dista,6.d ./WIIm" theal

which wouid othen,ne be clamed# Type C
SOIL

(t¥) Scib tilt meets thi mn=mikmed
compreamve streth or i

reqtms:mems fo, Typ, A. b** issued or
sublect to v:tz=no= or

1,1 04 rocz thst m nocitsble: or
(vil Matenal that is pirt al a Sloped.

layired system where the layers dip lAw thi
excavatim on I Woos le. 01®q *I= lo.
horizootal to cne vert,ni (411:tn b•: only tf
the mitinal wouid otkierwi- bodimfied u

T»*a
T»e C means
11) Cohemve,cli with En - 1

compressive,trertgth of 0.5 18# (48 kP,) or
less: or

(EF) Cram:larioils indudar Fid. sand
and loamy•rick or

mil Scbmerred cod erred hmihick
water is freely seemng: ar

(ivl Submerve, rock thit 15 not,t=ble. or
(v) Matermi in , sloped. Is,mi symm

where the layer, dip trrtu ttz:rex:irridan crs
dope of four horizautal to on• ¥er#gaL
(4HdVT or steeper.

Unconfined compress:Te stretgt means
the load per unit ues at which a soil will fail
in compression. ft can be determ=•d by
laboratory testing. or *stimated in the Seld
using a pocket penetramats. by thumb
penetration tests. and ath- methoda.

Wef Imf means soil IBateon:Alms
significantly mort montum than mn< mil-
but in such a range of values that cnhedv.
material win •tumr oz begin to law vE:en
vibratui G,anular ma,arid thaw,i
exhibit cohem¥. pcoper,198 whes moist ¥na
lou those cohemy. pnpe:tinwbgn wit-

(c) Raqzuremen£,-41 1 Cfau:#exatio, ets=/
and mak depas'u Ead/oil androck der•·,
shall be claid/id by a a"=Ve///p'zi'a /s
Stable Rock Type A. Type & N Type C ia
amord«nci '*h Il ddl#*im -t fmth '
paragraph fbi of this app«ndi=

{21 Beam ' d=Mid'& Th
classificatim 05 uii depado bidi bi med.
bad la Ib ze,zix= dii h* =*mijami
at ie-am'mannah : "S'NIFI'yi-·
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shall be conducted b¥ a competent person
using test• descnbed In paramph (d) below.
or in other recoemzed methods Of 8011
classification and wang such as those
adopted by the Amenca Society for Testing
Matenak or the U.S. Department of
Agriculture texrural cimincation system.

(31 Visuci and manual analy,el The visual
and manual anaiysei such as those noted as
being acceptable ts paragraph (d) of this
appendix. shall be designed and conducted to
prov,de suffident quanatativ, and
qualitative information u may be necessary
to identfy properly the properdes. factors
and conditions ader*nE thi cial•ificatioo of
the depos, tl

(4) Layered 'v,temt ina layered system.
the system shall be claaa:£ied In accordance
with ita weakest layer. How.er. each layer
may be classiaed individually where a more
stable layer be, under i leu stabli layer.

(51 Recias.,ficcoon lf. after Clasidying a
deposit the propemes. factors. or conditions
affecting its clarnficaon change in any way.
thi chanes •aail be evaluated by a
competent penon. Tho deposit shall be
redass,fied as : to reflect the
changed arcumstances.

(dl Acceptoole v,suai and manual testl-
(1) Vin,al =cs. Vind anal,sts *s conducted
to determins qualitatlve Information
resarding the excavition stti in general tile
8011 adl•cent to th. oxcs¥ation. the wit
formini the sides of th, open excavation. and
the .011 t,lben u umptal Erom excavated
matinaL

(1) Observe,amples oisoll that are
nmvamd wid sou in th# aides of thi
exclvation. Estimate the range of particle
,ims and the reitive of the particle
,izes. Soil that ts pr-•nly composed of fine-
grained matarial is mhesive material Soil
composed priminly of mar»grained sand
or avel ts Fann mawriaL

(Ul Obsern d asit ts excavated. Soil that
m dumps when excavated ts

cohes,va SoU that breaki op cully and does
not Stay tn dumps m

(Ull Observe the sids of the opened
excavation and thistniace aria adlacent to
thi excantion. Crac-lika opening, such as
tenston cricks could Incitclts assured
materiaL U chnnks of Boll,pall off a verecal
sids. the soll could b• assurid. Small spills
am evidence of moving vound andan
Indicatim- of potenttally hazirdous
Situations.

(1¥) Obser- the am adlac=t to the
exoantim and the acantion Itself for
Ivldence of I,dithn,! utility and other

i strucrt:res. and to identify
previously disturbed soil

(v) Obserri th' opened sid. of the
acandaa to M,247 *,md symems.
2* lanred mtrms to identify Lf th.
layers siof toward thi I=antion. Estimate
thi detree of 04 oithe ky,ri.

(vt) Ob,em tha sm adlacent to thi
excs¥ance and th, itd= of thi opened
excivation for,vidence of surface water.
water seeping from the sides of the
exzavation. or the location of th• level of the
wilr uba

(vul Observe the am adiacent to the
excavation and thiarea within the

for sources of vibration that may
affect the stability of ths excavation face

(21 Manuai testz Manual analysis of soil
aampief i, conancted to determine
quantitative es well al qualitative propertle•
of soil and to provide mors informatloo tn
order to classdy 8011 property.

(i) Plastic,ry. Mold a moist or wet samole
of soll into a bati and attempt to roU it Into
threads as ihin as 40-Inch in diameter.
Cohesive matenal can be successfully rolled
Into threads without crumbling. For example.
if at least a two inch (50 mm# length of bb-
Lnch thread can be held on one end without
teanng. the soli is cohesive.

(Ul Dry,trer,gth. tf th. Soll ts dry and
crumble• 00 its own or w,th moderate
preuum into individual grains or fine
powder. it li grimular (any combination of
graveL sand. or mitl. U the Bolt Ls dry and falls
into clumps which break up into smaller
dumps. but the smaller dumps can only be
broken up with difSculty. it may be clay in
any combinaon with graveL tand or Bill Lf
the dry soil breaks Into dumps which do not
break up into,mall clumps and which can
only be broken w,th difOcuity. and there ts no
visual indicanon th• soll is Bsgured. the 8011
may be considered unii,sured.

(lii 1 77iumb peneut:mon. The thumb
penetration test can be used to eatlmate the
unconfined compre,mve,trength of cohesive
Solls. (This test li based on the thumb
penitration test descnbed in Amencan

Sodety for Testing and Materials (ASTMI
S:Andard designanon 02488---'Standard
Ricommended Prict:ce for Oescr,poon of
Solls (Visual-*Unual Procedure)."1 Type A
soils with an unconfined compressive
strength of l.3 taf can be readily indented by
thi thumb: however. they can be penetrsted
by the thumb only with very great effort
Typi C solls w,th an unconfined compressive
strength of 0.3 ts< can be eailly penetrated
wveral inches by th* thumb. and can be
molded by light anger pre,sur* This test
should be conducted on w undisturbed soil
sampi# such u a larse dump of spoiL as
Boon u pricvcable after excavation to keep
to a th, effects of exposurito
dr,ing infinees. if the excavation M later
exposed to wening influences (rain. flooding).
the clasilfcation of thi soll must be changed
•coordingly.

(lv) Other,trer:yth testz Eatimates of
unconfined compressivistrength of soils can
also be obt•knmd by use of a pocht
pieucmets or by using a hand-operated
shearian&

(') Drymg test Th. basic purpose of thi
drvtng test ts to difY,Irentiate between
cohesive mate,iat with fism.& un85:ured
cohesive matenaL and grinular mat•naL Thi
procedum for the drying teat involves drying
5 --le of wil thst is appri,rimitely one
Inch thick (134 eml and six tnches (15.24 ani
In diameter untli It ts thoroushly dry

(A) If the sampt* deyelof craci= u it
ddes. siEnificant as,uns an indicated.

(51 8-mpies thst dry without crm,kinE are
to bi broken by hand. If considerable force B
necessary to break a sample. thi soil has
significant cohest¥i material content. The
.061 can be ca l"id as s UOE"."Bed
cohest- material and the 1 - 1

compressive .tnngth should be determ:ned.
(q If a sampi br,aka eastly by hand- it |S 

either 5 83:1:red cohesive msterial or a

granular matinaL To distinguish between the
twa pulver,z, the dried dumps of the sampi•
by hand or by,tepping on them. if the dumps
do not pulverme eastly. the material is
cohesive with fssures. U they puiverize
eactly into very imal tragments. the matenal
Ls granular.

Appendix B to Subpart P

Sloping and Benching

(a) Scopi and opplication. This appendix
cootals:peafications for sloping and
beaching when nied as methods of protecnng
emplones wor*ing in excantim hm cave-
Ins. The reqmrement, of this appendix apply
when the design of aloping uid benching
protective systems is to be performed in
accordance with the , set forth in

1 192US*b/(21.
(b) Definitioni

Actual,/ope means the slope to which an
excavation face u excavated.

Oi,ress mean, that the aoit ia in a
condition where a ca¥Fin is imminent or ia
likay to occur. Distress u evidenced by such
phenomena as the development of fissure• in
thi fac. of or adjacent to an open excavation:
the subsidence d the edgi of an excavation:
thi dumpmg of matinal from thi facs or the
buising or heaving of matenal from the
bottom of an excavition: thilpallins of
matinal from the face of an excsvition: and

rsvellin* Li. small amounls of matenal auch
u pebble, or little dumps of mate,tat
mddenly separating from thi fac= of an
excantion and triding or roiling down into
the Ixcandon-

Maximum allowable slope meina de
steepelt indine of an excavation face that is
acceptable for the most favorable sit•
cm£litions as protection against cavi,na. and
Is expressed u the ratio of hortzontal
distance to verocal rise (H:Vl.

Short term exposure means a period of
Wric less than or equal to 24 him that an
excivation u open.

\4 Requirements---411 Soil class,fication.
Soil and rock deposits ahall be clunfied in

with appendix A to subput P of
part 192a

01 Maximum alloweble dope. Th.
maximum allowable slope for a soll or rock
deposit shall be determined from Table 8-1
01 this appendix

131 Actuu slope (i) The actual slope shall
not be steeper thin the m.*imum=llowable

Wr:73' actual slopesh:Obiless steep
than th• ma,dmum allowabli Bio» when
then ar, signs of distress. 11 that situation
oc:mrs. the Biope shall be cut back to an
admi slope which ts al least * hod:Luntal to
0- vertical (*tH:1V1 les..t-p than the

allowable slope.
(1111 When surthirge loads fromitored

material orequipment. openting equipment.
or traincam pre-ot a competent person
shall determine the degree to which the
actual alope must be reduced below the
miximum allowable slope. ind shall auum
dut such reductioa Is achieved. Sufcharge
loeds hom adlacent,tructw shall be
eviluatid in accordanc, with 1 1928851(11.

(4) Configiucoons. Configurations of
sloptng nd benchingly:tems shall be in
accordance Mth Flgurs 34.

,,

1
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SOIL OR ROCK T fPE

STABLE ROCK

TYPE A [21
TYPE 8

TYPE C

NOTES:

TABLE 8-'1

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SLOPES

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SLOPES (H:V)[11
FOREXCAVATIONSLESSTHAN 20 FEET

nFFO r 31

VERTICAL (909
3/4:1 (53')
1:1 (45')
15:1 (34 )

1. Numbers shown in parentheses next to maximum allowable slopes are angles expressed in
degrees fro m the horizontal. Angles have been rounded off.

2. A short-term maximum allowable slope of 1/2H:IV (63*) is allowed in
excavacions in Type A soil thac are 12 feet (3.67 m) or less in depth.
Short-term maximum allowable slopes for excavations greater than 12
feet (3.67 m) in depth shall be 3/4H:IV (53*).

3. Sloping or benching for excavations greater than 20 feet deep shall be designed by a registered.
professional engineer.

Figure B- i

Slope Configuranons

(All slopes stated below are in the horizontal to vertical ratio)

8-1.1 Excavattons made in Type A soil.
1. All simple slope excavation m feet or less in depth shall have a , allowable slope of K:L

20' Max. .04 /6
3/4

Simple Slope-General

Exception: Simple slope excavabons which are open 24 hours or leu (short terml and which are 12 feet or less in depth shall have a
re.* allowible slope of *:L
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20' Max.

L

12' Max.

1/2 -i

r

Simple Slope--Shoit Term

1 All beached excavations 20 feet or leu in depth •h.11 have a miiumum allowable slope of K to 1 andEollows.

20' Max.

5'

Max.

Slmpla Bench

4' Nax.|

3/4

3/4

bench dimennions as

Maple Bench

 11 axcavitions 8 feet or less In depth which have unsupported vernally sided lower portions shall have a maid=m vertiol ilda of

la

r

K
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3' Max.

36' Max.

/11
3/v

Unsupported VerticaUy Sided Lower Portion-Maximum 8 Feet in Depth

Al| excavations more than 8 feet but not more than 12 feet in depth which unsupported verocally sided lower portions shall have .maximum allowable slope of 1.1 and a maximum vertical side of 36# feet

12' Max.

35' Max.

1

Unsupported Vertically Sided Lower Portion--Maxirnum 12 Feet in Depth
An excavations m fe•t or less in depth which have verucally sided lower portlons that am supported or shielded shall have a

allowable siop• of K:1. ne support or shield zyitem must extend at least 18 inches above the top of the verocal •ideL

20' Max.

upport o:

1

shield s"seem /

4 ty
618" Min.

Total height of vertical side

Suported or Shielded Vertinny Sided Lower Portion

4 Mi other Simple slope. compound slope, and vertically sided lowe podon excavadons shall be in accord.na with the other option•
pemitted under 1 1928.85*b).

842 Exc•vations Made in Type B Soil
L All simple slope excivations m feet or less m depth shall have a   , allowibli slope of 1:1.
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20' v.ax.

t

1

Simple Slope

1 All benched excavations 20 feet or lesa in depth shall have a maximum allowable slope of 1.1 and mAximum bench dimensions asfollow::

20' Max

20' Max.

This bench allowed in cohesive 9011 only.

4'

Single Bench

t

l- 2'1
This bench ilir.wed in cohesive soil only

'1

/ 1

6, Max.
.1 .

t

-

Multiple Bench

3. All excavations 20 feet or less in depth which have verocally sided lower portions shall be shielded or supported to a height at least 18Inches above the top of the vertical gide. All mcit excavations shall have a allowible slope of 11
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20' Max.

Support or shiald svsrem

./

Z_» 1

-,9"-,.in

Total height of vertical side

Vertically Sided Lower Portion
4 All other sioped Excavations sbaU be in accordance w,th the other options permitted in 4 1928·852(bl.

8-1.3 Excavations Made in Type C Soil
L Allsimple slope excavauons 20 feet or less in depth shall have a manmum allowable slope of 1 54:L

20' Maic.

14

Simple Slope

1 Att excavations 20 feet or less in depth which have vertically sided lower portions chall be shielded or supported to a height at least 18Inches •bove the top of the verocal aide. All such excavations shaU have a maximum ailowable slope of 154:1.

20'

Supoort or shield system

Max. \

\1
// 11

18" Min.
Total heighc of vertical side

Vertical Sided Iawer Portion

1 All other,loped exca¥ations •hall be in accordance with the other options permitted in 6 192&852(bl.
8-1.4 Excavations Made in Layered Solls

L All exca¥ations 20 feet or less in depth mado in layered soils shall hav. a allowible ilof for •ach layer u act forth below.
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-

\

8 OVER A

C OVER A

C OVER a

A

3/4

3/4

1

1

t

--

C /'  1
14

B

1
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.

A OVER B

A OVER C

8 OVER C

8 1
1

A 1

C //11

1%

L An other,loped excavations shall be in accordance with the other opt*ni permitted in 4 1928.652(b).
Appeodix C to Subpart P

Timber Sharing for Ihmches
(a) Scope This appendiz contains

mformation that can be wwd timber,horing
18 prod'. as a mathod of I Iron:
ca,Uns*1 trenches that*:-4 exce110

feet (6.1 mi in depth. This appendix must b•
used when den,gn of timber sharing
protective ayitems is to be performed In
agordance with § 1921852(c)(11. Other
timber shoring configurations other 0/,tems
of suppon •uch as hydraulic and pneumatic
sy•tem= and oth protectln ly,tsms such
a•**bencimididding.snd*.=4

- - 15 _

8|1

-

sys,ems must be deme"Pd in *rf,•,rimn•- with
thi requsemeots set forth in 6 1928882(b)
a=1/192/"44

(b)5*la - .koed•rbucth.
dal ¥,mentd h thisappimdix. the mil type
or type, m which the excnition b mad,
most lint be determined =ing the,oti
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classification method set forth in appendix A
of,ubpart P of this Dart

M Presentonon of Information.
Information ts presented in several forms as
follows:

CIO Information is oresented in tabular form
in Tables 0-1.1. C-12 and C-1.J. and Tables
C-2.1. C-LZ and C-2-3 following paragraph
(01 of the appendix. Each table presenu the
minimum aizes of timber members to use in
a sharing sy,tem. and each table contains
data only for the parucular sod type in which
the excavanon or portion of the excavation is
made. The data are arransed to allow the
user tbe fluibility to select from among
several acceptsble configuranons of members
based on varying the borizontal:pactng of
the crossbrmces. Stable rock is exempt from
snoring requiriments and therefore. no data
are presented for this condition

(21 Wormanon concernmg the basis of the
tabular data and the limitations of the data is
presented in paragraph (d) of this appendix-
and on the tables themicivea.

(31 information explaining the use of the
tabular data u presented in pangraph te) of
this appenalx.

(41 Infortnauon,Uustranng the use of the
tabular data is prnented in paragraph (fl of
this appendix-

(5) Miscellaneous ootations regarding
Tables C-1.1 through C-1 J and Tables C-2.1
throus:h C-2.3 are presented in paragraph (g}
of thI AppendOL

idl Basis and limitations of die data-lil
Dimensions of timber members. M The suct
of the timber member, listed in Tables C-1.1
through C-1 -3 are taken from the National
Bureau of Standards (NES) report
-Recommended Technical Provisions for
Construction Prectics in Sharing Ina Sloping
of Trenches and Excavanons." In addition.
where NBS did not recommend apecific :ize.
of members. member,ize, are based on an
analysis of the sizes required for use by
existing code, and on empirical practice.

(ii} The required dimensions of the
member, bated in Tables C.1.1 through C-1.3
refer to acnial dimensions and not nominal
dimensions of the timber. Employers wanting
to use nominal size shoring an directed to
Table, C-2.1 through 04.1 or bav• this
choice under 1 1928.8521(1(31. and are
referred to The Corpi of Efin.en The
Bureau of Reclamauon or data from other
acceptable sources

(2) Lim,moon of oppliccum (il It ts not
intended that the timber shoring specification
apply to every,ituition that may be
expenenced in the field. Thes, data were
developed to apply to the situationi that are
mit commonly exper:enced in current
truching pr:ctict Sharing,ystems for use in
situations that are not covered by the data in
this appendix must be designed as spec:lied
In § 1928.852(ck

(ii) When any of the following conditions
are present the members speafed in the
tables are oot considered adequate. Either an
alternate timber shanng Ostem mast be
designed or another type of protective system
designed m accordance with § 191851

(A) When loads imoosed by structure, or
by stored =tenal adiacent to the trench
weigh in •,crms ai the load imposed by a
two-foot soil surcharge. Ihe term "adjacent"

1

1

1

as used here means the area within a
horizontal distance from the edge of the
trench equal to the depth of the trench.

(B) When venical loads imposed on cross
braces exceed a 240-Dound gravitv load
distributed on a one-foot secuon of the center
of the cros,orace.

(C) When surcharge loads are oresent from
equipment weighing in excess of 20.000
pounds.

(D) When oniy the lower portion of a
trench i• shored and the remaming portion of
the trench is aloped or benched unle,s: The
sloped portion is doped st an angle less steep
than three horizontal to one vertical: or the
members are selected from the tables for use

at a depth which is determined from the top
of the overall trencrL and not from the toe of
the sloped portion.

(el Use of Tables. The members of the
sharing system that are to be selected using
Lhis informanon are the cross braces. the
uprights. and the waies. where wales are
required. Minimum sizes of members are
specified for use in different types of soil
There are,ix tables of information. two for
each 30,1 tvpe. The Soli type must first be
determined in accordance with the SOLi
classificatioo system descr:bed in appendix
A to subpart P of part 1925 Using the
appropnate table. the selection of the size
and spaang of the member, is then made.
The selection is based on the depth and
width of the trench where the members are to
be Installed and. in most instances. the
selection is also based on the horizontal
spaang of the crossoraces. instances where a
choice of horizontal spacing of cros,bracing
is available. the horizontal spacing of the
crossbrices must be chosen by the user
befgre the size of any member can be
determined. When the soil type. the width
and depth of the trench. and the horizontal
spacing of the crosibraces are known. the
•ize and vertical spaang of the crossbraces.
the Bize and vertical spaang of the wales
and the sue and horizontal Spacing of the
upruhts can be read from the approp,late
table.

m Examples to illustrote the Use of Tables
C-1.1 through C-11

M Example 1.
A trench dug in Type A soil is 13 feet deep

and five feet vvide.

Fim Table C-1.1. for acceptable
arrangement, of timber can be used.

Arrengement *1

Space 4*4 crosibrices St six feet
horizontally and four feet vertically.

Wales are not required.
Space Jxe upright, at six feet horizontsUB

This arrangement is commonly called "skip

Am:ngement #2

Space Ixe crossbraces st eigt feet
horizontally and four feet vertically.

Space Bxe wales at four feet vertically.
Space 2*6 upnghti at four feet

horizontally.

Arrongement #3

Spice exe crosibrices at 10 feet
homontauy and four feet vertically.

Space 6 x lo walei at four feet vertically.

Space Zxs uprights at five feet
honzontally.

Arrengement *4

Space exo croasoraces at 12 feet
horizontally ana four feet vertically.

Space 10*10 wales at four feet vertically.
Spices Jxs upnghts at six feet

horizontally.
(2) £romole Z

A trench dug in Type B soil in 13 feet deep
and five feet wide. From Table C-1.2 three
acceptable arrangements of members are
Listed-

Arrangement #1

Space exe crossbraces st,ix feet
horizontally and five feet vertically.

Spice exe wales at five feet vertically.
Space Zx 6 upnghts at two feet

horizontally.

Arrongement *2

Space exa crossbraces st eight feet
horizontally and five feet verucaUy.

Space tox10 w•le• at five feet vert:callf
Space 2x 6 upnghts at two feet

horizontaUy.

Arrangement #3

Space Bxe cros,braces at 10 feet
horizontally and five feet vertically.

Space 10)(12 wiles al Ave feet vertically.
Space 2x 0 uprights at two feet vertically.
Sl Example 3.

A trench dug in Type C,oil is 13 feet deep
and Sve feet wide.

From Table C-1.3 two acceptable
arrangements of members can be used.

Anongement #1

Space exe crossbraces at six feet
horizontally and ave feet vertically.

Space 10 x 12 wale. at five feet vertically.
Position 2x 6 upnghts as closely together

as possible.
If water must be retained use special

tongue and groove upnghts to form ught
sheetins

Arrangement =2

Space Bx 10 crossbraces al eight feet
homootally and five feet vertically.

Spaci in<12 wales at tive feel vertically.
Position Zxe uprightl in a close sheeting

configuration unless water pressure mut be
resisted. Tight sheeung must be wed where
water must be retained.

(4) Example 4.
A trench dug in Type C mil is 20 feet deep

and 11 feet wide. The size and spacing of
members for the section of trench that is over

15 feet in depth is determined using Table C-
1.1 Only one arrangement of members is
provided.

Space e x 10 crosabraces at six feet
homontaily and live feet vertically.

Space 12*12 wales at five feet vertically.
Use axe tight sheeting.
Uu of Tables £41 through C-13 would

follow the same procedures.
S) Notes for all Tables
1.Member sizes at spacings other than

indicated are to be determmed as specified in
§ 19211652(ck -Design of Protective Systems. '

1
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1 When conditions arv iaturated or
submerged use Tight Sheetin* Tight Sheeting
refers to the use ot speaaily-edged timber
planks le.g- tongue and «roovel at least three
inches thick steel sheet piling. or similar
construcnoo that when driven or placed in
position provide a tight wall to resist the
lateral pressure of water and to prevent the
loss of backfill material Close Sheeting refers
to the placement of planki side-by-side
allowing as little space as possible between
them.

3. All spaang indicated i, mea,ured center
to center.

4. Wales to be installed with greater
dimension horizontaL

5. If the verucal distance from the center of
the lowest crosibrace to the bottom of the

trench exweds two and one-half feet.

upnghts,hall be Armly erobedded or a
trtudsdi ahall be unecL Where upnghts are
embedded. the verucal distance from the

center of Ute lowest crossbrace to the bottom

of the trench shail not exceed 36 inches

When mudsills are usecL the vertical distance

shall not exceed 42 inches. Muds* are
wales that are installed at the toe d the
trench side.

a Trench lacks may be used in Lieu of or in
combination w,th timber cros, bracei

7. Placement d crossbraces. When the

vertical lpaang of crossbraces is four feet.
place the top crossbrice no more than two
feet below the top of the trench. When the

vertical spacing of crosibraces is five feet.
place the top crosibrace 00 more than 15 feet
below the top of the trench-

Bal-mO CON /3-M
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TIMBER TRENCH SHORING -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS *
SOIL TYPE A P • 25 X 11 + 72 psf (2 ft Surchrge)a

CROSS BRACE
1 WIDTH OF TRENCH

UP TO UP TO UP TO ·
469

4 X4

4 X4

4 x6

4 X6

4 X4

4 X6

6X6

6 X6

6*6

6X6

8x8

8XB

4 x4

4 X1

4*6

4 X6

4*4

4 X6

6xs

6X6

6 X6

6X6

8X8

8XB

4 X6

4%5

4*6

6X6

4 x6

6 X6

6X6

6 X6

6*6

6X6

8x8

8X8

6 x 6

6XS

6X6

6 X6

6 x6

6 X6

6 x8

6 Xj

6XS

6X8

8xB

BXB

SIZE (ACTUAL) AND SPACING OF MEMBERS **
WAL E S

FEET
VERT. VERT.

UP TO UP To SPACING SIZE SPACING
12 15 (FEET) (IN) (FEET) CLOSE

6X6

6 X,5

6X6

6 X6

6x6

6X6

6*8

6 X8

6X8

6 X8

8xlo

BX10 4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Not
Rea'd

Not

Reg'd

8x8

8X8

Not

Ree'd

8XB

8*10

1OXIO

6 X8

8X8

8xlo

10X 10 4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

]X6

3 X6

3X6

3X6

UPRIGHTS

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL SPACING
(FEET)

SEE NOTE 1

* Mlxed oak or equlvalent wlth a bendlng strength not less than 850 psl.
** Manufactured members of equlvalent strength may by substltuted for wood.

. .

2 X6

4I 5

2X6

2 X6

2 X6

2*6

3XB

lx8

6

2 X8

A

ES

50
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0

Z
0
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:
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20

t.      .- D. ... ...

DEPTH

OF

TRENCH

(FEET)

To

10

I 0

TO

I 5

15

TO

5

OVER

20

HORIZ.
SPACING

(FEET)

UP TO

6

UP TO

8

UP TO

10

See

Note I

UP TO
6

UP TO

8

UP TO

10

See

Note 1

UP TO

6

UP TO

8

UP TO

10

See

Note 1

SEE NOTE 1

TIMBER TRENCH SHORING

0 . :::- ---     -

. ... /4..1/

TABLE C-1.2

MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS *

SOIL TYPE B P -45XH , 72 psi (2 fc. Surcharge)a

CROSS BRACES

WJP oF TRENCH (FEET)
-Urro 'UP TO|UP TO UP TO
4 6 1 9 12

4X6 4X6 6X6 6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6XS

8x8

6X8

8X8

8XIO

6X 6

6X6

6X6

6*8

8X8

6X8

8XB

8XIO

6X 6

6X6

6X6

6X8

8XB

6%8

8X8

8Xlo

' 6 X 8

6 X8

6X8

8X8

8XS

8XB

8 X8

8*10

SIZE CACTUAL) AND_§FACING OF MEMBERS**
WALES

VERT.
VERT.

UP TO SPACING SIZE SPACING
' 15 (FEET) (IN) (FEET)

6X6

6X 8

6X8

6X8

8X8

8X 10

8X8

8XIO

'OXIO

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5 6X8

8XIO

IOXIO

8XB

IOXIO

IOX12

SXIO

IOX 12

12 X 12

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

UPRIGHTS

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL SPACING
(FEET)

CLOSE 2 13

3%6

3 X 6

BX6

* Mixed oak or equivalent with a bending strength not less than 850 psi.
** Manufactured members of equivalent strength may by substituted for wood.

2X6

2X6

2X6

2X6

2*6

2 X 6

1

01

0-

60

E
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Z
0

0
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TABLE C-1.3

.

OVER

20

10

DEPTH
OF

TRENCH

(FEET)

5

To

10

TO

15

15

TO

20

HORIZ.

SPACING

(FEET)
UP TO

, 6
UP TO

8

UP TO
10

See
Note 1

UP TO
6

UP TO

8

5.0

Note 1
See

Note 1

UP TO
6

See

Note 1

See

Note 1

See

Note 1

SEE NOTE 1

TIMBER TRENCH SHORING -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS *
SOIL TYFE C P - 80 X 11 + 72 paf (2 ft. Surcharge)

SIZE (ACTUAL) AND SCACING OF MEMBERS**CROSS BRACES

WIDTH OF TRENCH (FEET)
a

UP TO UP TO UP TO UP TO UP T

4 0 9 12 15
6X8

8X8

8X 10

BX8

8X 10

8X10

6XS

8XB

8X 10

8XB

8X 10

8XIO

6X8

8XB

8X 10

8XB

8X 10

BXIO

8XB

8X8

8xIO

8X8

8X 10

8XIO

8XB

8XIO

IOXIO

8XIO

IOXIO

1OXIO 5

5

5

VERT.
0 SPACING

(FEET)

5

5

5

SIZE

(IN)

8XIO

IOX 12

12X 12

IOX12

12X 12

12X 12 5

5

5

5

5

UPRIGHTS

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL SPACINGVERT.
SPACING (FEET) (See Note 2)
(FEET) CLOSE

5 2X 6

2X6

2X6

2X6

2X6

3X6

* Mixed Oak or equivalent with a bending strength not less than 830 pal.
** Manufactured members of equivalent strength may be substituted for wood.
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TO

TO

20

OVER

20

UP

UP

UP
1

DEPTH
OF

TRENCH

(FEET)

TO

10

15

I 5

10

5

UP

UP

UP

UP

HORIZ.
SPACING

(FEET)

UP TO
6

UP TO
8

UP TO

10

UP TO
l 2

UP TO
6

10

I 2

6

8

TO

8

TO
10

TO

2

TO

TO

TO

TO

SEE NOTE I

TABLE C-2.1

TIMBER TRENCII SHORING -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS *
SOIL TYPE A P -

25 X H t 72 paf (2 ft. Surcharge)a

CROSS BRACES

WIR/8 OF TRENCH (FEET)
UP TO | UP TO UP TO,UP TO
4 4 9 12

4X4

4X4

4X6

4X6

4X4

4X6

6X6

6X 6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

4 X4

4X4

4X6

4X6

4X4

4X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

4 X4

4X4

4X6

4X6

4X4

4 X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

4 X4

4X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X8

SIZE (545) AND SPACING OF MEMBERS **

UP TO

4X6

4X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X8

6X8 4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

VERT.

SPACING
(FEET)

4

SIZE

fiN)

Not

Reg'd

Req d

8X8

8X8

6X8

8X 8

8XIO

6X 8

8X8

8XIO

8X 12

WAI ES

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

VERT.

SPACIN
(FEET)

Reg 'c

Reqfd

Nof
Reg d

G

3X6

3X6

3X6

3%6

UPRIGHTS

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL SPACING
(FEET)

CLOSE 4 5 6 8

* Douglas fir or equivalent with a bending strensth not less than 1500 psi.** Manufactured members of equivalent strength may be gubsticuted for wood.

4X6

4X6

4X 12

4X 12

4 X 6

4X8

4 X 6

4X6

4XIO

4XIO

4 X8

n.

e
S

Ir

0

0

Z
0

f

0



TO

10

10

TO

15

I 5

TO

20

DEPTH
OF

TRENCH

(FEET)

OVER

20

1

5

U

S

N

U

U

S

N

U

U

U

S

N
--'

U

U

TABLE C-2.2

TIMBER TRENCH SliORING -- MINIMUM TIMBER REQUIREMENTS *
SOIL TYPE B P - 45 XH+72 psf (2 ft. Surcharge)

a

SIZE (S45} AND SPACING OF MEMBERS **
TRnSS RRATFS

HORIZ. WKRTH OF TRENCH (FEET) VERT.

SPACING UP TO UP TO, UP TO UP TO UP TO SPACING
(FEET) 1 4. 6 9 12 ' 15 (FEET)
UP TO

6

P TO

8

P TO

I0

ee

ote !

P TO

6

f TO

8

P TO
10

ee

Ote 1

P TO
6

P TO
8

P TO

I 0

ee

ote 1

SEE NOTE 1

4X6

4X6

4X6

6X6

6X8

6X8

6X8

6X8

8X8

4X6

4X6

4X6

6X6

6XB

6X8

6X8

6X8

8X8

4X6

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X8

8X8

6X8

6X8

8X8

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X8

8X8

8X8

6X8

8X8

8X8

6X6

6X6

6X8

6X8

8XB

8X8

8XB

8x8

8Xa 5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5 6X8

8XB

SIZE

(IN)

8XIO

8XB

IOXIO

10X 12

8XIO

IOXI 2

12X 12

WALES

5

5

5

* Douglas fir or equivalent with a bending strength not less than 1500 pst.
** Manufactured members of equivalent strength may be substituted for wood.

5

5

5

5

5

VERT.

SPACING

fFFFTl

5

3X6

]X6

3X 6

4X6

4X6

4X6

UPRIGHTS

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL SPACING
(FEET)

CLOSE 2 4 6

3X8

4XIO

4XIO

4X 10

4XB

3

3X 12

4X8

4X8

4 X 12

5
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TO

TO

15

DEPTH

OF -

TRENCH
(FEET)

10

10

15

TO

20

OVER
20

5

HORIZ.

SPACING

(FEET)
UP TO

6

UP TO

8

UP TO

10

See

Note I

UP TO

6

UP TO
8

See
Note 1

See

Note 1

UP TO

6

See
Noce 1

See
Note 1

See

Note I

SEE NOTE 1

- - I - I-

TABLE C-2.3

TIMBER TRENCII SHOWING -- MINIMUM TIMBER RE(JUIREMENTS *
SOIL TYPE C P - 80 X H + 72 psf (2 ft. Surcharge)a

IZE (549) AND SPACING OF MFMRFRq
WALESCROSS BRACES

WIDTH OF TRENCH (FEET)
UP TO  UP TO UP TO |UP TO |UP TO
4 1 6 1 9 112 15

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X8

8XB

8X8

6X6

6X6

6X6

6X8

8X8

8XB

6X6

6X6

8*8

6XB

8X8

8X8

6X6

8X8

BX#

8XB

8X8

8X 10

8XB

8X8

8X8

8X8

8X8

8X10 5

5

VERT.

SPACING I SIZE

(FEET) fitl·)

5

5

5

5

8X8

IOXIO

10%12

loXIO

12X 12

10X 12 5

5

5

VERT.

SPACING

(FEET)

5

5

5

*.

UPRIGHTS

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE HORIZONTAL SPACING
(FEET)

CLOSE |
]X6

3X6

3X 6

4*6

4 X 6

4X6

* Douglas fir or equivalent with a bending strength not less than 1500 psi.
** Hanufactured members of equivalent strength may be substituted for wood.
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Appendix 0 10 Subpait P

Aluminum Hydrcutic Sharing for
Trenches

Cal Scooe. This aopendix contains
information that can be used when aium:num
hydraulic :honng is pronded as a method of
protection afainat cave-ins in trenches that
do not exceed 20 feet 16.10,1 tri depth. This
appendix must be used when design of the
aluminum nydraulic protective system cannot
be penormed in accordance w,th
1 1928-8521(1(21.

(b} Soil Claimic*ion in order to use data
presented in this appendk the so,1 type or
types in which the excavation ii made must
fint be determined using the soil
clauification method set forth in appendix A
of subpart P of part 1928.

ic) Presentauon of Informauon.
[nformation is presented in severvi forms as
follows:

(1) informanon is presented in tabular form
in Tables 0-1.1. D-1.1 0-1-3 and E-1.4. Each
table presents the vertical and

hortzontal loaangs that may be used with
vanoui aluminum member size, and vanous
hydriu:ic Cylinder stzes Each table contains
data only for the particular soil type In which
the excavation or portlon of the excavation is
made. Tables 04.1 and D-1.2 are for vertical
•hores an Types A and B goiL Tables 0-1.3
and 01.4 wi for hormmtal waler,ystems in
Typei 8 and C soil

(2) Information concemmg the bnsii of the
tabular dats and the limitations of the dita is
pruented in pangraph (d) of this appendix

(31 Information axplaining the use of the
tabular data is presented in paragraph (el of
this appendix.

(41 information illustrating the use of the
tabular data is presented in paragraph (fl of
this appendix.

(51 Miscellaneous notations (footnotesl
resarding Table D-1.1 through 0-1.4 are
presented in paragraph (g} of this appendix.

(61 Figures. allustrating typical installations
of bydrsulic shonng. ars mduded lust prior to
the Tables. Thi illustrations page Is entitled
"Aluminum Hydraulic Sharing: Typical
Installations."

ld Basis and limitations of the data.
(11 Vertical shon rails and horizontal

wales are those that meet the Section
Modulus requirements in th• D-1 Tables.
Aluminum matenal 11 606148 or material of
equivalent strength and properties

12) Hydraulic cylinders spectacations. m 2-
inch cylinders,ball be a 2-inch
Lnside diameter with a ' safe working
capacity of no less than 18.000 pound: axial
compressive load st extenston.
M extension :s to include full range of
cylinder extensions as recommended by
procloct manufaturer.·

III) 3-Inch cylinders shall be • 3-

Inch inside diameter with a safe woridng
capsaty of not lenthan*1000 pounds axial
compressive load it extensions a.
recommended by product manufacturer.

(3) Limitation of application.
(11 It ts not intended that the aluminum

hydrinlic speafication apply to every
situation that may be expenenced in the
field. These data were developed to apply to
the situations that are most commonly

expenenced in current trenchinq practice.
Shoring systems for use m situations that are
not covered by the data in this aopendix must
be othernse designed as specified in
1 1926.852!cl.

Iii) When any of the follow,n« conditions
an present. the members spectfied in the
Tables are not considered adequate. in this
case. an alternative aluminum hydraulic

shoring system or other type of protective
system must be designed in accordance with

. 6 19261WZL -

(Al When verdcal loads imposed on cross
braces exceed a 100 Pound graviry load
distributed on a one foot section of the center
of the hydraulic cylinder.
- (B} When surcharge loads are present from
equipment weighing in excess of 20.000
poundi

(Cl When only the lower portion or a
trench is shared and the remaining portion of
the trench i:,loped or benched unless: The
sloped portion is sloped at an angie less,teep
than three horizontal to one verucal: or the
members •re:elected imm the tables for use
at a depth which is determined from the top
of the oversil ench. and not from the toe of
the •loped portion.

Ce Use of Toble, 0-1.1.0-1.1 0-1.3 and
0-1.4. The members of the sharing system
that are to be selected using this information
are the hydraulic cylinders. and either the
vertical shores or the horizontal wales. When

a w•1•rsy,tem is used the vertical Umber
sheeting to be used is also selected from
thes• tables. The Tables 0-1.1 and [)-1.2 for

vertical shores are used in Type A and B soils
that do not require,heeting. Type B soils that
may require sheeting. and Type C soils that
always require sheeting are found in the
horizontal wele Tables 0-1.3 and D-1.4. The
soil type must firit be determined in
accordance with the soil classification

system descnbed in appendix A to subpart P
of part 1928 Using the approprtate table. the
selection of the size anci spaang of the
members ts made. The seleclion is based on
the depth and width of the trench where the
members are to be installed. In these tables

the vertical spacing is held constant at four
feet on center. The tables,how the maximum
htzontal spacing of cylinder: allowed for
each:ize of wile in the waler sy,tem tables
and In thi vertical ahore tables. the hydraulic
cylinder horizontal,paang is the same as the
vencal shore spacing

(n Example to mustrote the Use of the
Tables: -

(11 Example 1:

A trench dug in Type A soil is 6 feet deep
and 3 feet wide. From Table D-1.1: Find
ye,tical sbore, and Z inch diameter cylinders
spaced 8 feet on center (o.c.) horizontally md
4 feet on center (o.c- 1 vertically. (See Figures
1 & S for typical instailations.)

(2) Example 2:

A trench b dug in Type B soil that does not
require sheeting. 13 feet deep and 5 feet wide.
From Table 0-1.2 Find vertical,hores and 2
inch diameter cylinders spaced 8.3 feet o.c.
hortzontally and 4 feet o.,1 verocally. (Sce
Figures 1&3 for typical installations.l

· - (3)* #nch Is du, in Type B,oil that doe,
not requir, Iheeting but does expenence
some minor riveling of the trench face. The
trench Is 16 feet deep and g feet wide. From

Table D-12 Find veritcal :hom ind Z inch
dilmeter cylinder (with speaai oversieeves
as designated by foomote zzlspaced 5.5 reel
o.ck horizontally •nd 4 feet o.c. vertically.
plywood (pet· footnote Igl{71 to the D-1 Tablel
should be used behind the shores. (See
Figures 2&3 for typical installations.1

(41 Example 4. A trench is dug in previously
disturbed Type B soiL with characteristics of
a Type C soil and will require,heeting. The
trench is 18 feet deep and 12 feet wide. 8 foot
homontal spaang between cylinders is
desired for working spact From Table D-1.3:
Find honzontal wale with s section modulus
of 14.0 spaced at 4 feet o.c. vertically and 3
inch diameter cylinder spaced at 9 feet

04 horizon,ally. 3)¢12 timber
sheeting is required at close spacing
ve,tically. (See Figure 4 for typical
in.talladorLI

15) Example 5: A trench is dug in Type C
soil 9 feet deep and 4 feet wida. Horizontal
cylinder spacing in excess of 6 feet is desired
for woing spics. From Table 0-1.4: Find
horizontal wade Mth a section modulus of 7.0

and 2 inch diameter cylinders,paced •t 6.5
feet 0.4 horizontally. Or. And horizontal wale
with a 14.Osecoon modulus and 3 inch

diameter cylinder spaced st 10 feet o.c
horizontally. Both wales are spaced 4 feet o.c.
vertically. 3 x 12 timber sheeting I required
al dose spacing vertically. (Sei Figure 4 for
typtcal etillation.1

W Footnotes. and general notes. for Tables
0410-1.1 0-1.1 and D-1.4.

(11 For applications other than thos• listed
in the tables. refer to 1 1925.65*11(21 for use
of manufacturer, tabulated data. For trench

depths in excess of 20 feet. refer to
1 192&652(c)(2} and § 1925.854(1(31.

(212 Inch diameter cylinders. st this width
shal' have itn:cmral steel tube

(3JXJJXO.18751 oversieeves. or structural

oversieeve, of manufacturer's speafication.
extending the full collapsed length

(3) Hydraulic cylinder, Capacities. (i) 2 inch

cynders shall be a 2-inch inside

diameter with s safe working capeaty of not
less than 15000 pounds anal compressive
load ai maximum extension. Maximum

exten,ion is to include full rang, of cylinder
extenmons as recommended by product
manufacturer.

{U) 3-inch cylinder, shall be a minimum 3-
Inch bide diameter ¥nth a safe work

capacity of not less than *1000 pounds axial
compressive load at ma;dmt= extension
Maximum extension is to include full range of
cylinder extensions as recommended by
product manufacturer.

(41 All ip•ang indicated is measured
center to center.

(51 Vertical sharing rails shall have a
minimum section modului of 0.40 inch.

(01 When ¥e*cal,hore, am used. there
mit be a of three shores spaced
equally. hortiontally. in a group.

(7) Plywood,hall bet.125 in.thick
:oftwood or 0.75 Inch. thick. 14 ply. arctic
white birch (Finland formk Please note that
plywood is not Intended I, a Itructural
member. but only for prevention of local
riveling (,loughing of the trench face)
between,hores.
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(81 See appendix C for timber
spec=fications.

[9) Wales are calculated for simple Spen
conditions

(101 See appendix D. item (d). for basis and
limitations 01 the data

BUINO COCE 4510-1/4/
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ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SHORING

TYPICAL INSTALLATIONS

FIGURE NO. 2
VERTCAL ALUJDU,
HYORALLD 8210/7/00

ovme 'i-==

FIGURE NO. 1
viICAL ALLAillIl
,r,C,4,4JC U="I-

(BPOT -*CD-

MOR[ZONTAL SPACING -4 /

1

VERTICAL RAIL

=r¥-I..
s,¥ir

18• MAX. /i·

la

VERTICAL 
SPACI•G 9

\ 71,

40 MAI. a

VERTICAL
SPACING

40 MAX.

2' MAI.

FIGURE NO. 3
VERICAL ALWIal
..0'.*&,C I""...

0

2' MAK.

:

VERTICAL fAIL

MTORAULLC CTL[NOER

.

180 MAX.

VERTICAL

SPACIEG

40 NAI.

U

MOR[ZONTAL -bL /

SPACZEG  M'

MYORAULIC

CYLINDER

2' MAI. ...I

FIGURE NO. 4
AU;.i".' MTO".49 '"Oill,0

(TYPE•AU

HORIZONTAL SPACING

VERTICAL RAIL

HYDRAULIC
CYLINDER

r

2' NAX. 

VERTICAL T
SPACING T

f

U.

PLTWOOO

Wal

ITOIAULIC

CYLINDER

UPRIGIT

SNEETING

t

1

4



OVER

10

UP TO

15

8

DEPTH

OF

TRENCH

(FEET)

OVER

5

UP TO
10

OVER

15

UPTO

20

OVER 20

MAXIMUM

HORIZONTAL

SPACING

(FEET)

7

8

TABLE D - 1.1

ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SHORING

VERTICAL SHORES
FOR SOIL TYPE A

HYDRAUUC CYLINDERS

MAXIMUM

VERTICAL

SPACING

4

(FEET)

NOTE (1)

UP TO 8

2 INCH

DIAMETER

WIDTH OF TRENCH (FEET)

Footnotes to tables. and general noics on hydraulic shoring, am found in Appendix D, licm (g)
Note (]): Sec Appendix D, Item (g) ( 1)
Note (2): Sce Appendix D, Item (g) (2)

OVER 8 UP

TO 12

21NCH

DIAMETER

NOTE (2)

OVER 12 UP

TO 15

31NCli

DIAMETER

.-/

.1

&
n-
m

0

to

S
18

E
9-

i
g:

.1

li.

<
0
r

Z
0



DEPTH
OF

TRENCH

C FEET)

OVER

5

up TO
10

OVER

10

UPTO

15

OVER

15

UPTO

20

OVER 20

MAXIMUM

HORIZONTAL

SPACING

WEET)

8

6.5

5.5

TABLE D - 1.2

ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SHORING

VERTICAL SHORES

FOR SOIL TYPE B

HYDRAULIC CYUNDERS

MAXIMUM

VERTICAL

SPACING

(FEET)

NOTE (1)

4

UP TO 8

2 INCH

DIAMETER

WIDTH OF TRENCH (FEET)

Footnotes to tables, and general notes on hydraulic shoring, arc found in Appendix D, 1[em (g)
Note (1): See Appendix D, Item (g) (1)
Note (2): See Appendix D, Item (g) (2)

OVER 8 UP

TO 12

2 INCH

DIAMETER

NOTE (2)

OVER 12 UP

TO 15

3 INCH

DIAMETER
8
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51

0.
m
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0
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DEPTH

OF

TRENCIi

(FEET)

OVER

5

UPTO

10

OVER

10

UPTO

15

OVER

15

UPTO

20

OVER 20

WALES

4

4

VERTICAL

SPACING

(FEET)

4

SECHON

MODULUS

(IN')

3.5

7.0

140

35

7.0

14.0

3.5

7.0

140

=im- =L=£=L- m
-

,.

TABLE D - 1.3

ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SHORING

WALER SYSTEMS

FOR SOIL TYPE B

HORIZ.

SPACING

80

90

12.0

60

80

10.0

5.5

6.0

9.0

UP TO 8

NOTE (1)

CYLINDER

DIAMETER

2 IN

2 IN

31N

2 IN

3 IN

3 IN

2 IN

31N

3 IN

HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

WID111 OFTRENCH (FEED

OVERBUPTO12

HORIZ.

SPACING

80

90

120

60

8.0

100

5.5

6.0

9.0

CYLINDER

DIAMETER

2 IN

NOTE(2)
21N

NOTE( 2)

3 IN

2 IN

NOTE(2)

3IN

3 IN

2 IN

NOTE(2)

3 IN

3IN

OVER 12 UPTO15

HORIZ

SPACING

80

9.0

120

60

8.0

10.0

5.5

6.0

9.0

Footnotes to tables, and general notes on hydraulic shoring, arc found in Appendix D, Item (g)
Notes (1): See Appendix D, item (g) (1)
Notes (2): Sce Appendix D, Item (g) (2)
* Consult product manufacturer and/or qualified engineer for Section Modulus of available wales.

CYLINDER

DIAMETER

3 IN

31N

3IN

3 IN

31N

3 IN

3 iN

3!N

3 IN

TIMBER UPRIGHTS

MAX.}10R1Z.SPACING

CON CEN'ER)

SOLID 2 FT

SHEEr

3x 12

3x 12

3 FT

3x 12
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S
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50
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DEPTH

OF

TRENCH

(FEET)

OVER

5

UPTO

10

OVER

10

UPTO

15

OVER

15

UP TO

20

OVER 20

4

4

WALES

VERTICAL SECHON
SPACING MODULUS

(FEET)

4

(IN')

, 3.5

7.0

140

35

7.0

14.0

3.5

7.0

14.0

TABLE D - 1.4

ALUMINUM HYDRAULIC SNORING
WALER SYSTEMS
FOR SOIL TYPE C

UPT08

HORIZ. CYLINDER
SPACING DIAMETER

6.0

65

10.0

4.0

5.5

8.0

3.5

5.0

6.0

NOTE (1)

2 IN

2 IN

3 IN

2IN

3 IN

3 IN

21N

3 IN

3 IN

HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

WIDTH OF TRENCH (FEET)

OVERSUPTO12

HORIZ.

SPACING

60

6.5

10.0

4.0

55

8.0

3.5

5.0

6.0

CYLINDER

DIAMETER

2IN

NOTE(2)
2 IN

NOTE(2)

3 IN

2 IN

NOTE(2)

3IN

31N

2 IN

NOTE(2)

3IN

3 IN

OVER 12 UP TO 15

HORIZ

SPACING

6.0

6.5

10.0

Footnoms to tables, and gencrai notes on hydraulic shoring, are found in Appendix D, item (g)
Notes (1): Sce Appendik D, item (g) (1)
Notes (2): See Appendix D, item (g) (2)
* Consult product manufacturer and/or qualified engineer for Section Modulus of available wales.
S;LUNO CODI 411&204

4.0

55

8.0

3.5

5.0

6.0
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D

3 IN

3 IN

3 IN

3 IN

31N

3 IN

3 IN

3 IN

3 IN

TIMBER UPRIGHTS

MAX.HORIZ SPACING
(ON CENTER)

3*12

3x 12

2 FT. 3 FTSOLID

SHEET

3*12

S
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Appendix E to Subpart P-Alternatives to Tlmber Shortng

Figure 1. Aluminum Hydraulic Shoring
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Figure 2. Poeumatic/hydraulic Sharing
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Figure 3. Trench Jacks (Screw Jacks)
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Figure 4. Trench Shields
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Appendix F to Subpart P-Selection of Protective Systems

The following figures •re a graphic summary of the requirements contained in subpart P for excavations 20 feet or lesa in depth.
Protective SYStems for use m excavations more than m feet in depth must be designed by a registered professional engineer in accordance
with 1 1928.832 (b) and (cl.

Is there potential
for cave-in? ..

NO

YES

Slooint
Selected.

Go to Figure 2

SILUIIO COOE 45 10-le#

FICURE 1

ts the excavation more

chan 5 feet in depth?

N0 YFR

Excavation may he

made with

vertical sides.

Excavation must be

sloped, shored. or
shielded.

Is the excavation
entirelv in stable rock?

YES

Nn

Sh„ring or shielding
selected.

PRELIMINARY DECISIONS

Go to Figure 3.-
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YES

Excavation must comply with
one of the following three
options:

Option I:

J1926.652 (b)(2) which
requires Appendices A
and B to be followed

Option 2:

31926.652 (b)(3) which
requires other tabulated
data isee definition) to
be followed.

Option 3:
31926.652 (b)(4) which

requires the excavation
to be designed by a
registered professional
engineer.

Sloping selected as the

method of protection

Will soil classification

be made in accordance

with 11926.652 (b)?

NO

Excavations must comply
with51926.652 (b)(1) which

requires a slope of 1%H:1V
(349).

FIGURE 1 - SLOPING OPTIONS
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Sharing or shielding selected
as the method of protection.

Soil classification is required
when shoring or shielding is
used. The excavation must comply
with one of the following four
opcions:

Option 1

51926.652 (c)(1) which requires
Appendices A and C to be followed
(e.g. timber shoring).

Option 2
51926.652 (c)(2) which requires
manufacturers data to be followed

(e.g. hydraulic shoring,trench
jacks, air shores, shields).

Option 3

31926.652 (c)(3) which requires
tabulated data (see definition)

to be followed (e.g. any system
as per the tabulated data).

Option 4
31926.652 (c)(4) which requires

the excavation to be designed
by a regi srpr•d professional
engineer fe.g. any designed
system) .

FIGURE 3 - SHORING AND SHIELDING OPTIONS

[FR Doc. 80-25217 Filed 10-30-89. &45 ami
-10- co....4

45991
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APPENDIX A-3

PCB AND LEAD MIGRATION CALCULATIONS
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